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GRINNELL
downtown store
depends on • •

Ceiling-Type

SPRINKLERS
When the management of Rich's, Inc.,
decided to construct its new department
store "downtown" in Knoxville, it was
a momentous decision - one taken in
the face of a strong, continuing move
to the suburbs. But experience has proved
the wisdom of that action.
Of course, no small factor in the success
of Rich's new store were such design innovations as a 450-car attached garage;
outside pool and planting area; and a
built-in warehouse. The installation of
Grinnell Sprinklers was still another
move taken to create a relaxed atmosphere and to build customer confidence.
Grinnell Ceiling-Type Sprinklers are
unobtrusive. They do nothing to mar
the decor of modern interiors. And yet,
should fire occur, they operate quickly,
automatically to strike fire at its source,
anywhere - anytime, night or day.
Moreover, they make impressive insurance savings possible.
The time to plan Grinnell Protection is
while your buildings are in the blueprint
stage. For advice on the best system, for
you, invite a Grinnell Fire Protection
engineer to call. Grinnell Company, Inc.,
269 W. Exchange St., Providence, R. I.
~ Rich's Department Store in d owntown Knoxville.
long, und ulating cano py of co ncrete heig htens the
dramatic quality of brick and glass constructi on.

Modern lighting and automatic ceiling sprinklers give a clean, uncluttered appearance to various departments,

GRINNELL

PROTECTION AGAINST EVERY FIRE HAZARD

- - - - - - - - Manufacturing, Engineering and Installation ol Automatic Sprinklers Since 1878 - - - -
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THE ARCHITECT AND PUBLIC RELA-

a need for "reappraisal" of
the American Institute of Architects'
three-year-old public relations program was recognized by the A.I.A.
Board of Directors last month with
appointment of a special "liaison"
committee to study operations of the
program (see page 15) . At the grass
roots level, as indicated by reports
from public relations sessions across
the country, architects continued to
wonder how to get their names in the
newspapers. At one such session,
arranged by the New York Chapter
of the A.I.A., the editor of this magazine offered an appraisal of his own:
the judgment that architectural public relations would benefit more from
a "program of concentration" on
specific groups of t he public identifiable as actual client factors than
from any kind of effort which takes
as its target "a general, undifferentiated public." The trouble with
focusing on the general public, Mr.
Shear said, is that "the total force of
available effort is spread so thin that
it is unnoticeable. It spends equal
effort and money on t hose who have
nothing to do with retaining architects and on those who do make such
decisions. . . . We simply haven't
got the time and money to fight on
this extended kind of front. " Instead,
Mr. Shear suggested, the profession
should decide which parts of the
public it is most concerned to reach,
and concentrate its efforts on those
who decide for or against retaining
architects in such specific fields as
might be suggested by relative activity of various building types and
architect activity within them. On
the matter of the means to be used,
Mr. Shear thought there could be a
more effective development of the
service theme than has so far appeared, and noted that on the
publicity side, the special publics
must be reached through their own
media - the journals and magazines
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they read and use in context with
their work. "I am confident," Mr .
Shear concluded, "that the recognition of the individual architect as
well as the broad educative processes
will develop eventually from such a
program - but as by-productsnot ends in themselves."

Hie LABOR : "If our buildings are
monotonous, " writes Robin Boyd in
the February issue of the Architectural Review, " it is because our ideas
are generally confmed within a narrow range. Structure is approved as
a stimulus by our unwritten architectural morality code rules; ideas
based on shell-concrete or exposed
steel cantilevers are always well accepted, but ideas based simply on
the enjoyment of living, or springing
from a sense of humor, or gaiety, or
reverence, or mystery, or awe, are
suspect, because we cannot bind
them into a specification. They worry
us; we wonder if they can be functional.Yet the question of functionalism should not enter until after the
idea is formed . Then it will never let
down the idea. It is never to be
questioned; only our own lack of
ideas is responsible for the coldness,
the monotony of atmosphere, the
constancy of mood, the limited range
of expression in modern architecture."
ARCHITECTURE WINS AN ELECTION:

The March issue of The American
City has a story about a successful
mayoralty campaign largely based on
the candidate's proposed plan for
improving his community - a development program he engaged two
architects to help him prepare. Glen
Cove, Long Island, population 15,000,
is the astute community, Joseph
Suozzi the new mayor, and Dean
Olindo Grossi and Professor William
Breger of Pratt lnstitute's School of
Architecture were the architectural
consultants. Mr. Suozzi's approach ,
said The American City, "highlighted

E

s

the growing role that planning is
assuming in local elections."
Jo1rn: The next time, in this long

election year, somebody tries to tell
you the one about Eisenhower and
his running mate Ferris (you know,
the big wheel from Coney Island) ,
you Inight reciprocate with the following, which has already been reprinted in half a dozen A.I.A. bulletins since its (not exactly pristine)
appearance in the W estchesler Chapter's Blueprint a few months ago "After 30 years' practice in New
York City, an architect with a
medium size office recently retired to
\Vestchester and deposited $50,000
cash in a local bank. When asked for
the secret of this fmancial accomplishment, he said: "I attrib ute my
ability to retire with $50,000 after
30 years at architecture to close
application to duty, always hewing
lo the mark and letting the chips fall
where they may, the most vigorous
rules of economy, never taking a
vacation but everlastingly keeping at
my job with enthusiasm, and the
death of an uncle, who left me
$49,999.50."
ARCHITECTURE AND POLITICS again :
President Eisenhower has been called
an architect before (usually with victory in Europe the subject edifice)
but to the best of a recollection
stretching all the way back to 1952,
never, until last month, by Adlai
Stevenson. Mr. Stevenson's comment
on the President's decision to seek a
second term credited him as "the
Administration's chief architect" an accident of political rhetoric which
put the word "architect" on every
front page in the country simultaneously for perhaps the first Lime in t he
history of the profession. The President's obligation is clear - he will
need to do more - and his opportunity dazzling: he could say architect and mean architect!
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THE RECORD REPORTS
BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS
"OUTSTANDING AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE": A.I.A.'S EIGHTH ANNUAL COMPETITION
1956 Jury Jtlet in Washington, D. C., March 5-6 ; Members - Pietro Belluschi, dean
of M.I.T. School of Architecture and Planning; Eero Saarinen, Bloomfield Hills,
il'Iich.; Paul Thiry, Seattle; Donald .S. Nel.~nn, Dallas; George B. Allison, Los Angeles

FIRST HONOR AW ARDS

~l -1

Lambert S L. Louis Municipal Airport
Terminal . Building, St. Louis - Owner,
City of Si. Louis; Architects, Hellmuth,
Yamasaki g Leinweber, St. Louis and
Detroit; Engineers, Edgardo Contini
(structural, for preliminary work), William C. E. Becker (structura l), Roberts
g Schaefer Co. (consu lting structural),
Ferris g Hamig (mechanical); General
Contractor , L. g R . Construction Co.
(see this issue, pages 195-202)

The Hodgson House, New Canaan, Conn. - Owner, Mr. and
M rs . Richard Hodgson; A rchitect , Philip C. Johnson, New
Yor k; Engineers, Eipel Engineering Company; Contractor,
John C. Smith (AR, March 1953, pages 156-161)

Manufacturers Trust Company Fifth Avenue Branch, New
York City - Owner , Manufacturers Trust Company; Architect,
S kidmore, Owings g Merrill, New York; General Contractor,
George A. Fuller Company (AR, November 1954, pages 149-156)

Hillsdale High School, San Mateo Union High School District,
San Mateo, Cal. - Owner, San Mateo Unio n High School
District; Architects, John Lyon Reid g Partners, San Francisco;
General Contractors, Rothschild, Raffin g Weirick, N orthern
Constructors

Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences Inc., Stanford
University Grounds near Palo Alto, Cal. - A rchitects, Wurster,
Bernardi g Emm?ns, San Francisco; Landscape A rchitect,
Thomas D. Church; Consulting Engineer for Structural Design,
William B . Gilbert; Contractor, Swinerton g Walberg

,WARDS OF MERIT

R esidence, W hittier , Cal. - Owner , M r. and M rs. Edwin
Krause; Architect, Raphael S. Soriano , Tiburon , Cal.; Contraclor, J. Basso

Houye for Mr . and Mrs. T heodore Bernardi , Sausalito , Ca l. A rchitects, Wurs ter, Bern ardi g Emmons; Consulting Engineer
- A . V . Saph Jr.

House for M r. and Mrs . Nelson T. Nowell, S tockton , Ca l. A rchitects , Wurster, Bernardi g Emmons; Landscape A rchitect,
Thomas D . Church; Conlraclor , T. E. W illiamson Inc.

Residence for M r. and M rs. Wa ller P. Swain, Jr ., P lainfie ld,
N. J. - A rchitect , Reginald Cayu:ood Knight , Jasper Dudley
Ward III , Associate; S tructural Engineer, Strobel g Sa lzman;
General Contraci'Jr, Adam Va lentine

Interfaith Genier, B randeis University, Wa ltham, Mass. Architects, Harrison g A bramovitz, New Yo rk; S tructural
Engineers, E ipel E ngineering Company; Mechanica l Eng ineers,
Sears g Kopf; Contractor, Lilly Construction Company (AR ,
Seplember 1954 , pages 9- 11 , and January 1956, pages 147- 157)

First Methodist Church, Midland, Mich. - Owner , First
Methodist Church; Architect, A lden B. Dow , Midland; Mechanica l Engineer, Hyde g Bobbio Inc.; Contractor, By Owner
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THE RECORD REPORTS
BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS

(Continued from page 11)

AWARDS OF MERIT

Istanbul Hilton Hotel, Turkey - Owner, Turkish Republic
Pension Fund; Architect, Skidmore, Owings g Merrill, Sedad
H. Elden; Structural Engineer, Prof. Said Kuran; Interior
Design, Jane Kidder, Director; General Contractor, Julius
Begger, Dyckerhof] Widman (AR, January 1953, pages 103-116)

Mark Thomas Inn , Del Monte, Monterey, Cal. - Owner, Delcorp Inc.; Architect, John Carl Warnecke, San Francisco;
General Conlraclor, Haas g Haynie

Building for Oak Cliff Savings g Loan Association, Dallas,
Tex. - Archilecl, Prinz g Brooks, Dallas; Mechanical Engineer, A rnold Gaynor; Contractor, Burgher Construction
Company

Archileclural Office for Killingsworth, Brady and Smith, Long
Beach, Cal. -A rchilecls , Killingsworth, Brady and Smith; Structural Engineer, C. Gordon DeSwarle; Landscape Architect, Edward
Lovell; Decorator, Stan Young; Contractor, Stromberg g Son

Schlumberger A dmin islralion Building, Ridr;ejield, Conn. Owner, Schlumberger; Architect, Philip C. Johnson; Enr;ineers,
Eipel Engineering Company; Conlraclor, John C. Smilh

Feld Clinic, Delroil - Owners, Doc/ors H. Weisberg, D. Feld,
J. Weisberg; Archilecls, Yamasaki, Leinweber g Associates, ·
Royal Oak, Mich.; Conlraclor, Trowell Conslruclion Company

Police Facilities Building, Civic Center, Los Angeles - Owner,
City of Los Angeles; Archilecl, Welton Beckel g Associates,
J. E. Stanton Associated; General Conlr!lctors, Ford J . Twails
Co. and Morrison-Knudsen Co.

U. S. Embassy Slaff A parlmenls , Ne uilly and Boulogne, Paris ,
France - Owner , U. S. Department of Stale, through Foreign
Buildings Operations; Archilecls, Ralph Rapson , John Van der
Meaten, John Greenuood, in charge of conslruclion

IF THIS IS YOUR APPLICATION . ••

Broadcast Studio
Church
Country Residence
Evening School
City Residence
Quiet Office
Average Residence
Public Libr,a ry
Study Hall
Classroom
Professional Office

Afi·

Noisy Residence
Business Office

ii~
~

43-48 decibels

Store
Noisy Office
Factories ·

FLORA SHOWS YOU how easy it is to select a G-E ballast to meet
your noise level requirements. For example: in a library installation

where noise levels must be extremely low, or in a -quiet office where
ballast noise could interfere with work, G.E. has a ballast to do the job.

Flora* shows you why •..

General Electric Sound-rated Ballasts
Help You Save Lighting Dollars
Fluorescent lighting today is used in a
countless variety of applications; from
ultra-quiet broadcast studios and library reading rooms to noisy factori es
and offices. To help you select a
lamp-ballast combination to meet the
sound requirements of your installation, General Electric conducts extensive tests to measure the avera ge
sound level of each ballast model. This

measurement is called "Sound Rating."
This exclusive G -E feature enables
you to specify a model sound-rated to
meet the needs of your fluorescent installation. You sav e valuable lighting
dollars by reducing expensive noise
complaints.
Next time you specify equipment for
a fluorescent lighting installation, make
sure you get the best .. . specify Gen-

eral Electric sound-rated ballasts. Look
for the sound rating on the nameplate .
A G -E b allast tag or sticker on your
fixture is proof that it 's equipped with
the best in ballasts. It's the easy way
to be certain. For further information
on G-E ballasts, write Section 401-8,
G eneral Electric Company, Schenectady
5, New York.
*Miss Fluor e scent Ballast, G .E.'s Ballast Mascot.
Cop y right 1955 , G en e ra l Electric Company.

Five more reasons why

GENERAL ELECTRIC IS YOUR BEST BALLAST VALUE
e SUPERIOR QUALITY CONTROL
e LONGER BALLAST LIFE
e PRECISE LAMP-MATCHED DESIGN
e PROVED PRODUCT LEADERSHIP
e COMPLETE CUSTOMER SERVICES

Progress Is Ovr Mosf lmporlanf Protlvcf
G-E BALLASTS operate more qu ietly t han
average ballasts, and G-E engineers are con•
stantly tes ting ·new materials and me t hods
in o rder to better cont rol ballas t no ise .

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
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(Continued.from page 12)

17 BUILDINGS CITED IN 1956 CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AWARDS
The second annual Professional Competition for Better Catholic Institutional
Design, sponsored by the magazine
Church Property Administration , has
produced awards to 17 buildings in the
five categories of the competition - four

First Awards and 13 Distinctive Design
Awards.
Five architects comprised the j Ul'Y of
award - Brother Cajetan Baumann,
0.F.M., A.I.A., New York; Frank Montana, A.I.A., head, School of Architecture, Notre Dame University; Paul C.
Reilly, A.I.A., New York; George B.
Beatty, A.I.A., Brooklyn; George J .
Sole, A.I.A., New York.
The four First Awards are shown on
this page. Distinctive Design Awards
were given as follows:
A church seating less than 400 - St.
Mary's Church, Milton, Wis., John J.
Flad & Associates, architects; Church
of the Annunziata, Ladue City, Mo.,
Maguolo & Quick, architects; St. Anthony's Church, Agassiz, B.C., Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates,
architects.
A grade school accommodating 350 or
more - Sacred Heart Parish School,

Covina, Cal.; Chaix & Johnson, architects; St. Philip the Apostle School,
Clifton, N . J., Arthur Rigolo, architect.
A high school accommodating no more
than 1000 - Academy of the Sisters of
Mercy, Gwynedd Valley, Pa., Nolen &
SwinbUl'ne, architects; Benedictine High
School of St. Scholastica's Parish, Detroit, Diehl & Diehl, architects; Mount
Carmel High School, Auburn, N. Y.,
Beardsley & Beardsley, architects.
A parish rectory - Rectory for St.
Therese of the Child Jesus Parish, Philadelphia, Nolen & Swinburne, architects ; St. John of God Rectory, Norwalk, Cal., Armet & Davis, architects ;
St. Philip the Apostle Rectory, Clifton,
N. J., Arthur Rigolo, architect.
A parish convent- St. Mary Magdalen's Parish convent, San Antonio,
Charles Blomfield, architect; St. Hilary
Parish Convent, Pico, Cal., Chaix &
Johnson, architects.

3

1. FIRST AWA RD - "A high school accommodating no more
than 1000." St . Patrick's High School, Chicago, Ill.; Belli g
Belli, architects. The school is run by the Brothers of the Christian
Schools
2. FIRST AWARD-"A church seating less than 400."
St. Gabriel's Church, Chinook, Mont.; Bordeleau-Pannell,
architects. "Powerful in its simplic ity, with excellent use of
structural materials"
3. FIRST A WARD-" A parish convent." St. Brigid Parish
Convent, Detroit; Diehl g Diehl, architects . The convent accommodates 20 nuns
4. FIRST A WARD - "A grade school accommodating 350 'or
more." St. Teresa School, Trumbull, Conn.; J. Gerald Phelan,
architect. The school conta ins 16 classrooms "excellently planned
to conform to the bi-level possibilities of the slop ing terrain"

4

(More news on-168)
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B. F. Goodrich
introduces

a new, exclusive
and highly
superior concept
in floor tile!
Made by a uniqu e B. F.
Goodrich process, "Agatine" is a homogeneous compositi on of tiny gems of color that
go the full thickness of the tile. Its unusual
appearance gives floors a clean sweep of
di stinctive anJ durable beauty.

No other tile like it :

Greatly reduces maintenance cost: " Agat in e" is

super-dense. Its non-porous surface will resist
dirt, nicks and scratches ; the design itself
hides footmarks. A minimum of waxing preserves its lustrous factory finish. Even with
the heavi est foot traffic "Agatine" will outlast the building.
For commercial or home use: " Agatin e" has the

qui et and comfort of rubber til e. It can be
i nst.all ed on or above grade, over wood or
concrete- with or without radiant heating.
9" x 9" tiles come in 16 colors-.80 gage
(for hom es and li ght traffic areas) and 1/s"
(for commercial use).
World's easiest-to-clean room (shown left) fea-

tures "Agatine."
New suspended jnrniture (Italian concept) couldn't hang above an easier-to-clean fioor.

FOR SPECIFICATIONS:
Write B. F. Goodrich Co., Flooring Division , AR-4
Watertown 72, Mass.

4 OF THE 16 BEAUTIFUL AGATINE COLORS
KOROSEAL TILE

• RUBBER TILE

•ASPHALT•

RUBBER COVE BASE

• STAIR TREADS

• ACCESSOR I ES

© 19 56. Th e B. F . G o o d ri c h Com pa ny
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VIEWS

CASARELLA, No. 208 (Ita ly),
showed photograp hs of Alvar Aallo's recently completed Raulatalo Building in
Helsinki. Eight stories high, il was designed around a central well, which is
roofed al the fourth floor lo create the en-

trance hall. The roof is pierced for illumination by" monolithic cones of sheet glass "
serving as skylights. The external facing of
the building is copper sheet ing , placed
over a concrete frame. Shops and a cafe
occupy the lower .fl.oar s; lhe upper floors are

for office renlal. The original design,
selected by a competition, was changed
slightly to conform with existing buildings
in the neighborhood, including the lhirlyyear-old building next door designed by
Elie[ Saarinen

INTEGRAL, December 1955 (lfenezuela), in an article devoled lo Oscar
N iemeyer's projeclfor a Museum of Modern Art in Caracas, displayed three contemporary approaches lo museum design:

N iemeyer, at left; Le Corbusier , cenler;
and Frank Lloyd W right , al right. Neimeyer's Ca racas museitm will be built as a
sort of sqttare bowl, des igned this way io
make the most of natural light. The roof

will have aluminum louvers to control
illumination. Corbu's museum , des igned
for A hmedebad, India, has a spiral plan,
is under construction. W right's Guggenheim Museum is still hanging fire

ARQUITECTURA MEXICO, December 1955 (Mexico), featured a cr itical
study by architect Giovanni Maria Cosco
on the work of architect Felix Candela.

The examples shown of Mr. Candela's
work in thin shells included photographs
of a clothing factory al Coyoacan, D. F.
(left); a garage for a house in the Pedregal

district of Mexico City, done with architect Horacio Almada (center); ar d an
industrial development, also in the Mexico
City region

0 F
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(More news on page 30)
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The State of Construction

As the latest figures on contracts
awarded in the 37 eastern states were announced by F. W. Dodge Corporation,
the year 1956 had two legs on a new annual record - like January, February
set new records for the month in all three
major categories (see page 450 for details). Dr. George Cline Smith, Dodge
vice president and economist, noted that
new contract trends for the first two
months of the year indicate the construction industry got off to a much better
start for the year than most analysts
expected. Addressing the Boston Chapter of the Producers' Council last month,
Doctor Smith said that the most striking
feature of the current upsurge in construction was the strength of industrial,
utility and public works contracts. But
he also called attention to the upturn in
residential contracts - "Almost everyone," he said, "expected the housing
downturn which began late in 1955 to
continue for several more months at
least. But residential contract awards in
the first two months ofthis year, as compiled from Dodge Reports in the 37
eastern states, actually ran six per cent
ahead of the same period last year. The
total of $1.5 billion of residential awards
was a new record for any January-February period. It is true that the number
of housing units involved was slightly
below the same period a year ago. How-

. lr _J.

TILES BY MAX SPIVAK (examples
shown above) are the latest entry in the
field of commercial products designed by
top-rank fine artists - a coordinated
group of nine patterns for the Cambridge

Tile Manufacturing Company executed
in unglazed tiles mounted on one- by two-fl
paper sheets for quick installation. Colors
and patterns were planned for use in
various combinations as well as singly

ever, the difference, especially in February, was so slight as to indicate that the
decline had leveled off. And it is important to remember that houses are increasing in size, in equipment and in
cost, so that the dollar volume of residential awards has been increasing substantially in spite of the small drop in
number of units." Doctor Smith thought
the strength of business investment, as
it shows up in the industrial, commercial
and utility figures, "indicates a high
degree of confidence that today's record
levels of production and sales are not
a peak, but merely a step toward higher
levels ahead."

the gift of the profession to one
of its number, will be awarded to
Clarence S. Stein of New York in traditional ceremonies at the annual banquet
at the A.I.A. national convention in Los
Angeles next month. The award honors
an American architect who is known
around the world for his pioneering work
in city planning. Other major 1956 A.I.A.
awards will be given to Hildreth Meiere,
New York painter, who will receive
the Fine Arts Medal, and Harry Bertoia,
also of New York, who will receive the
Craftsmanship Medal.

Stein Gets A.I.A. Gold Medal
The 1956 Gold Medal of the American
Institute of Architects, highest honor in

-

Drawn for the

RECORD

by Alan Dunn

" She's gone - said she wouldn't live under the same hyperbolic paraboloid with me - "

The State of the Profession
Selection of 1956 honors recipients was
one of innumerable items on the agenda
of the A.I.A. Board of Directors at its
annual meeting in Washington last
month. In addition to hearing and acting
on the many reports of national A.I.A.
committees, the Board gave special attention to the public relations program
at this meeting, but the only immediate
result was appointment of a " liaison
committee" consisting of A.I.A. Secretary Edward Wilson and Regional Directors Austin Mather and Donald Beach
Kirby " to enter immediately into consultation with the PR Committee and
the staff to study and work out details
of changes to accomplish necessary improvements that will strengthen the
methods of coordinating and integrating
the program," as the A.I.A. Memo reported it. The Board has asked for a
report on this study at its Fall 1956
meeting. The Board "confirmed its
previous decision to engage Ketchum
Inc., which will be retained as PR counsel for the remainder of the year," said
the Memo. Additional appointments to
the Public Relations Committee, to expand it, as the Board voted last Fall to
(Continued on page 24)
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MODERN DESIGN

Only Lath and Plaster can provid
effects like this staircase and lightin
canopy at the Miller Brewing Com pan :
Milwaukee, Wis.

SAVES $60,000,
30 DAYS

HELPS SELL
HOMES

Acoustical Plaster provides
quiet, restful surroundings in
a pp l ications like this new
dormitor y at Michigan State
U n iversity , East Lansing ,
Mich.

ACOUSTICAL
TREATMENT

Simplified construction techniqu
using lath and plaster reduced fra
ing costs and completion time ~
John Wanamaker store, Wynnt
wood , Pa.

By serving as an assurance of qualit]
construction throughout, lath anc
plaster boosts sales for builders lik1
J oseph Lupowitz & Sons, Inc., Phila
delphia, Pa.

FIREPROOFING

Lath and plaster economically provides the
fireproofing needed in structures like Chrysler
Corporation's new body paint and fmishing plant.

LOW
INSURANCE RATES

Substantial savings in insurance rates are
made through use of lath and plaster in many
buildings like Deerpath School, Lake Forest, Ill.

L

Certified Crafts111anship
• The Certified Craftsmanship Certificate is a written pledge of adherence
work schedules, job cooperation, work of craftsmanship caliber and
nationally recognized standards of quality. A certificate is yours for the
asking from lathing and plastering contractors adhering to the code of
Standard Practices for Lathing and Plastering.
We suggest a thorough reading of the Code of Standard Practices which
appears on the back of every certificate. Ask your lathing and plastering
contractor for a copy, or write National Bureau for Lathing and Plastering,
1401 K Street, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
to

~ssociated

Manufacturers of Lathing and Plastering Materials
520 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
FINISHING LIME ASSOCIATION OP OHIO

•

GYPSUM ASSOCIATION

MBTAL LATH MANUPACTURBRS ASSOCIATJON
PBRLJTE INSTJTUTB

•

VERMICULITE INSTITUTB

This is the emblem of the National
Bureau for Lathing and Plastering. It
symbolizes high standards of job performance and responsibility.

THE RECORD REPORTS
MEETINGS AND MISCELLANY
(Conlinuedfrom page 21)

do, to 13 members representing all A.LA.
regions, have now been made. John W.
Root continues as chairman.
Setting a Precedent
The A.I.A.'s hardworking president,
George Bain Cummings of Binghamton,
N.Y., who is just completing his first
one-year term, has announced that he
will not be a candidate for reelection in
the balloting at the annual convention
May 14-18. Mr. Cummings said he was
stepping down in a deliberate effort to
set a one-term precedent so that in future potential candidates for the presidency need not feel they must be prepared to give two years of service or
refuse nomination. In his year as presi-

ARCHITECTURAL TIE- Comes now
what the release caption describes as
(above) "Picture of a Happy Marriage"
- a lie called" Perennial Classic," newest
of posh Manhattan haberdasher Bronzini
Lld.'s "Graeco-Roman Collection," which
has been copied "almost intact," Bronzini
reports, "from the newest glamour girl
on Manhattan's skyline, the 45-slory
Socony-Mobil Building." Architects Harrison g Abramovitz will be interested lo
know that Bronzini president W. D.
Blackwell's study of their stainless sleel
fai;ade convinced him that the basic design
elements are "unmistakably Greek and
Roman" though he found their handling
of "this classic theme" in this building
"strictly 20th century American"
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dent, Mr. Cummings estimates that he
has devoted a third of his time to the
job. Reversal of the general expectation
that, as has been customary with A.I.A.
presidents, Mr. Cummings would seek
and receive a second term, left the field
wide open. At the time of Mr. Cummings' announcement the first week in
March, there was nobody else officially
in the field - no nominations had been
received at A.I.A. headquarters for any
of the five offices (besides president, first
and second vice presidents, secretary,
treasurer) which must be filled at next
month's election. The only name publicly mentioned in connection with the
presidency (in a rather offhand reference
in an Architectural Forum article about
something else) was that of Hugh Stubbins Jr., of Lexington, Mass., who was
last year a candidate for the A.I.A.
second vice presidency. Mr. Stubbins,
however, expressed himself as completely
unaware that his name had even been
mentioned and said that if there had
been any activity in his behalf he hadn't
heard about it. Pre-convention nominations close April 4.
Happy Contractors
The Associated General Contractors of
America, Inc. conducted the business of
their 37th annual convention in New
York a few weeks ago against a background of continuing optimism. The annual preconvention telegraphic survey of
member chapters had indicated that
contractors look forward to brisk business during the next half year at least.
A $60 billion volume for 1956 - including all new construction and improvements to existing structures - was confidently anticipated. The 1955 total, a
record, was $42.25 billion in new construction alone, a 12 per cent increase
over 1954. The annual report of H. E.
Foreman, A.G.C.'s managing director,
called attention to the fact that construction last year accounted for 15 per
cent of all goods and services produced
in the nation, and was responsible for
15 per cent of all employment. He mentioned recent Federal government studies that show a very bright future, particularly in the public works field. Sw·veys of state and local public works
needs put these at $200 billion over the
next 10 years. The present rate of outlay
will have to be doubled if this requirement is to be satisfied. The more than
1600 attending the New York meetings
installed Frank J. Rooney of Miami as
1956 president. He succeeded George C.
Koss of Des Moines. The new vice president is Lester C. Rogers, president of
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SO SYMBOLIC- After all these years,
they're going to make the Empire State
Building a symbol. What will do it? - an
"electronic tiara of four super-powerful
revolving and elevating night beacons" to
be installed (photo above) 1092 ft above
Manhattan streets. These, with their
"eight position cycle of dramatic skysweeping movement," will be visible in six
Eastern states, on the ground from 80
miles, and from the air 300 miles. Federal
Sign and Signal Corporation is engineering, building and installing the addition
to /he Shreve, Lamb g Harmon skyscraper

Bates & Rogers Construction Co., of
Chicago. His father, Walter A. Rogers,
in 1920 was the second president of the
A.G.C., and preceded his son as president of the Bates & Rogers organization,
a heavy construction and railroad firm.
The general contractors spent quite a
bit of time discussing methods of combating efforts of specialty contractors to
secure new Federal legislation which
would force the separate listing of subcontractors on government work exceeding $100,000 per contract. The specialty
contractors are again trying to persuade
Congress to pass the Federal Construction Contract Bill, S. 1644. The generals
look upon this as a foot-in-the-door
effort which would lead to the inclusion
of state and other types of construction
if enacted by Congress. A.G.C. determined to try to block the legislation before it could reach the House floor. The
building division expressed its satisfaction with plans of the American Institute of Architects to revise its architects'
practice handbook. Not consulted when
the handbook first was prepared, the
general contractors now are conferring
with A.I.A. on the revision and on standards specifications.- Ernest Mickel

Designers of incandescent lighting for modern offices and executive suites
have discovered a new tool, the Art Metal AMCOLENS. The AMCOLENS
makes it possible to design incompar able efficiency as well as contemporary
beauty into lighting systems. Installed in Art Metal recessed eliptisquares,
AMCOLENS builds prestige among customers and employees. For dramatic,
advanced lighting for conference rooms, lobbies, alcoves, reception rooms,
lounges, offices and laboratories, AMCOLENSES are your contemporary
keys to better lighting designs.

mcolens
•1n

ndustry
OFFICES

TYPES of recessed ELIPTISQUARES

~

jQLENS creates a cheerful office environment
re employees enjoy working. Warm, colorful
Gis multiplied and directed to desks and cabinets
lear glass prisms, the most exact means known
~ience for controlling the direction of light.

CONFERENCE ROOMS

.dsome, deep AMCOLENSES provide diffused
iowless illumination and blend with the overall
r scheme.

LOBBIES

rich subtle effect of the two-light deep
COLENS enhances the decor of any business
tiering place. In terms of lighting efficiency and
cticality, clear prismatic AMCOLENS ha s no
al.
AMCOLENSES ARE ANOTHER

THE

Two Light Eliptisquare-Accommodates one 91/z" x 161/z"
AMCOLENS which incorporates two symmetric lens elements each with its own lamp and eliptisquare reflector. All
eli.ptisquare units have separate hinged doors which rotate
open on two spring pin hinges.

.4~ 'i!/!!~

DEVELOPMENT OF ART METAL

ART WETAL
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

COMPANY

THE RECORD REPORTS
NEWS FROM CANADA
(Continued from page 36)

P.Q.A.A., discussed "The Duties and
Obligations ofthe Architect," and urged
that architects give enough detail in
their preliminary drawings and specifications to permit accurate estimates.
A. J.C. Paine, president of the R oyal
Architectural Institute of Canada, at
the same session advocated greater use
of official contract documents.

How to Flash &Waterproof
with PERMANENT COPPER
for less than 15~ PER SO. FT.

Copper Armored Sisalkraft is pure Anaconda copper bonded to
reenforced, creped kraft. It provides all the traditional advantages of heavy sheet copper at a fraction of the cost. Specify
this unique product for all concealed flashing and waterproofing
applications . It will satisfy your clients two ways: (I) save them
money, (2) give them effective water and moisture protection.
r nearest so

OPPER

RMQDED
I\

r-A-;;;.7AN

l

SISA~i'"AFr

CORPORATION

DEPT. AR4 , ATTLEBORO, MASS.

J Please send samples of Copper Armored
J S_isalkraf~ and literature showing applica-

I tion details.
I Name.· ·· · ·· · · · ·· · ··· · · · ·
I Company . . . . . .. .. .
__ ....____,___..... Address . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .
1 City . . ... ... .. .. . Zone . . . State . .

ISALKRAfJ

A $21 m illion redevelopment projec
has been proposed for T oronto. T<
be composed of six 19-slory ap arl·
ment bu ildings, il was designed bJ
Weir, Cr ip ps an d Associates, T oront1

On Saturday, t he last day of t he cc
vention, t he architects toured the ci
but returned to t he hotel in time to he
the chief speaker, Msgr. Alphonse Mai
Parent, rector of Laval University,
t he annual luncheon. Monsignor Pare
called for greater concentration on t
liberal studies in universities, but sa
t hat before t his could be done univer:
ties would have to put in order th<
fac ulties in the speculative sciences, Ii
er al arts, ' ' pictorial'' arts and '' mor
sciences.''
Delegates elected Henri Mercier,
Fellow of the Royal AJ.·chitectural I
stitute of Canada and member of t l
Montreal firm of Crevier, Lemieux
Mercier, to the presidency. Other ne
officers include: H. A. I. Valentin
Montreal- first vice president; Gerai
Venne, Quebec - second vice pre<
dent; Randolph C. Betts, Montreal honorary secretary ; Georges de Va
rennes, Montreal - honorary treasure
and Richard E. Bolton, Francis
Nobbs, C. Davis Goodman, Pien
Morency, Paul E. Brassard, Chrystie l
Douglas, Robert P. Fleming, P aul (
Trepanier, Edouard Fiset and LuciE
Mainguy - members of the Council .
PROVINCIAL OFFICERS NAME:
AT B.C. ARCHITECTS MEETIN1
At t he 36th annual meeting of tl
Architectural Instit ute of British C<
lumbia, held recently in Vancouve
J . L. Davies was reelected presiden
Clive D . Campbell, deputy minister c
public works and chief architect for th
provincial government, was elected vie
president . Councillors include Pro.
Fred B. Lasserre, Murray Polson, C. I
Pratt, Keith B. Davison and R. Vi
Siddall .
(Continued on page 4~
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esign by American-Standard
These are just a few of the many plumbing, heating, cooling and kitchen products manufactured
by the AMERICAN-STANDARD PwMBUIG AND HEATING D1v1s10N, P. 0. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, PL

THE RECORD REPORTS
NEWS FROM CANADA
(Continued from page 40)

FEAR U. S. COMPETITION
FOR CANADIAN ENGINEERS
At its Toronto hearing, the Royal
Commission on Canada's Economic
Prospects was told by J . M. Thompson,
vice president of Canadian Westinghouse Ltd. that modifications in U. S.
requirements for military service may
aggravate Canada's shortage of graduFort Harrison Apartments, Victoria,
B. C., contains 11 one-bedroom units ,
six of them with full balconies; Clack,
Clayton, Pickslone, of Victoria , are
the architects

lo ma acoustic plasfet esign
VOil pe 1 g patte1n an KILNOISE
A versatile new "tool" of leading
architects is the modern technique
of Impressed Design ... first and
most successfully used on KILNOISE,
a permanently hard acoustic plaster.
In designing interiors for clubs,
schools and businesses, you have
unlimited scope in adapting any
motif for your Impressed Design on
KILNOISE. You simply make a

tracing of your design to relieve
the monotony of wide expanses of
wall or ceiling plaster . • • plaster
craftsmen do the rest.
KILNOISE provides an NRC up to
.60, resists moisture, retards fire.
So be sure to specify KILNOISE !
Kelley Island Company, division
of Basic Refractories, Incorporated,
Cleveland 15, Ohio.

K L

SE

ACOUSTIC PLASTER

ate engineers and technicians. Such
changes in the draft law will increase the
attractiveness of employment in the
U. S. for young Canadian engineers, he
said.
The Westinghouse executive was one
of many speakers who stressed the gravity of the shortage of skilled personnel.
The implication was that unless this
shortage is remedied, Canada's prospects for the next 25 years are going to
suffer a severe setback.
H . M. Turner, chairman of the board
of Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.,
had some statistics for the situation.
Against an expected 1800 engineering
graduates in 1956, there is an annual
need of 2500 to 3000 a year. There must
be new facilities for training engineers,
he said, or greater use made of existing
facilities . He suggested also that Canadian universities study the American
practice of dividing university classes
into two groups, one group working in
industry half the year while the other
group is studying.
McGILL EXPERIMENTS WITH
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
For the past two years, the McGill
School of Architecture and the Ecole
des Beaux Arts of Montreal have been
cooperating, under the title Laboratoire
d'Etude Technico-Architecture, in a
new method of instruction for architectural students. The system calls for
the students to construct in the laboratory key sections of a full-scale building, using the same materials as would
be used in actual construction.
The technique, which is also receiving
support from the Montreal Building
Trades Center, was initiated by Chicago
architect Howard Fisher at the invita(Continued on page 46)
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o plan for power!
the homes of today.
Plan your homes with power in mind - with
phasis on sound, adequate wiring all through
: house. You'll make your homes easier to sell ;
l'll add to your reputation as a designer of
~lity homes!

Free Home Wiring Wall Chart! Send today for

Kennecott's handy wall chart showing typical
home circuit loads. Use it as a check list when
planning home electrical systems. For your copy,
write Kennecott Copper Corporation, Dept.
AR46, 161 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Kennecott Copper Corporado,a
Fabricating Subsidiaries: CHASE BRASS & COPPER CO. • KENNECOTT WIRE & CABLE CO.
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Frank Lloyd Wright
discusses . ..
AN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE: Frank Lloyd Wright. Edited by Edgar Kaufma nn. Horizon Press (New Yor k) 1955.
BY ALINE B. SAARINEN
IT TOOK THIRTY YEARS before Ame rica recognized Frank
Lloyd Wright as a great man. Now he has fame, admiration,
adulation, high TV appeal and a host of rather superficial
fo llowers. But the astonishing fact remains that he has had
very little influence on the best architects or the best architecture of following generations.
One explanation is that his contribu tion is so formidab ly
personal that al though it may invite imitation, which is a
specific and superficial thing, it cannot exert infl uence, which
i a general and creative one .
But this is to confuse effects with principles. \Vright's style
is indeed personal and with many idiosyncracies. It is persona l
and grandiose and audacious, often even rude, as is Michelangelo's sculpture. The attempt Lo follow Michelangelo's style
led only Lo imitation of his effects and thus to virtually nothing. But the developmen t of Michelangelo's principles led,
in large measure, Lo the dynamic sculpture of the Baroque.
As Wright himself says:" No man's work need resemble mine.
If be underslands the working of the principles behind the
elfecls be sees here, with similiar inlegrily he will have his
own way of building."
Another explanation for Wright's lack of influence is that
because he does not share t he prevailing preference for what
Dean Hudnut in a brilliant article recently ca lled Lhe puri st

* AncetTECTUHAL .RECOllD , Ja n.

1956. p p 139 - l tf6.

or "Engineer's EsLhetic, " * he is nol sympathetic Lo younger
architects. B ut this assumes that because he does not subscribe Lo Lhe "Engineer's Esthetic," nor believe dogmatically
in the expression of structure carried to its ultimate conclusion,
he is unaware of and disinte rested in its challenges.
To hold this view is, I believe, Lo admit a nearsigh ted view
of his work. It is also, more tragically, to admit that the vision
of architecture has become so threadba re it can recognize the
acceptance of these challenges only in the most limited and
conventional terms.
All of which is, perhaps, a long-winded way of saying that
Wright's basic principles are, in a profound sense, very litLle
understood. If they are visually lost for many in the overwhelming forcefulness of his personal style, they are inte llectually lost for others in the exuberant, repetitious and often
extraneous muchness of his writings.
What Edgar Kaufmann has undertaken in this volume,
then, seems to me Lo fulfill an important need. He has, in a
sense, panned away the gravel and delive red only the gleaming, golden nuggets. For he has extracted from Wright's
voluminous writings, speeches and interviews, what he considered the most succinct, trenc hant and yet colorful of the
architect's statements on the general and the particular. He
has then ordered these statements into meaningful groupings
(Continued on page 66)

BUILDER OF GREAT BRIDGES
Robert Moillart. By Max Bill. Verlag
Girsberger (Zurich) 1955. 184 pp, illus.
American distributor: Geoi::,~e WiLLeuborn
& Co. New York City, N. r.

In the January 1st, 1938 issue of
·' Sch weizerische Bauzeitung," Robert
Maillart, the late Swiss engineer, wrote,
·•Reinforced concrete does not grow like
wood, is noL ro lled like steel, and has no
joinls like masomy. It is most easily
compared with cast iron as a material
cast in forms, and perhaps we can learn
something directly from the slowly discovered cast iron forms regarding the
avoidance of rigidily in form by a fluid
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continuity between the members thal
serve different funct ions. The condition
of this beautiful continuity is the conception of the structure as a whole."
This aLLilude toward the materials
and their use was largely responsible fo r
perhaps the most beautiful s tructures of
their kind ever built. Conceiving structures in a completed sense rather than
an assembly of components was the
prime factor on attaining this success.
This can be seen in Maillart's bridges
where the roadways or railways are an
inlegral part of the structure rather than
(Continued on page 66)
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lnsulite Roof Deck
design outsells others 3 to I
•
New Jersey project
1n
Homes designed with lnsulite Roof Deck are outselling all others in the Mountainside Park project.
"Out-selling them three to one," reports Mr. Lester
Robbins, president of the Robbins Co., Union, N. J.,
the builders.
Insulite Roof Deck displays quality and beauty to the
prospective home purchasers. The white, pre-finished
underside adds to the "cathedral" effect. See, at left,

how Insulite Roof Deck contributes to the free and open
look the architect, the late Sam Glaberson, A.I.A.,
wanted in this exposed beam ceiling.
All over the country builders report Insulite Roof
Deck reduces costs $80 to $300 per home. Goes up fast.
Roof Deck is three products in one. A single operation
does three jobs. Send for pictures and construction details now! Write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

ient
t seal

It's Insulation with vapor barrier. No
need for other insulation. 2" Roof Deck is
comparable to 2" wood deck plus l" fiberboard insulation. Available in 3 thicknesses
to meet insulation requirements in any
climate. Exclusive resilient gasket seal and
vapor barrier membrane protect against
condensation within the unit.

x 8' units cut application time as much as 45%. Only one material to handle. New Insulite Roof Deck
eliminates need for separate roof boards,
insulation, lath and plaster and ceiling
finishing. Insulite Roof Deck can save 12
man hours per 1000 sq. ft. of surface compared with 2" x 6" D&M roof sheathing.

It's roof deck-2'

-The underside of
Insulite Roof Deck is finished with flameresistant surface. Lay Roof Deck over pre·
finished beams ... and ceiling is done. No
need to plaster, paint, stain, wax. Cuts
labor and material costs. In 2' x 8' units,
ly.'",2",or 3" thick-with or without vapor
barrier membrane (depending on climate).

And finished ceiling

build better and save wit:h

IDSULITE
INSUUTE IS A REG I STERED T RAD E M A RK

~ INSULITE, Made of hardy Northern wood

W

Insulite Division of Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota

Architect, the late Sam Glaberson, A .I .A.

REQUIRED READING

(Continued from page 62 )
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Some important facts about

REFLECTIVIT·Y
and FOLLANSBEE TERNE
A National building magazine reported not long ago that a smooth,
white-painted roof surface would reflect about 68% of the sun's
heat compared with 5 % by a dark roof. That's a much higher
percentage of reflectivity than reported for any other kind of roof,
painted or unpainted, metal or non-metal . . . and, we think, a
powerful sales story for Follansbee Terne Roofs.
Smooth-surfaced, long-lasting Terne really holds paint-and
Terne is the versatile roofing material that allows you to put design
in the roof. With it, you can plan a fiat surface and either horizontal or vertical shadow lines.
When you think of air conditioning for any building or house,
remember the reflectivity of a white or light-colored Terne roof ...
remember its weight (only 77 pounds per square) . . . and specify
Follansbee Terne, the proven roofing metal.
There are many other facts about Follansbee Terne you will
want to know. Why not write for them today?

FOLLANSBEE

El
~

~
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STEEL CORPORATION
FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

Cold Rolled Strip

• Terne Roll Roofing • Polished Blue Sheets & Coils
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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a supporLed load. In his buildings, columns, beams, and floors are all combined into a monolithic column with
slab. Max Bill's book shows a love for
his subjecL material uncommon in similar works . This, the second edition, contains several works that were omiLted
in the fast ediLion. lt is accompanied by
excerpLs of Maillart's writings and excellent photographs and drawings of his
proj ects, both completed and uncompleted. Equal emphasis is made of Maillart, Lhe Engineer and Maillar t, t he
Artist. H e is more than worthy of boLh
titles. John C. Martin

WRIGHT

and illusLrated Lhem with examples of
WrighL's work. Thus this book becomes
hoLh an updating and a new organization of Lhe somewhat similiar service
performed by Frederick Guthiem 's " On
Ar chiLecLme" of 1941. The job is so
good that arguments about the parLicular selec tions, in which, of course, specialists and disciples will indulge, seem
to seem Lo me to he mere carping.
The value of the book is, na turally,
tha Lthe isola Lion of the sta Lements gives
them added clariLy. The concepL of technology being a means toward a liberation of space; Lhe belief that Lhe harmonious inLerrelation of parts musL
resulL not only in a solution but also in
an expression ; Lhe insistence on the
orderly growth and wholeness of a con(Continued on page 446)
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architect Marcel Breuer and his
associate Hamilton Smith sat down with RECORD
editors John Knox Shear and James Hornbeck to
discuss the design for this convent. Their conversation follows:
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Q: Should the matter of the budget and its in-

.......... __

fluence be introduced now or later during orir
talk?

'·................ ....

A: \iVell, people naturally think in t erms of money
and how much buildings cost ; perhaps more so in
the case of women than men . The sisters took a
realistic attitude; they were budget conscious. The
result was, that whether we liked it or not, cost
influenced us on every question. It was almost as
though our thinking had been thrown into a cert ain gear for the trip. Within t his discipline, the
comprehensive plan was conceived as generously
as possible with the thought that the budget
would become the bridge between it and that
part now proposed for the first stage of construction .
Although the budget assumed great importance
at first, it carried less weight once the sisters ur1derstood its effect upon the planning process.
Q: In what respect was the site and the general
environment a dominating factor in the design?

A: This is an empty piece of land ; a hillside i11 a
vast wilderness . .. in the foothills of the Rockies . . . often raked by violent winds from the
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SITE PLAN, STAGE ONE

A Student Recreation
B County Road
C Entra nee Gates

E Main Entrance & Parking
F Service Yard, Garage
&. Pump House

D

G Service &. Farm Roads

Parking

H

J

Screen &. Windbreak Planting

Existing Farm Buildings
K Second Stage Dotted
L Orchard

M
N
0
P

Convent Outdoor Recreation
Cemetery Processional Way
Stations of the Cross Way
Vineyards

'

I

MAIN FLOOR, STAGE ONE
_, .,

north and west so that trees grow easily only in the
ravines. The character is harsh, wild, western and impressive for those very qualities.
Here you must make a strong statement or it
will be lost in a tremendous wasteland. Despite
nearly limitless areas all about, their state capitol
is vertical; evidence of the need for a positive ki11d
of building.
This building group should be a social island in
such a land; a cultivated area, Landscaped and
controlled; a retreat. A11d this island should have
a bold shape if it is to contrast effectively with the
wilderness.

......, ,

I
I •

7

',,
10

n-i

0

J. '

7 Service Court

11 Reception Rms.

12 Portress
13 Chaplain's Apartment
14 Guest Dining &.
Serving Kitchen

15 Community Room
16 Refectory
17 Employees' Dining
&. Serving Pantry
18 Main Kitchen

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A: Yes, a positive attitude which is primarily
optimistic in nature. These nuns are 11ot of a
cloistered order; they are outgoing: operate
schools, hospitals, etc.

26
27
28
29
30

Q: Were there any significant or influential elements in the social traditions or architectural
attitudes of the people in the region?

Ben Schnall

Open Cloister
School Garden
Outdoor Classroom
Pool
Convent Garden
Terrace &. Arbor

8 Chapel
9 Sacristy
10 Administration

Q: lfas there a. di.stinguishing characteristic in the
traditions of the Benedictine order that e:rn1·ted any
particular influence on the design?

A: Not importantly; the attitude of the clients
was a weightier factor. We did choose local brick,
which we liked and felt was appropriate. It is
rough textured and light buff in color; contrasts
nicely with concrete. \Ve also chose local field
stone.

"

~0g ,

1
2
3
4
5
6
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31
32
33
34
35
36

Dishwashing
Aspirants' Dining
Student Dining
Student Lounge
Community Reception
Prioress' Office &. Bedroom
Reverend Mother's
Office &. Bedroom
Secy's Office &. Bedroom
Sisters' Rooms
Infirmary
Pressing Room
Community Library

Bookshop
Faculty Study
School Library
Library Workroom
Classrooms
School Entrance
&. Cloakroom
37 Audio-Visual Storage
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Q: Among the va ri.ed functions, did one in particular exert an overriding effect upon the design?
ls there a key that unlocks the plan?

IG'T<•••.·••··········''i!l
lb,

A : In terms of plan, we had to have a ce ntrally
located joining and interlocking of t he convent
and student facilit ies, which had to be - at the
same time - clearly separate. There was also t he
idea that this was to be a commu nity ce nter.
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Q: 'Jflhat led to this a.rrangenwnt of elem en ts?

A: The planning process here compares with city
planning in that it must take into account a stepby-step development, always respecting the existing comp lex that changes wit h reluctance.
This is actually a dynamic plan, which co11sta ntly cha nges but must constantly work. The
changing aspect influenced the choice of materials
a nd structure; brought about the system of bearing walls with no11-bearing partitions for fl exibility of use. The flexibility requirement caused us to
develop a faQade pattern which can collect partitions for a variety of room sizes, apportioned in
3, 4, or 5 ft units.
The traditional monastery plan comprises a
single-loaded corridor and a central courtyard,
which gives one a sense of his relationship to the
whole; whereas in a double-loaded corridor scheme
one tends to lose bis seuse of orientation. In North
Dakota, the severe climate precludes the use of a
central court for circulation. Here, we grouped the
eleme nts functionally, connected them by cloisters,
a nd produced several co urtyards (or gardens) for
various public spaces, such as t he dining court,
the Co nvent cloister, the visitors' garden, etc .
Q: What detennined the selection of the principal
materials that one will see?

A: The buildings must be fireproof a nd permanent; must have t he character of '·lasting one
hundred years. "
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UPPER LEVEL , STAGE ONE
+

1 Science Classroom &. Lab
2 Study &. Recreation :
Novices &. Postulants
3 Novice Mistress
&. Assistants
4 Postulants 1 Dormitories

+ - - - - - ~lJlll!il!l( .P'.9 . . frr:¢1:'~
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5
6
7
8
9
10

Infirmary
Pressing Room
Novices' Dormitories
Music Practice Rooms
Music Teaching Studio
Home Economics Rm .

11 Art Room

In expressi11g co11crete column and s lab co11struction , one is led easily into the mo11astic idea
of cells or cellular expressio11. Another important
factor was loca l experie11ce i11 handling certain
materials.
Q: What was you.r thinking in regard to the use of
-color for the va.rious buildings?
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A: We selected - for the exterior - a combination of white concrete, Light buff brick. blue window buUlheads, terra cotta colo red quarry ti le,
creosoted wood (dark), and 11atura l field stone.
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LOWER LEVEL, STAGE ONE
1 Infirmary

!I _

2 Student Dormitories
3 Mistress & Assistant
4 Aspirants' Dormitories

5
6
7
8

Q: ls that a. Breu.er blu.e?

A: You might say so. It is a mixture ol' ultramari11e
a11d cobalt, which yields a blue that is almost pure
and 11ot too hot or too cool. The result is a clear
co lor. not one muddied or grayish.

Mechanical
Aspirants' Pressing Rm .
Students' Game Rm .
Trunk Storage

9 Pressing Rm.
10 Outdoor Furniture Storage
11 Temporary Archives
12 Office S t orag e

Q: Jf/ill you use ihisfor the int;erior as ii-ell?

13 Mechanical

A: Interior colors are not cletermi11ed yet. We
want to present a studied selection to the occupants for their i11dividual choice. We have done
this before (for the Monastery) and were rather
surprised and pleased at their choices, which
were predominantly strong, gay co lors. We expect
more or less the same result here.

14 Storage
15 U nexcavated
16 Student Activities &
Auditorium
17 Drama Equipment&.
Storage
18 Sewing
19 Convent Ga mes &. Crafts

20 Linen Storage
21 Altar Bread &. Stock
22 Employees' Lounge

.<:;.

Q: The entra.nce seems to have been considerably
played down. Why is this?

A: The present entrance that you see in the model
photographs will event ually be a seco 11dary one.

Ben Sch nall
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23 Kitchen Receiving
&. Storage
24 Laundry
25 Ca retaker's Apartment
26 Maintenance&. Garage
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Q: In the present stage most of the rooms for students and visitors face west. Could you explain
your provisions for heat and glare control?

A: There are certain advantages in a western
orientation. For example, it picks up summer
breezes and in winter offers the benefit of radiant
heat from the swJ. Here, glare control is provided
by the 24 in. deep concrete cellular gridiron as well
as by the infilling screening, which consists of
small, tilted horizontal slats. In my own house in
New Canaan, where there is provision for the
sun, we have found the west rooms very cool and
comfortable in the summer.
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Q: Could you tell us something abou,t the cloister
wa.lkway supports; why you used that shape .for
them?
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Q: What kind of heating cmd ventilati,ng system
will be used?

A: It was decided to use natural gas as the fuel
because it is readily available, easy and economical
to install and to maintain. Also, no great chimneys
are required as in some other systems and each
new building as it is added can have a separate
unit. There will be a forced warm air heating
system with artificial ventilation in public spaces.
Q: Will you explain the construction sta,ges you
have mentioned several times?

A: The comprehensive plan is the long range one
which, due to cost, will be built over a span of
years. At present, stage one will be built. We have,
for convenience, grouped further developments although several in number, into what we ca ll
stage two.

·········

·11~1i1i11~1lH\1iii11;,: : , ,

A: First, because we get two supports by using
only one concrete form. Also, they provide a kind
of counterpoint to the verticality of the rest of
the design.

The chapel will provide a dramatic focus for lhe scheme; will follow Benedicline lradilion,
yel be contemporary in feeling. The side walls will be brick, painted while, while the cycloramic shaped north wall will be finished in gold leof applied over rough-troweled plaster.
This surface will glow in a wash of light coming from lhe concealed skylight by day or lhe
troffer by night. The reredos screen, altar railing , benches, and ceiling planks will be of
dark stained wood; lhefloor of natural quarry Lile. The perforated baldachino will be painted
a vivid Chinese red and lhe curtain back of the screen - in symbolic color - will be
changed with the season, as is lhe custom. Pin-point spots concealed by the ceiling boards
will provide congregation lighting .

Architecture of Brazil
By Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith
TttE BRAZILIAN PAVILION at the New York World's
Fair in 1939 indicated that there was a new architectural movement in Portuguese-speaking America, and
soon afterwards Philip L. Goodwin's comprehensive
study Brazil Builds, published by the Museum of Modern Art (1943) supplied an excellent account of it. The
present bird's-eye view recalls the past quarter century and summarizes this development as it now stands.
At the outset, it is well to remind ourselves that
Brazil is larger than the United States plus another
Texas, and that it has a tropical climate with a population of 55,000,000 inhabitants, concentrated primarily
alo11g the sea-coast. The architecture of colonial da)'S
was a developme11t of Portuguese baroque, the plantation life and mining cities producing rambling rnral
fazeudas, graceful administrative buildings and twostory town sobrados. The churches were pleasantly
decorated, the white stucco walls with carved stone and
doorways and window moldings and blue tiles contributing to the variety of the scene. The contrast
with the English colonies was striking, as the writer
tried to point out a number of years ago in an article
comparing Williamsburg and Ouro Preto.
In the early 19th century a French mission headed by
Lebreton (1816) brought in a neo-classic style, Grandjean de Montigny and Louis Vauthier being its chief
architectural exponents.
The late 19th century was dominated by a BeauxArts eclecticism - many of the architects were actually
Germans and Italians - and the first quarter of this
century saw the mushrooming of bungalows, pseudo
colonial private dwellings - an American mission style
- and pretentious academic public buildings too often
unsuited to the scene.
The famous Siio Paulo Semana de Arte in 1922 - the
parallel of our New York Armory show of 1913 marked the beginning of Brazilian artistic independence
and soon afterwards two Paulista architects, Gregori
Warchavchik and Flavio de Carvalho, started the
movement which has had such an astonishing growth.
An article by the former "About Modern Architecture," published in the Correio de Manha, November

1st, 1925, laid down fuuctional principles which today
are commonplaces.
Warchavchik's house in Vila Mariana opened in
1927 is one of the earliest landmarks of modern architecture in Brazil. A two-story structure with square
simple lines and glass doors leading out onto stone
terraces, it brought a new note into Brazilian architecture. Surrounded by a palm and cactus garden designed
by his wife, Mina Klabin, the house came to identify
itself with the local scene, and in 1929 Le Corbusier
called it among "the best adaptations of modern architectural constructional tendencies in the tropical landscape: · Some reservations were made about details but
the ice had bee11 broken. and when a casa moderna by
\Varchavchik was exhibited i11 the Rua Itapolis in the
suburb of Pacaembu (1930) it received enthusiastic
encomiums from the avant garde critics. Everything was
ca refully worked out - the furniture being designed by
the architect - and sculpture by Lipschitz, Brecheret,
Brancusi and Celso Antonio was featured. The house,
however, did not co nsciously try to be Brazilian - simply modern. When a conservative architect attacked
the casa rnoderna saying it would devaluate the land
around it, he was challenged by an adherent of the new
movement to build a house as original himseU'.
Warchavchik had been trained in Italy at the Instituto di Belle Arti, while Flavio de Carvalho had studied
at Durham University. The versatile painter and civi l
engineer, however, was really self-taught in architecture, and his designs were largely conceived out of his
own head. Both men were considered extremists. Meanwhile in Rio de Janeiro the sensitive Lucio Costa, educated in England and France, inspired great confidence
by his gentle manner and innate good taste. Nineteenthirty was the year that Getulio Vargas took over; at
first as a liberal, forward-looking president who promised to give the people more equitable government and
modernize Brazil. It was in this spirit that Lucio Costa
was named Director of the Escola de Bellas Artes in
Rio de Janeiro and being conscious of the need for a
shot in the arm he invited Warchavchik and A. S.
Buddeus to join the faculty. The conservative lnstituto
Af\C HJTECTUHAL RECOI\D
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PaulisLa de ArquiLeLos formaJly protested the 1101ni11aLio11::; of' " f'uLmist professors" a 11d ultimately both 111e11
were f'orced to leave since they had not bee11 appoi11ted
i11 open competitio n. Mea nwhile Wa rchavchik a 11d
Luc io Costa set up a 11 office in t he Federa l Ca pi La l a11d a
Sa lC10 de A rquilelura Tropical was atte nded b y Fra11 k
Llo yd Wright. Among t he draf'ts111e11 worki 11g for t he
11ew fin11 were Carlos Leao a 11d Oscar Niemeyer.
Added impetus was given to the movem ent by the
f'ounda tio n of a Sociedade Pro Arte Moderna (SPAM )
i11spired by Warcliavc hilt a 11 d a rival group CAM
(C lube dos Artistas Modernos) Jed by Flavio de Carval ho. T his healthy division o f' opinion kept people
talking a nd t hi11king and, si11ce the painters were
stro ngly represented in both organizations, Brazilia n
architecture tended to develop a plastic sense, one of its
most characteristic features. During this p eriod Ilino
Levi's Co lumbus office buildi ng (1932) attracted a great
dea l of attentiou and was symbolic o f t he cha11ge being
felt in many quarters.
The great turning point of' Brazilian architecture was
Le Corbusier's visit of 1936; it was he, together wit h
Luc io Costa , Niemeyer, Jorge Moreira, Alfonso Heidy
a11d others, who made pla ns for a new Ministry of
Educatio11 , although the finish ed product, a modifica tio 11 of the original idea, was car ried out exclusively by
Brazili ans 0 11 a nother site. The result, at any rate, in the
words of P hilip Goodwin , was "the most bea utiful
gove rnm ent buildi11g in the Western Hemisphere." T he
moveme nt, t lierefo re. whic h had started in the industrial
city of Sao Paulo. was given officia l enco uragement in
t he federa l capital, and this marl ed a real step forward.
l-l:wi11 g a Minister o f Educatio n sympathetic to the
11 ew principles helped e11ormously. Also, after the openi11 g of Ilio·s Santos Dumo nt Airport (designed by t he
Roberto brothers a nd featuri1 1g an attractive hydrop la 11e statio 11 by Atilio Co rrea Lima) ma 11y co nverts
" ere made.
fo 1939 th e New York Wo rld 's Fair was recog nized
as a11 architectura l opportw1ity by the Braziliau gover nment, and L ucio Costa a nd Oscar Niem eyer were chose 11
to erect a pavilio11 0 11 t he Flushing Meadows which
would embody the 11ew princip les of the country's architects . This desig n s howed some of the features which
characterize the co 11 temporary movement : purity of
sty le, a subt le curved fa<;ade, an ope n ground floor on
pi lotis capab le o f acco mmodating large crowds, a wide
ramp leading to the seco nd floor , honey-combed louvers
Lo keep t he su n out, attractive t ropical plants in a nd
outside o f' t he bui ldi ng, a coffee bar, a 11 outdoor resta ura ut, a mura l by Porti uari, and a 11 aviary.
A wave of co nst ructio n fo ll owed, inspired by the 1w11·
p ri ncipl es, a nd a lthoug h unim aginative constrnctorarchitects a re round in Brazil, one is impressed by t he
do min a nt ro le of the co ntemporary school. Part of t his
is due to the fact that many of the desig ns for buildings
are chosen on a competitive basis, and the judges, professiona l and governm ental, are imbued with the philosophy of' the co 11temporary sty le.
Duri ng t lt e past t wenty years in H.io, Sao Pau lo a 11d
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Brazilian Pavilion; N. Y. World's Fair, 1938. N iemeyer

Construction detail. Niemeyer

House for the architect; Rio de Janeiro, 1953- 1954. Oscar Niemeyer

Church of St. Francis; Pampula, Minas Gerais, 1943. Niemeyer

Belo Horizonte there have been such administrators as
Gustavo Capanema, the Minister of Education who
employed Le Corbusier; Prestes Maia, the engineering
Mayor of the coffee capital, also active in town planning;
and J uscelino Kubitscbeck, former Mayor of Belo
Horizonte, Governor of Minas Gerais and now President
and still a champion of modern buildings.
Mario de Andrade, who headed the Departamento de
Cultura in Sao Paulo in the 1930's, was one of the most
brilliant intellectuals in the Americas, and his influence
was felt in architecture as well as in literature and
music. He had the ability to gather people together and
make them tall<. and justify their principles. An article
about Portinari's frescoes of neo-Byzantine saints for a
modern chapel at Brodowski or an essay on The Plastic
Arls in Brazil for La Nacion of Buenos Aires - these
were things he tossed off brilliantly. In explaining how
Brazilian architectme came of age the role of this critic
was unique and must not be overlool ed. The frequent
time out for a cafezinho (a small cup of black coffee)
may disturb American efficiency ex1Jerts but it leads to
clarification and artistic results. In short, aesthetic
theories and the question of what a national architecture should be are discussed more by Brazilians than
Americans. Architects in Rio and Sao Paulo today have
their own professional organizations, the leading one
being the lnstituto de Arquitetos do Brasil. In Sao
Paulo the lnstituto has its own building where many
of the members have installed their offices, and its
dining room brings them constantly together. As in the
United States, the profession has begun to work more
and more in teams. In 1953 the Fourth Brazilian Congress of Architects was held in Sao Paulo, and about
fifty of the 470 people attending the sessions were from
abroad. Most distinguished, perhaps, among those
taking part in the proceedings were Walter Gropius
and Alvar Aalto. Some people complained that concrete
goals were not attained - relatively few theses were
presented - but others opined that a congress is primarily a "get -together," and that if people come to
know one another, that in itself is a step forward.
Not everyone approves of what Brazil is building. A
lecture by the Swiss architect Max Bill given in June of
'53 at the Faculdade de Arquitetura in Sao Paulo took
the national school to task for excessive pictorialness,
and his remarks were instantly published and widely
debated. In other words, a great deal of thought goes
into modern architecture in Brazil, and there seems to
be a desire to develop a school which will, for better or
worse, be recognized as Brazilian.

Detail, Apartment H:;uses; Rio de Janeiro,
1947-1953. Lucio Costa

Lightness

What are some of the chief characteristics of Brazilian
First and foremost, the general lightness
of the buildings. \Vhether one looks at a single story
dwelling or a skyscraper, there is a desire to get away
from stolidness. Reinforced concrete construction does
not require large beams, and the combination of stucco,
glass and tile can give an airy effect. The heat of the sun
calls for covered walls, particularly those exposed to the
architecture~
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Mural for Waller Moreira Su ll!,s; Ri

Detail, Apartment Houses; Rio de
Janeiro, 1947-1953. Lucio Costa

Detail, Apartment Houses; Rio de
Janeiro, 1947-1953. Lucio Costa

Duchen biscuit factory; nrnr Sao Paulo. Oscar Niemeyer

Janeiro , 1953. Olavo Redig de Campos

Garden residence for Walter Moreira Salles. Olavo Redig de Campos
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north (everything is turned around below the equator)
but southern ex'Posures feature glass walls covered with
screens or brise-soleils, both movable and static, and
counterbalance excessive massiveness. In order to take
advantage of the shade, a major part of the ground floor
is often left open, particularly on larger buildings, and
this enables people to walk underneath and experience a
pleasant feeling of spaciousness. The normal structural
column or piloti is somewhat heavier in aspect but
stronger and therefore fewer are required. This feature
might also be called a Brazilian trademark today.
Color

The average skyscraper in the United States is rather
drab looking. In Brazil such colors as pink, blue and
yellow have long been used to decorate stucco walls.
Water towers on the tops of roofs today may be painted
blue, glass windows tinted green, a whole wall or column
built of pinkish-gray granite. Roof gardens, tiled patios
and flower beds surrounding buildings add further
gaiety, and Brazilian flowers and plants planted in
banks of color like a modern canvas are very effective.
Combining these features with stone or metal sculpture
makes for an eye-filling experience.
Materials

As everyone knows, Brazil has specialized in the use
of reinforced concrete. Lacking steel girders (though
this is less and less so as the country has tremendous
iron deposits, and during the war a huge steel mill was
erected at Volta Redonda) the country turned to other
solutions. Reinforced concrete has much to recommend
it; it is cheaper there than steel and more malleable.
There is plenty of good sand in Brazil, and several companies are making cement. The ingenuity of Brazilians
was seen a few years ago when a corner of a large skyscraper in Siio Paulo started to sink. Nothing daunted,
the engineers froze the unstable soil and the building
was jacked up and put on an even keel.
Once the skeleton of a building is finished, walls of
stucco are applied around the door facings and windows,
frequently of stone. Sometimes the wall surfaces are
covered with thin slabs of native pinkish gray granite,
brown itacoloni sandstone, marble from Italy or Argentine travertine. Chromium and glass are also featured,
while tiles (generally blue and white) are used both for
utilitarian and artistic reasons. They are easy to keep
clean and lend a bright note to the architecture of the country.
Sometimes simple patterns are chosen but the tendency today is to have painters design a whole wall after
which the tiles are especially baked, a practice not
unlike the cartoons of Rubens and Jordaens for woven
tapestries. The outstanding tile designers are the artists
Candido Portinari and Roberto Burle Marx, the best
known firm with kilns Matarazzo. The effect of these
imaginative panels is often thrilling and, whether the
designs are concrete or abstract, they are always decorative. Vitreous blue tile is also used for covering roofs and
terraces of buildings and has proved most serviceable.

House; Sao Paulo , 1927.
Gregor i Warchavchik

Apartment Housin.
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Brazilian Press Assoc. Building;
Rio de Janeiro, 1947. Marcel and
Millon Roberto
Garden for Mme. Odelle Monteiro. Roberto Burle Marx

Ministry of Education and Public Health; Rio de Janeiro, 1937-1942. Lucio Costa and others

'e Janeiro, 1948-1950. Alfonso Eduardo Reidy

Detail of Apartments
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Although there is excellent wood for building, tradition has been against its use. Masonry has been preferred, and because of the damp tropical climate there
is a general fear of termites. One does find interior
woodwork and furniture - the remarkable working of
Jacaranda in colonial times for sculpture a nd decorative
chairs, tables and highboys was particularly impressive
- and some of the best modern buildings gain greatly
by taking ad vantage of the riches of the forest. The
arbor-like lattices which served as shutters in the 18th
and 19th centuries - perhaps deriving from the Moors
- are continued today by numerous designers. We may
expect more results in the future from the experiments
being carried out with Brazilian wood.
Workmanship

In any discussion of materials mention must be made
of local artisans. Obviously their taste is an element to
be considered and the care with which they carry out
assignments is of tremendous importance. A good number of stone workers are Spanish, Italian or Portuguese,
and in general emigrant workmen are highly prized.
Brazilian architects think well of the carpenter trade
but complain that the wood-workers do not cure lumber
long enough, and it sometimes warps because it is not
sufficiently dry. Tile layers and stucco pourers are
generally sloppy, it is claimed, and lack of thoroughness
is one of the great building problems in the country. It
is not uncommon to see a structure several years old
with holes in the plaster near the ground.
The acabamenlo (completion) of a job is perhaps the
weakest link in the architectural chain today. All buildings require a certain amount of upkeep, and this is not
fully realized in Brazil. Cheap materials and poor construction can hurt the reputation of a national architecture, and while there has been improvement in this field,
there is room for more.
Plasticity

Brazilians have a sense for curves and undulating .
forms and a delight in rhythmic patterns - witness
the samba. If architecture can be described as frozen
music, some of the buildings being put up in Brazil today are related to the art of Euterpe. The undulating
marquees and sunshades, the gay ceramic floors, the
decorative sidewalks with their dancing patterns made
up of small stones (paralelipipidos - the onomatopaic
word is extremely expressive), the designs of the gardens
treated like mosaics and the small splashing fountains
in which one finds anything but static pieces of sculpture give a richly plastic effect.
I would like to close by quoting from Lucio Costa:
"Architecture belongs both to the science of construction and to the plastic arts, for from the conception
of the project to the presentation of the finished work,
there is always a margin of choice within certain limits
- maximum and minimum - determined by calculations, prescribed by techniques, conditioned by the
situation, made necessary by the function, or imposed
by the project program. It is therefore to his feelings
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that the architect must appeal when he chooses within
the extremes, in the scale of values, the plastic forms
appropriate in every detail to the uniting of the projected work. The plastic intention or aesthetic orientation which such a choice presupposes is precisely what
distinguishes architecture from ordinary construction.
On the other hand, architecture also depends fundamentally on its epoch, its physical and social situation.
the materials it employs and the techniques derived
from them; and finally it is dependent on the objective
in view and the amount of financial support, i.e., the
all-over project program.
"One may thus define architecture as construction
conceived with a particular plastic intention and function within the framework of an epoch, a milieu, a technique and a program."
Lucio Gosta stresses the fusion of the two concepts:
the plastic-ideal and the orgaruc-functional. "If more
architects," he says, "with this ever-expanding knowledge and technique, were to study the problems of architectural expression, participate in discussions of contemporary art and recognize the plastic principles
underlying all the arts, and then , like painters and sculptors, create with passionate conviction, their work
would take on a noble dignity which would lead them to
a new concept of the monumental. This monwnentality
would include the graceful presence of trees, bushes and
fields because the main characteristic of modern city
planning, stretching from the heart of the city through
the suburbs into the country, is that it abolished the
picturesque as it incorporated the tricolor into the
monumental. It is taken for granted that this monumentality appears not only in such predictable places
as city centers but also in other structures such as
factories, industrial buildings, stations, bridges, highways and even in such unexpected places as hangars,
silos and administration buildings on industrialized
farms for the rural population."
The coming age of an architecture is worth studying,
and Brazil's rapid growth can be a lesson to us all.
There have been ups and downs - many building·s
'vhich win competitions are never built for lack of funds .
The city of Bahia has a magnificent municipal plan for
solving transportation problems in its precipitous terrain; it has never been carried out. While the Avenida
Presidente Vargas in Rio is broader than the Champs
Elysees and a really handsome and extremely useful
artery, the skyscrapers being erected on it are without
interest and mere contractors' speculations. On Copacabana beach apartment houses are packed in next to
each other like sardines, and the opportunity to build
graceful structures surrounded by luxuriant tropical
gardens has been missed completely. Fortunately, however, the zoning laws are being improved, although
"special interests" generally find ways of circumventing
them. Brazilians have made mistakes but their cities
are still vastly more attractive than the majority of
those in the United States. Let us hope that our neon
signs and other hallmarks of progress will not descend
upon them.

Hedrich-Blessing

Architects: Hellmuth, Yamasaki & Leinweber; Minorii Yamasaki, partner in charge of design; comvletion of building under direction
of St. Louis office, now Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum. Structural Engineer: Wm. C. E. Becker; shell consultants, Roberts & Schaefer;
consultant during preliminaries, Edgardo Contini. Mechanical Engineers: Ferris & Hamig . Airport Consultants: Landrum & Brott.'n.

"The people of this area may be excused a little anticipation. They have waited a long time for this . . . . Even a
passing look at the three soaring domes of the new terminal

PROUD ARCHITECTURE
AND THE
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS

should convince anyone that St. Louis intends to progress
with the air age. The new building is both

beaut~ful

and

practical, for the three arches can be increased to six, and
comfort and convenience can grow as air travel grows.
The clean li.nes and clean vistas prophesy a building to
be kept clean. Here is imaginative and proud architecture!"

by Buford L. Pickens, Dean, School of
Archileclure, Washinglon Universily

- Repri.111.cd with p ermission from. an editor ial in th e St. Lou.is Post Dispatch ,
wri.flen thrc..>e 1.veel.·s before th e dedication of the n ew air cermirwl buildin g at Lu mbcrtSc. Louis M unicipa l Airport

D1scERNING ARCHITECTS will detect in this editorial
preview something more than the usual civic pride. It
expresses typical citizen reaction to the suggestive
form of this rhythmic new thin-shell concrete struc-
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SITE PLAN

TERMINAL,
LAMBERT-ST. LOUIS
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

RAMP

Winner of a First Honor Award, the
American Institute of Architects, 1956
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ture. 1 No concern here for the common custom of boasting about mere bigness and impressive cost, even though
both of these statistics could be cited. Somehow, the
essence of the architecture itself reaches the average
citizen through a language that is immediately understandable - an architectural symbol whose appropriateness needs no elaboration, but is communicated directly through controlled visual forms. Here, perhaps
for the first time, an airport looks, feels and even acts
like it belongs amid aircraft - whether you view it
from the inside, outside, or circling the field above.
As with many an adventurous project there are
skeptics (mostly professionals) who ask: do the ribs
support the shellil will the new-fangled system for baggage handling work? what about the acoustical reverThe current trend to th e plastic form of concrete shells for a variety of architectural
building types suggests the change from the Gree/;, post and lintel to the Roman arch,
dome and vault. Once again vaulted arcades replace trabeated stoae. If the M.I .T .
Auditorium reincarnates a Pantheon, the Raleigh amphitheater a Colosseum, then tlu?
St. Louis Terminal could be the air age version of the tepidarium in the Baths of Caracalla. (Even the editorial u:riter must have sensed the connotation of cleanliness)

l

beration under the triple vaulted smooth ceiling? and
how will the 32-ft high windows stand the sun, wind and
rain?
Only time can prove the predictions of the editorial
writer quoted above. However, the terminal is worthy
of study for it is architecture whose bid for greatness
does not come from novelty, nor from a technical tour
de force. There have been many other large airport
buildings and many other thin-shell concrete structures
built in recent years. Indeed, the form of the three
intersecting barrel vaults is about as traditional as
history can provide for "great halls" in public buildings. What then is the significance of this new St. Louis
achievement which already ranks beside the Eads
Bridge and the Wainwright Building as an architectural
landmark? Perhaps the answer is suggested in the comparison with these other structures, viz., the dedication
by its architects to a bold and imaginative concept
which, once stated, was carried through despite conflicting pressures to compromise.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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ST. LOUIS AIR TERMINAL

Section above and lwo photographs below show 3-level organization: passengers , lickeling, general public al Lop; passengers
and baggage, separated, on middle level; service and operations on lower level. Nole in photograph opposite ihal window
mullions carry no structural load; they are designed with slolled connections to the concrete shell above

THE PROBLEM posed was similar to that in many
other municipally owned airports, i.e. , to house and
valve the complicated circulation of people, baggage
and equipment, where time is the essence and where
most imporlantly the whole operation must be financially
self sustaining. The sloping site was unusual; and the
multi-client relationships were complicated - involving the 8-man airport commission, the seven air lines,
the concessionaires, in addition to the usual red tape
in dealing with and through the municipal engineering
department, Bridges and Building Section.

dining, etc., (b) the middle or" finger" level for baggage
pickup, ingress and egress of passengers to the planes
and (c) the bottom or " apron" level for complete separation of all operations and services, planes on the field
side and trucks on the other. Once the three-level plan
scheme was set up, the program for the superstructure
required two major mandatory features: (a) a great
open concourse for maximum ease of circulation, visibility and sense of space and (b) because of the predictable growth of air travel, a means of harmonious
expansion as much as one hundred per cent.

BASIC SCHEME DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS
OF SITE. The architects e:;qJloited the natural grade
differences on the site for their basic centralized plan
arrangement; by using elevators, escalators and ramps:
the complexities of crisscross circulation were clearly
articulated on three levels: (a) the upper level, connected directly with the parking approach, for passengers and general public, with waiting room, tickets,

DESIGN OF THE " GREAT ROOM." The architects are proud to admit the kinship of their vaulted
ceiling and roof form to Grand Central railway station in New York. For, although it left them other
problems to solve, it offered a structural unit which
more than satisfied the requirements - to span the
120-ft width and to be repeated organically and in
rhythmical sequence. The designers found that a new
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proportion of the low-sprung vaults would reach a
height of 32 ft at the center and that the resultant form
conveyed no association with heavy locomotives or
massive bus depots. Instead, the new arches had a
combination of lightness and tension which, when supported on the square base, seemed to float like bulbous
clou.ds or to suggest symbolically the graceful cross section of an airplane wing from which the "lift " is actually derived. The full height of each of the eight archways is glazed (with heat absorbing glass) for light and
visibility. Additional lightness comes from the glass
and plastic skylights which fill the triangular roof segments at the juncture of the central vault with the
other two. Viewed from above, the enormous shells retain their plastic effect like great open parachutes or
strange tripartite bras with their diagonal stiffening
ribs.
COORDINATION OF VISUAL FORMS. The success of any building as architecture depends in large

measure on the degree to which the architects have
been able to follow through with subordinate features
as carefully controlled as the basic structure. The various facilities in the 412-ft-long concourse, such as the
ticket kiosks (east), concessions and waiting areas
(center) , dining room and restaurant (west), are all
kept low to avoid blocking the open arches, and freestanding to simplify the traffic flow. Wherever possible
the forms of fixtures and furniture are open and transparent, giving one the feeling of being suspended in an
open platform above the field and overlooking the main
runway at a position where even the largest planes, airborne, pass by almost close enough to touch. Both the
waiting room and the dining room have full view of the
field; the enormous height (32 ft) and width (120 ft) of
the glazed arches enable one to follow the planes
throughout 360 degrees as they circle the field.
Color, furniture and signs as part of architectural
form are carefully controlled by the guiding hand of
the architect to keep the unity of visual effect. SepARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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Col01ful metal screen (sculptor: Harry Berloia) defines dining area

arating the dining area under the west vault from the
rest of the concourse is the colorful screen, 48 ft long,
8 ft high and 2 ft deep, designed by sculptor Harry
Bertoia. The suspended metal panels are painted in
bright, warm hues on the concourse side and in subdued, cooler colors facing the dining room. All large
surfaces, ceiling, floor and walls, are nearly neutral,
either very light or very dark. The kitchen wall which
forms the background for the Bertoia screen is gray,
nearly black, and the crisp steel-cage framework of
the concession booth is painted black.
CIRCULATION. As one approaches the terminal
from the landscaped parking area, the entrance is to the
right and the exit to the left of the central vault;
the interior circulation is based on this divided traffic.
If you are an outgoing passenger you leave the bus or

taxi, step under the low, sweeping canopy, cross the
40-ft bridge and enter the building at the right hand
entrance. Turning once more to the right, you will then
face the ticket kiosks arranged beneath the eastern
shell. Each airline has a baggage conveyor (not a chute)
which lowers bags after weigh-in to truck pickup on
the floor below (thence via ramp to plane). Having
checked in, you may then proceed through a waiting
and concession area in the central unit. As departure
time nears, passengers take an escalator to the lower
concourse and out to sub-waiting rooms (with seats)
near the 16 active gates along the fingers . When your
flight is called, you are checked through the gate to the
waiting plane.
If you allow yourself ample time or if you are a visitor,
you would probably drop in at the bar or restaurant
and dining room overlooking the field on the upper
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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ST. LOUIS AIR TERMINAL

Truck ramp enters (right, photo above) finger level; trucks pick up baggage (photo below, right)
from conveyors from airline counters on floor above. Emplaning passengers descend lo finger level
by escalators

floor (a total of 547 seats is provided for dining patrons);
or you might utilize the many hotel-like facilities
within the middle lf'.vel, viz., toilets, lockers, barber
shop, post office, ganie area, nursery, Western Union,
and luxury airline service-club rooms.
The deplaning passenger comes through the finger
into the middle level concourse and up to the 70-ft-long
baggage counter. He picks up baggage and steps on the
conveniently placed escalator which deposits him on
the main concourse near the exit to the left of center
where he can go out to the auto park unless, of course,
he is attracted by the Bertoia sculpture and pauses to
shop. Complete separation of incoming and outgoing
passengers would be possible but not profitable. Thus
the planner must carefully blend the talents of an efficiency engineer with those of the sales psychologist
(52 per cent of the building is rentable).
From the human interest viewpoint, by far the most
exciting, unique feature of this air terminal is the 40-

ft-wide spectator deck which extends 565 ft straight out
toward the major runway. Here the airplane "bug" and who isn'til - can witness the take-off from an
intimate distance with neither danger nor interference
with operating personnel or the traveler. A portion of
this deck is roofed; here it is planned to serve liquid refreshments at tables during the summer.
BAGGAGE. In studying this problem the architects found that where baggage was transferred to elevators, as at Washington National Airport, handling
was slower than at terminals where the truck was able
to tow the loaded cart directly into the baggage room,
as at Willow Run. For this reason, ramps were introduced on either end of the building to enable trucks to
pull the carts up to the finger level and into the delivery
space. On return trips they pick up outgoing baggage
from the lower end of conveyors as it comes down from
the weigh-in counters on the floor above.
(Continued on page 278)
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SHOULD PRISONS BE
MERELY DUNGEONS?
By REED COZART, Pardon Attorney, U.S. Department
of Justice; formerly Assistant Director, Department of
Institutions, State of Louisiana

DuRING THE PAST FEW YEARS prisons
have been severely tested. Disastrous,
destructive riots and strikes in many
states have caused invesLigation~ by
public authori-l:ties and have created
much doubt in the minds of the press
and the public as to the validity of the
underlying philosophy and the nature
of the buildings.
It has become popula r to accuse prisons of failure. Within the last year (·:two, their very existence has been condemned more than once. One book,

Dormitories, Louisiana Stale Penitentiary, Angola, La.;
Curlis g Davis, Archls. (Photo: Ulric Meisel)

The author explores the close relationship between
penal philosophy and prison design. His constructively
advanced ideas, based on years of prison administration
and building programming, grow from a belief that
our American society cannot afford longer to ignore
rehabilitation of its unfortunates, and that a new
type of prison structure is evolving.

B reak Down the W allsi, wTitten by a
prominent journalist, and another, Diary of a Self-Made Convict 2, \VTitten by
an ex-prisoner, charge prisons with utter failure. United States prisons are
described in a recent monthly publication3 as a $215,000,000 blunder.
It is undoubtedly true that these
books and articles have revealed some
shameful facts, and to a certain degree
1. Break I;own the Walls, by]. B. Marlin; Valentine
Boo/cs, N. Y. 1953. Paper bound, 25¢
2. Diary of a SelI-Made Conv·ict, by Alfred Hassler;
Henry Regnery, Chicago 1954. $3.00
3. Nation's Business, December 1954
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Outdoor corridor, medium security wing,
Louisiana Slate Penitentiary, Angola, La.

have made out a prima-facie case. Conclusions reached in them are not wholly
justified, however. The authors have not
built up a seriously damaging case
against prisons that are properly constructed and operated, though they
have pointed out some weaknesses due
to bad management. Smely, the time
has come when each warden must examine his prison - the philosophy behind it, the physical plant, the program
in operation - and see if it is functioning at the best possible level.

Air photo, Fronk Lorz M;//er, all others, Ulric Meisel

Air view of Louisiana State Penitentiary, taken late in 1954, shows minimum security
dormitories in foreground outside fenced enclosure; similar medium security wings far
right, inside enclosure; 2-story maximum security cell blocks and twin dining halls,
double-arch-roofed, in center - both also enclosed in fence; administration unit at top
of photo. Below, detention windou·s in dormitories instead of small barred openings

The total picture is not altogether
dark. There are many bright spots,
hopeful signs that prisons may yet
prove worthwhile. Some of these often
referred to are the men's institution at
Chino, California, the very progressive
institution at Wallkill, New York, and
the Federal Institution at Seagoville,
Texas.
Whether our prisons will ever meet
the test successfully depends upon the
philosophy behind their planning and
administration; upon their being staffed
with sincere, trained, capable specialists
in dealing with human behavior prob-

SHOULD PRISONS BE DUNGEONS?

)ems; upon the degree to which they
receive public support of, and community participation in, their programs;
and upon the extent of courageous leadership available. This leadership must
be willing to experiment with new techniques in the field of human relations
just as management in the business
world is seeking to find better ways to
handle personnel problems. And we cannot overlook the importance of the
physical plant. It must be planned in
keeping with the objectives of each
institution.
Progress in prison construction has
fallen far behind progress in other fields.
This is pointed out very well in a recent
book on prison design and construction.• The tendency has been to build
fortresses, bastilles similar to the ones
constructed more than a century and a
half ago. Consequently, in spite of any
advances in philosophy concerning the
treatment of criminal offenders, no
suitable physical surroundings have
been provided to make advances in
treatment possible. Most prisons have
been built primarily for the pmposes of
keeping the prisoners secmely and preventing their escape, without regard to
rehabilitative functions.
Now that prison administrators are
on the defensive, the whole philosophy
of prison design and construction and
prison programs must be re-examined.
We may as well face the fact that there
are Lhree choices facing us. In the first
place, we may choose to patch up om
outmoded, inefficient plants and continue the battle of wits with the unfortunates incarcerated in them; or, second, we may build new, clean, livable,
fireproof, sanitary fortresses and frankly
admit we are doing no more than holding prisoners for their stated terms; or,
third, we may decide to discard all the
things that time has proved unsuccessful
and set up real rehabilitation programs
in a physical setting that will make
these programs possible. Let us first reexamine briefly om prison philosophy.
Prison administrators have, through
the years, been operating upon the
theory that two distinct obligations are
placed upon them by society. First of
all, it is expected that prisons will safely
keep prisoners until they are legally reDormitory units, Louisiana Slate Penitentiary

leased; secondly, the public expects
improvement on the part of the prisoner
while he is undergoing confinement.
The prisons have done a fairly good job
as far as the first objective is concerned.
In spite of many claims to the contrary,
however, most prisons have been woefully weak in successful rehabilitation.
Too many prisons have been used as
instruments for punishment, some of it
even cruel and inhuman. There has
been entirely too much lip service given
to rehabilitation programs rather than
to sincere efforts to put such programs
into practice. Too many wardens, subordinates, and prison employees have not
been, by their personality and prior
training, qualified to help solve human
behavior problems. Too many pe;sons
enter prison work because it gives them
the opportunity to exercise authority
over others. Some wardens have believed sincerely that they were doing
a good job and have advertised it as
such to the public, when actually they
have missed the boat entirely. Some
who know better do not have the comage to do what they know should be
done because they do not wish to face
possible failme and ultimate adverse
publicity and criticism. It would appear
that, although the dual objective, safekeeping and rehabilitation, is still valid,
if t he latter half of the objective is to
be carried out, new approaches and
motivations are going to be necessary.
A few years ago, the Director of Prisons of Finland spent approximately six
months studying federal and state prisons in the United States. After he had
returned to his country, he made a report to his government in which there
was a very significant statement. He
said that in his own country a prisoner
was considered to be a fallen brother
and that it is the obligation of the State
or Brotherhood to restore the prisoner
to the Brotherhood, but he found that in
America the prisoner is regarded as an
enemy of society, a veritable outlaw.
To an extent this observation is true.
There is a very real, oftentimes wide
gulf between the prisoner and the prison
keeper. So long as this gulf exists, rehabilitation cannot be expected. The
time has come when we must recognize
that men and women committed to
prisons are people, and that they are
representative of the community from
which they come. Prisoners are not a
group of odd, queer, strange, animal-like
creatmes. Instead, you will find an
average state prison to contain a fair
sample of the state's population. This
is true with respect to intelligence and

educational levels, to the type of home
background, marital status, race, religion, prior trade, professional training,
etc.
For the most part, these people are
normal. Many are in prison because of
economic reasons, because they committed an offense in a moment of passion, or because they were misled or
forced into some unfavorable circumstance. Many are there just because
they failed to adjust to some of the
complexities of normal living. It has
been said that there are actually more

Two other stale inslitut,ions now under
way: above, Connecticut State Prison,
Enfield, Conn., Sherwood, Mills g Smith,
A rchts.; below, medium security institution, Ionia, Mich., J. g G. Daverman Co.,
Archls.

law violators outside prison than inside
prison. Smely, the prison administrator
must realize these facts, and fmther
realize that prisoners will react to incentives and to humane treatment just
as people outside prison react. It has
also been proved that no more than
fifteen to twenty per cent of prisoners
need close supervision from a secmity
standpoint. Many prisoners are merely
emotionally distmbed and need understanding. Some are financially insecure
and are distmbed over the welfare of
their families and loved ones. Of comse,
4. New Handbook of CorrecLional Institute Design
and Construction. R. D. Barnes, 1949. U.S. Bur.

Prisons. S7.50
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some prisoners are mentally or emotionally unbalanced to the point where
they need restraint, close observation
and segregation from the remainder of
the population.
Furthermore, it is found that people
will not be rehabilitated unless they
realize they need it and have the desire
for it. Many prisoners rationalize their
wrongdoings to the point that they feel
they have done no wrong, or feel that
they have done no worse than anyone
else they know. Even those who are will-

Model photo, Fronk Lotz Miller. oU others, Ulric Meisel

Above, double dining hall, Louisiana Stale
Penitentiary, Angola, La. Below, model
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ing to recognize their wealrnesses and
failures are not always ready to do
something about correcting them. Again,
they are not always so sure that they
wish to be corrected by people paid to
correct them in an authoritarian setting. This makes prison work very difficult, and it is here that the real challenge comes and calls for the highest
type of leadership ability. And leadership rather than drivership must be
used. The prison administrator must
have a staff of personnel who will screen
the institution's population, properly
classify it as to degree of suitability for

SHOULD PRISONS BE DUNGEONS

treatment, and provide a program to
meet these needs.
Every program for rehabilitation
must have the complete support and
total participation of all personnel from
the lowest-paid guard to the top administrator . The personnel must, in
addition, have sufficient training and
the right kind of background; and every
employee must be sold on the program
and have complete confidenre in its
integrity.
It is just as important that the inmate population a lso be sold on the
program and participate in it. It is
important that the inmates actually
participate in the planning of the program. A wise warden will use an ad-

Above, Administration Building , Louisiana State Penitentiary; below, Post Office

visory council selected by the inmates
as their representatives, and other committees, in planning and carrying out
inmate programs, particularly for their
spare-time activities.
In view of the fact that the average
prison environment is an abnormal one
anyway, a program will not succeed
unless community, public, and private
agencies support it filld participate in it.
Such organizations as Alcoholics Anonymous, Toast Masters Club, and various
other service organizations willing to
conduct forums or study groups and to
promote athletic events and other types
of competition, play a tremendous part
in the matter of helping prisoners make
social adjustments, learn fair play and
accept responsibilities.

And, of course, as far as the prison
program itself is concerned, it is basic
that all prisoners be assigned to work.
This work should be both beneficial to
the institution and rewarding and challenging to the prisoners. Training opportunities should be available to all
who are unskilled, and a well directed,
supervised, constructive leisure-time activity program is a must. It is during
periods of idleness that individuals
stagnate, deteriorate and degenerate.
For a program to be successful, the
institution must operate with as few
rules and regulations as possible. Nothing will discourage improvement more
than anything humiliating or degrading
imposed upon prisoners, particularly by
people who consider themselves to be
spiritually and morally superior to the
inmates. Nobody can pick a "phony"
moi;e quickly than a prisoner. Drastic
regimentation is inconsistent with a
program to train people to become selfreliant, self-confident and emotionally
stable. This type of regimentation cannot be absent from a traditional fortress
type of prison, which brings us to a consideration of the physical plant.
The institution known as Louisiana
State Penitentiary has consisted of a
series of worn-out, unsanitary, overcrowded, firetrap barracks buildings
known as camps. There were eight of
them housing approximately 2900 prisoners, situated on a large Mississippi
River delta plantation, comprising 18,000 acres which cover an area of approximately 30 square miles. These
camps are being replaced by a central
penitentiary housing approximately
2400 men ; a new youthful offenders
institution housing approximately 450,
located at a separate site; and a separate
women's institution for approximately
150, located on the plantation but some
four or five miles from the penitentiary.
Negotiations are under way to join with
neighboring states to build a regional
institution. If this project goes through,
the women's unit at Angola will be converted into a pre-release unit or honor
camp for the penitentiary.
It would have been better to build
three separate men's institutions for the
penitentiary population: one for approximately 350 male prisoners who
need close or maximum supervision, one
for approximately 1000 men who need
medium supervision, and another for
approximately 1000 men who need the
open, minimum-custody institution. Due
to lack of sufficient capital, it was decided to combine the three institutions
into one unit under one central supervi-

sion with one feeding facility, heating
plant, laundry etc. However, the housing for the prisoners is divided into
three separate units and the minimumcustody prisoners eat in a separate dining room from those requiring close
supervision.
Four dormitory buildings, each containing four separate, independent dormitories housing approximately 60 men,
are provided to house approximately
1000 medium-custody men within the
wire fence enclosure. Four other dormitories of similar character and capacity
are provided outside this enclosure for
minimum-custody prisoners. Space is
provided for future expansion in each
of these units. The dining rooms and
kitchen are within a double wire fence
enclosure.
Two two-story cell block buildings,
each housing 120 men, are under construction, and space is left for a third
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Michigan's medium security correctional
institution will also contain a school and
shops; schematic plan above

such building in the future. This unit
will house the men needing maximum
supervision. In the hospital and receiving building already existing at the
penitentiary approximately a mile and a
half from the new institution, 100 similar single cells are provided.
Also in the enclosure for the two new
cell blocks is the two-story control and
training center building which will house
the academic school, library, associate
warden's office, record room, control
center, and offices for the classification
personnel who contact the men daily.
In front of the close-custody unit is a
small building serving as a visiting room
for the prisoners and a lounge for the
correctional officer personnel. A small,
completely air conditioned, one-story
administration building is located at the
approach to the new institution. In it
are housed the warden's office, business
offices, post office, a conference and
training room, interview rooms for
visiting attorneys, etc.
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SHOULD PRISONS BE DUNGEONS?

To the rear of the kitchen will be a
new cannery, and also at the rear of the
medium-custody dormitory buildings
w;Il be industrial shops including the
metal shop, mattress factory and garment factory.
Outside the insLitution at aheady
existing locations are the sugar mill, a
modern meat packing plant, soap factory, farm implement repair shops, automotive repair shops, and other maintenance repair shops in which the minimum-custody prisoners will work. They

Ulric Meise

will also be employed in operating the
tremendous farm and livestock facilities.
For the most part, the men housed in
the buildings inside the enclosure will
work in the industrial shops, kitchen
and dining rooms, laundry and other
facilities within the enclosure.
As far as construction is concerned,
almost all the buildings are one-story
and consist of roof and floor slabs of a
light-aggregate concrete lifted into place
and supported by metal columns filled
with concrete - the lift-slab system.
The walls, partially of concrete block,
are for the most part metal detention
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windows, which provide ample cross
ventilation and very adequate natural
light. The roof overhangs approximately
four feet entirely around the buildings,
and not only protects them from rain
in this very damp climate but also permits leaving the windows open for
ventilation nearly all year. It also provides opportunity for security personnel to supervise the men in the small
dormitories.
At the present time the interiors of
the dormitories are open, but in the future they can be converted into squad
rooms, cubicles or individual rooms by
the addition of partitions. No walls will
be load-bearing.
All buildings are connected with wide
covered walks that provide shelter from
inclement weather as men move to and
from the various facilities. All floors
have been raised three feet above the
ground, and the under-floor area will be
walled in (with plenty of ventilation) to
protect the heat ducts and other utility
lines anchored underneath the floors of
the buildings and the walks. Two large
dining rooms have arched roofs; the supporting columns were eliminated so
the dining rooms can be used for other
purposes such as exhibiting movies and
putting on programs for the entire
group pending the building of an adequate auditorium.
The architecture is contemporary, a
drastic departure from the traditional
fortress prison. At first glance, the average citizen would probably think the
buildings very insecure from the standpoint of escape-risk. It must be recognized, however, that the main security
feature of any prison is an alert, well
trained personnel. The strongest sort of
fortress is not safe from escapes if the
prisoners are permitted to smuggle in
firearms, hacksaw blades, cutting
torches, or any other type of equipment
that could be used to bridge the security features.
At Angola, dependence is placed on
the alertness of all personnel, particularly those manning the guard towers
outside the ten-foot-high security fences.
The absence of very obvious security
walls, gates, etc., adds more to a proper
climate for rehabilitation than it detracts from a security program.
Inexpensive materials are used in the
construction, and the lift slab method
of construction was chosen because it
lends itself well to the use of unskilled
prison labor. A substantial part of this
prison is being built by prisoners. The
over-all cost will be less than $4000 per
man as compared with the ordinary

APRIL 1956

$8000 to $12,000 per man in the traditional type of prison. The buildings will
be easily maintained. Since all utilities
are underneath the buildings, without
the necessity for tunnels or trenches,
they are easily available for maintenance. The appearance of the buildings
is not forbidding; there are no dark,
dirty corners. The quarters are livable ;
the buildings are spaced widely apart
and will not be overcrowded.
A tremendous recreational area is
provided for each unit. Added to the
present housing and feeding facilities
will eventually be hobby shops, chapels
and other facilities that will be used in
the total treatment program.
It is believed that the design of this
institution is unique. It is also believed
that it is in keeping with the terrain
and the climatic conditions of the area
in which it is located, and that it will
adapt itself well to the total over-all
treatment program planned for the
institution.
The present penitentiary was described in a magazine article a few years
ago as America's worst prison. It is to
be hoped that when the new program is
well under way, Angola will be regarded
as one of the best in the country. It must
not be overlooked, also, that another
institution of a similar type for the
younger, lesser offenders is being constructed at another locality and that the
women prisoners will also be adequately
cared for under a separate program.

Cellblocks: photo at left, for maximum security prisoners, Louisiana Slate Penitentiary; below, interior and exercise yard,
Connecticut Slate Prison
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and the Brooklyn Dodgers made
headlines last Fall with the announcement that the
expert in light-weight domes had been retained to develop the world's largest clear span roof for the world
championship team's projected new stadium.
Bucky completed the initial study of a 750-ft. dome
during a period as visiting critic to Princeton graduate
architectural students who developed and constructed a
6-ft model under his direction.
While Dodger president Walter O'Malley studied the
problem of site acquisition with City officials and Bucky
continued detailed investigation of materials and performance, one of the Princeton group - Theodore W.
Kleinsasser - with the guidance of Jean Labatut, pursued the problem of integrating the dome into an overall
proposal for seating, circulation, traffic, parking, rapid
transit, and the redevelopment of areas adjacent to the
site.
This scheme was recently presented to a Master's
degree jury, whose members included Paul Frankl,
Buckminster Fuller, Kenneth Kassler, Jean Labatut,
John C. B. Moore, Walter O'Malley, Robert Oppenheimer, Emil Praeger, Robert Le Ricolais, John Knox
Shear, Canon Edward West. In the Princeton tradition,
the non-architects were on the jury in the role of " potential clients" for the several projects presented on the
occasion.
In each case, the degree candidate was queried by t he
jury following his oral and graphic presentation.
After explaining that his interest in the Dodger
Stadium grew out of his interest in t he '·joint" and
its articulation in architectural and planning problems,
Kleinsasser's presentation developed in this way:
BucKMINSTER FULLER

DODGER DOME GENERATES CITY CENTER PROPOSAL
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Because of lack of parking space,
the Dodgers are losing money . . . they also lose money
because they do not have a covered stadit1m. The
only structure known to man at this time that will
span such a space feasibly is the dome of Mr. Fuller.
Also in Brooklyn, the Long Island Railroad is confronted with the problem of having brand new equipment and a station too small to take care of it. There
must be adequate facilities for parking with adequate
access and egress . . . which involves traffic. This is
a concern not only of the Dodgers but of Brooklyn as
a whole. Mr. Cashmore, the Borough President, has
allotted this site to be surveyed.
There is also the problem of housing in this particular area . . . all of it is obsolescent and some of it is
definitely of the slum variety .

MR. KLEINSASSER:
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I am concerned with this site, at the intersection of
Atlantic, Flatbush and Fourth Avenues . . . it is the
hub of many arteries of travel. There are seven subway stops within two blocks of this site and fom highways cross exactly at this corner, each going to major
areas. It is also the center with respect to four airports as
well as the Long Island R.R. terminal. And it is the site
for Mr. Robert Moses' cooperative housing project.
MR. o'MALLEY: Excuse me. Mr. Moses had selected that
site, which is also the site we had in mind for the
stadium, as a place to build a cooperative housing
project. . . . I think he realizes that the serious interest
in the Railroad station and the market area and the
traffic problem and the baseball park is such that he
will very likely find another site.
In my proposed surface plan, traffic
is changed so that there is no longer a collision at this
corner, but a constant flow around, with tangential
highways leading off. I have not changed any highways . . . I've simply made a large traffic circle . . .
The whole area is well within Mr. Cashmore's allotted
area .. . My proposed cooperative housing would be
around the stadium rather than congested in one spot.
In the existing sub-surface plan the IRT line, the
BMT line and the Independent line all have stations
on the same corner and there are four more stations
in the immediate vicinity. I have not changed the plan
or the depths of any subway . . . I have linked the
scheme~to the subways as they are now .

M:R. KLEINSASSER:
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The surface plan involves a parking arrangement
· which could be utilized by other business establishments
in this vicinity and has a park-like nature. I have arranged the parking so that the progression is to drive
around the one-way circle, pass by each parking lot,
look in, and tmn in and go either there or there, to the
areas of parking. As speed changes, fast here, slow here,
the size of the roads and the size of the curves change
also. Pedestrian approaches are all down these arteries
from the triangles on the four major streets. There are
pedestrian bridges there so that no one need cross
traffic.
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In the subsurface plan, the concourse includes the
BMT subway stop and the Long Island Railroad . . .
both of which are connected by tunnels to the other two
subways in the immediate vicinity. The underground
parking is entered from the circle . . . branches into
three lanes, and converges into one lane underground
at three levels. Roadways go directly to the parking
lots which are on the second level and the third and
fourth level. As the ramps go up into the air, clearance under them becomes greater and there is access
to the stadium at the vomitory level.
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In the plan diagram of the stadium itself one sees
the relationships among the five levels. The first level
is the level of the vomitories and the outfield section
of seats. The second plan segment is the second level,
which is also the concourse and railroad level. The
third is the ground plan, which includes the grass
barrier and to which the pedestrian bridges come from
the parlill1g areas. The fourth segment is a reflected,
suspended seating box plan. These boxes will be fed by
elevators which rise up each structural cantilever. The
cantilevers are flat enough so that one can walk up in
ramp-like fashion and branch out on either side. The
total number of people enclosed in the suspended boxes
then will be about 2000 and the grandstand will seat
53,000. The fifth segment is the top view showing the
dom e and the top of the structural cantilevers supporting the dome.
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MR. o ' i'\iALLEY: Concerning this train . . . with this
stadium one that has potential use all year-round,
it means also that there will be sightseers, and we know
that the Empire State Building takes in a million dollars
a year just in sightseeing fees. The income from this
train during those occasions when games or contests or
shows are not taking place would bring in a substantial
amount of income which could help to: amortize the cost
of the roof.
.
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The dome itself weighs approximately 1,000,000
pounds. The diameter is 550 feet from point of support
to point of support. The height of the dome from the
playing field is 250 feet. The thickness of the dome is
approximately eight feet and is comprised of four-foot
aluminum struts. The exterior of the dome will be
covered with plastic fiber glass and the interior will
accommodate inserted triangular plastic panels. The
panels will cut down the glare from sunlight and also
will be the reflecting surface for artificial illumination,
originating along the balcony here and serviceable by
means of these elevators and ramps. The light shines
up, hits the panels and is reflected down on the field.
There is an amusement train that has its beginning at
one of these low cantilevers, runs up and across the open
top of the dome. I thought that the people who take this
ride will really get into the spirit of the dome as they
come up to the top , cross the opening, and look straight
down 250 feet over second base.
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Did you mention the sound absorption by
the panels of the dome?
MR. KLEINSASSER: The panels which are to be inserted
in a pattern into the tetrahedron dome structure will
allow sound to penetrate the thickness of the dome and
dissipate. Hence the dome would be a sound deadening
area also.
MR . SHEAR: Are you counting on the open-top lantern
effect to induce natural flow of air to carry off cigarette
and cigar smoke?
MR . KLEINSASSER: Yes, sir . .
I think Mr. Fuller can
explain this better than I.
MR. LABATUT:

•

•

•

We discovered that with the dome, when
we have openings at the bottom . . . quite wide open
. . . during the hot season, when there's heat on the outside of the dome and an opening at the top, that these
compound curved surfaces do very extraordinary things
with respect to motions and shapes of atmosphere. In
this case, the dome itself being of compound curvature.
the exterior surface tends to diffuse the radiation of
heat. The dome gets so hot that it not only tends to
radiate the heat outwardly, but it also heats the air
next to it so that the air rises toward the top on the
inside of the dome very close to the skin. At the same
time there is a tendency in the dome during the hot
season to send the still air to make a thermal-column
of the atmosphere rising from it so the air being drawn
in from the outside of the area of the dome through the
openings around the bottom rises again above it. So
during the hottest of the summertime, with the sun
coming down, they tend to be about 10 per cent cooler
on the inside than the outside.

a system of suspended box seats, that I could integrate
those box seats with a supporting system for the dome.
As the accommodation of another force, pedestrian flow,
I raised the first suspended box seat level up high enough
so that people could come directly in from the street
on all sides.
MR. MOORE: Could you explain the reason for the variable length of the cantilevers in this five-foil arrangement?
MR. KLEINSASSER: I tried keeping the cantilevers in
a constant circle and the formulation of the levels
become so complicated and irregular that I thought
this better .

l\IB. FULLER:

•

•

•

Mr. Kleinsasser, can you speak of the
horizontal openings you have around . . .
MR . KLEINSASSER: yes. I thought of this project when
I started as being a very difficult problem of integrating
this dome, which is a very rational and fixed thing,
into the scheme as a whole. I found, since I had to have
MR. LABATUT:

•
MR. LABATUT:

•

•

Will you explain the green wall in the

outfield?
This green wall is against the opening leading to the parking areas .. . which makes it
possible for circuses to park here and come right into
the stadium. Around the wall there will be space for
advertising which pays a lot of bills. Rather than to
allow slapdash, disorganized advertising, I chose to
make this wall of aluminum tubing so it could house
an electronically controlled advertising device: a controller up in one of the suspended boxes could push
buttons and cause signs to flop down.

MR. KLEINSASSER:

•

•

•

I have a question. Can one take the
intersection of four main highways and put a traffic
circle there and use that circle as a way of getting
traffic into a stadium? Ought there not be a separate
highway system?
MR. KLEINSASSER: That very consideration has led me
to provide this long straight stretch before each entrance, the size of which generates the traffic circle as a
whole. I feel that this straight stretch is long enough
for moving cars to change lanes so that they can leave
the circle . . . there is parking for 5,000 cars.
MR. FULLER: When's the opening game?

DR. OPPENHEIMER:
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COMPETITION FOR U. S. CHANCERY BUILDING, LONDON
FoR THE DESIGN of the most important single project in its
current foreign buildings program (AR, May 1955, pages 187192), the State Department chose the most punctilious and
time-honored method of selecting an architect for a great
public project. With the concurrence of its distinguished
advisory panel of private architects - Pietro Belluschi, Henry
Shepley and Ralph Walker - it invited eight leading American
architects to participate in a limited competition. Duration
of the competition, which had the approval of the Committee
on Competitions of the American Institute of Architects, was
three months; each competitor was paid a fee of $4000 for a
design, to cover in addition his expenses for a mandatory visit
to the site. As professional adviser for the competition, the
State Department appointed Professor Robert W. McLaughlin,
head of the School of Architecture at Princeton University.
The jury was comprised of the three members of the architec-

tural advisory panel listed above, plus George Bain Cm
president of the American Institute of Architects, ai
representatives of the State Department - Loy W. He1
Deputy Under Secretary of State; William P. Hughes, j
of Foreign Buildings; and Livingston T. Merchant, A
Secretary of State.
The ten-page program emphasized relationship to 1
ment - a historic site on the west side of Grosvenor s,
London's Mayfair section - but specifically added
does not mean copying anything." It also stated: "Thi
ing should represent the United States at this time."
noted that a minimum of detailed planning of interna
was required "to permit maximum study of the fo
character of the American Embassy in London."
The eight designs submitted are shown in rendering
and the following pages.
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winner. His competition design featmes a great stone grille
whose perforations repeat the
rhythm of window spacing on smrounding buildings; above ground
floor level, the patlern of the
fai;ade comes from the structure,
an English system of precast columns which involves coupling two
columns and casting them together for ease of erection. The
major material is Portland stone,
used in all London's "official "
buildings and noted for its dramatic black-and-white weathering
qualities; the cornice is black
bronze. T he Times of London
thought the design should be a
''welcome acquisi Lion' ' to the area.
Noting the difficulty and importance of harmonizing with the existing fai;ades (neo-Georgian product of rebuilding dw·ing the last
20 or 30 years) to preserve the
unity of the Square, The Times
said: "This Mr. Saarinen appears
to have done conscientiously, without detriment to the freshness of
his own design, regarded as an
architectW'al composition in its.
own right. His building is strictly
symmetrical, thereby retaining
the traditional formality of the
London Square, but he has not
creat ed too strong a cross-axis, so
that the continuity of the Grosvenor Square fai;ade will not be
interrupted as it would be by
a highly centralized design."

ANDERSON & BECKWITH "Obviously the choice and arrangement of windows was of
crilical importance in making such
a large bui lding seem to belong
here . . . . Vigorous shape definition or abrupl conlrasls of materials are needed lo escape drabness" in London's feeble winler
daylight; lhus Porlland slone, for
its black and white wealhering
qua lilies." The heavy oval of lrees
in lhe park makes il impossible to
see lhe fagade from a dislance excepl as lillered by lhe trees. Traffic moves around the Square and
develops foreshortened views of
the fagades. We were Jed to avoid
emphasis on a central motif and
to thinlt in terms of an uninterrupled fabric . . . . "
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ERNEST J. KUMP- Wilh a
parli chosen to "complele" the
Square by enclosing lhe en lire si te,
this scheme soughl harmony with
exisling fagades in mallers of archileclura l strata, horizonlal profile, color and texlure. The pierced
stone screen around lhe building
and the recessed walls of lhe
ground lloor were a response to lhe
rather heavily modeled masonry
ground lloors of lhe older buildings; the selback top story attempled to recognize without
copying lhe SW'rounding mansard
" roofs. The verlical paltem of
the fagade facing the Square,
V'.isually reinforcing the ribbons of
slructural columns, was for deliberate conlrast. As an American
building, lhe design "says the
U. S. has reached a maturily as
a world power lhal lets il be itself
withoul shou ling, recognize and
join hands with its setling"

JOSE LUIS SERT-The spatial
rather than the fagade relationship of the new wi lh lhe old buildings around the Square was the
key consideralion in the development of lhis design, seen first of
all as an enclosure unifying the
space around the square. So the
scheme is slightly U-shaped, and
the lwo end wings are advanced
to emphasize the street enlrances.
Use of "a double square as a
syslem of proporlions" established
the paltern of the fagade; the
shape "recalls Georgian windows
in proportion." Its contemporary
building character was thought to
give it its representative American
quality
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EDWARD D. STONE- "In deciding on the character of the exterior, we chose the simplest form
of expression, with the structural
columns reflected on the exterior
in order to have column space uninterrupted by column projections. . . . Most of the London
squares, including Grosvenor
Square, are combinations of brick
and limestone buildings - limestone we deemed more appropriate. . . . The iron balconies
were a unifying note in that all
buildings on the Square had used
ironwork in some form or another.
The resulting exterior of the
building would perhaps resemble,
in a way, the office buildings of
Sullivan with the columns expressing great horizontal plans terminating the entire building. It is not
· dissimilar either to the Italian
palazzo in fundamental and with
the characteristic loggia at top"

HUGH STUBBINS - "The size
and proportion of the Square,
with its narrow entrances, has a
rightness about it which in the
end, we felt, should not be
tampered with . . . . The view
through the arcade, under the
building into the court, leaves no
doubt as to the 'U' shape of the
superstructure . . . . The expression of the faQade was the most
difficult part of the problem . . . .
We tried what we think is a new
concept of fenestration - one that
permils flexibility of office partition arrangement and at the
same time produces a contrapuntal rhythm in the pattern of
materials . . . . We felt that the
building should be expressive of
the latest American construction
techniques, hence the modular
system of the elevation. . . . It
should not be unduly self-assertive . . . . "
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The Individual School
by Frank G. Lopez, A.I.A.
Ideographs designed and executed by Maijorie Blake

GLANCE THROUGH almost any current
American book or article on educational
principles and you will find an emphasis
placed on the importance of the individual student, on full development of
the capabili Lies of each. It is as if, in
this age of mass produced baked beans,
babies, Jaguars and gray flannel suits,
the herd instinct was being denied,
paradoxically at the time of life when
the urge to conform grows increasingly
strong, the years spent in elementary
and secondary schools.
Not to argue the merits of Lhis principle, we know from persona l inspection

that some schools, among them severa l
of great architectural interest, do so
concentrate on the individual. We know
also that many schools, beset by huge
enrollments, by tradition, by the expanding endlessness of suburbia or the
facelessness of the city, find it difficult
to concentrate on individuals en masse.
Yet the tenet prevails. It has given
rise to numerous educational and architectural devices aimed at increasing the
stature of the individual. From it derives
an architectural urge which may be the
reason why so many school buildings
have a positive character while in the
general run of hospitals, houses, stores
or office buildings something often seems
lacking. Just as a cup of lunch-counter
coffee in Duluth or San Francisco or
Miami Beach tastes of the ·same unwashed muslin coffee bag, so many recent buildings, faced with stainless steel,
alrnninum, glass, or good old-fashioned
brick, have a rather monotonous flavor.
The few that do not, we cherish.
Does this mean that to produce good

school buildings one must ignore the
mass-produced, rationalized building materials and equipment that are widely
available? Of course not! We have said
as much in a discussion of prefabrication
as applied to schools (Feb. 1956, p. 209).
We lack the skilled artisans, time and
money needed to build entirely by hand.
Instead we can select what is appropriate from a variety of framing, walling
and roofing components, from many
Lypes of heating, lighting and ventilating
systems, gaining the benefits of precision manufacture and thus producing
better buildings than we used to, for
a variety of local needs. Sometimes a
new problem arises in designing a school
or an old one is freshly attacked, and
Lhe manufacturer finds a new product
Lo produce and sell.
Besides educational insistence on the
dignity of the individual student, what
circumstances foster the individually
designed school building? It is difficult
Lo say whether locale, cost, site, climate,
Lhe detailed educational program or
availability of materials and equipment
dominates. Sometimes one, sometimes
another or several concurrently guide

~.&-d-'i@
the design. If any of these factors (or
of many more specific) is neglected, the
school building is likely to be less than
Lhe best that can be achieved for its
particular purposes; and its cost is very
lilrnly to be excessive. To the layman
this is hard to understand. Why should
not a repeated design save moneyil The
long discussion that follows such a question is familiar to the professional.
The city school is designed in the
face of serious handicaps: land values,
taxes and construction costs all high

BUILDING

®

TYPES

and rising; strict building laws to protect health and safety in a congested
locale; and always some form of political
pressure. The suburb can usually find
more land for its schools, but there
land prices, taxes and construction costs

are also rising, and the cage of law and
custom within which suburban schools,
too, must be built is rapidly constricting
as suburbs mushroom. The rural school
faces fewer of these problems, but it has
been consolidated almost to death; yet
a few are being built. Each community,
urban, suburban or rural, makes certain
demands: here for specialized training,
there for recalling tradition; now for
adult education, again for full community participation.
The site - shall a hilly one be bulldozed level or shall the contours shape
the building pattern? Is the subsoil
firm; is there rock; does the soil require pile foundations? Is one structure
indicated or several, one story or manyil
And the climate- sunny or cloudy,
cold, hot, rainy, dry, snowy, windy,
airless - how do these elements begin
to give the buildings form and substance, to afford protection against this
and exploit thatil Is the outdoor scene
pleasant, can it be employed to extend
the building's usefulness and does the
educational program take this into account? Some states have fairly rigid
regulations - or recommendations that
gain the force of rules as they are ever
more strictly interpreted - governing
building orientation and the use of sun
control devices; these come into effect
whenever the state's funds are drawn

STUDY
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upon Lo eke ouL local resomces. Some
state codes are reasonable, others appear to have been drawn for the express
pmpose of slrait-jacketing the community, the educator and the architect.
This side of a state line, circular washfountains of the industrial type may be
highly recommended; on the other, they
may be frowned on.
But the big battle is always to keep
cost of construction within bounds.

Construction entails a large capital outlay, all at one time. The cost of operating and maintaining a school bulks
large over a span of years, but it is
paid piecemeal and besides it lies in the
future . The reduction in maintenance
and operating costs, the success of the
school's functioning, that might be improved by a little more money initially
spent here or a few more square feet
provided there, seldom count for much
when bids are being received. At that
moment one would think the architect
was out to rob the community purse,
when actually in a fair appraisal of
school building costs he has something
to be proud of. According to U. S.
Office of Education data, the average
cost of school construction has about
doubled in recent years, while over the
same period the cost of other types of
buildings has about trebled. While this
was happening mechanical and electrical work was rising, engineers tell us,
from 10 or 15 per cent of the total

contract to 30 and sometimes 40 per
cent; the structmes themselves have
been improved and their design is more
closely tuned than ever to educational
needs. No stock idea, no magic formula
has wrought this miracle. It has come
through painstaking attention to all the
detailed requirements of each individual
school plant.
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Abraham Lincoln Junior High School,
Wyandotte, Mich., Eberle M. Smith Associates, Architects-Engineers; Jonathan
Taylor, J. A. Wilson, A. T. Bersey, Associates. Wyandotte, an industrial city of about
45,000 in the Detroit area, is a business and cultural
center for 100,000 or more people. It has more than
30 industries. Its people are of many national origins; they attend 28 churches, they have 12 public
and 7 parochial schools including two Catholic high
schools. They are supporting a $10,050,000 school
building program, part of which is this junior high,

0

50

occupied September 1955; its educational planning
was initiated in 1951 by a group of 40 teachers.

Educational Specifications and
The Individual School

We have in preceding pages stressed Lhe
importance of educaLional requirements.
It would seem obvious Lhat full development of what some schoolrnen call
"educational specifications " would inevitably precede the design of a school
plant. How many architects know
otherwise! The Wyandotte junior high
school here shown was selected for publication as an example of what can be
achieved. Wyandotte educators think a
good school building is a basic encouragement and a continuing stimulus to
learning. The following paragraphs, absLracted from a report by Peter J .
J enema, Wyandotte's Superintendent
of Schools, help explain what educational specifications are.
When Wyandotte decided to build
two new junior high schools, Abraham
Lincoln among them, school people there
became enthusiastic at the opportunity
to re-evaluate the existing cwTiculum.
Nearly 40 high school teachers and
administrators participated in a Cmriculum \Vorkshop which in June 1952
presented a report, "Planning for Effective Learning in the Junior High
School," which resulted in official adoption of a statement of a philosophy of
education:
"The responsibility of the junior high
school is to provide a program in which
the needs of the individual and the
needs of a democratic society are served.
These young adolescents face unique
problems at this stage of their development. This period is characterized by:
adjustment to physical changes; adjustment to others in own age group;
growing independence from parents;
progression toward adulthood; acquiring self-confidence; acquiring a system
of values, i.e., honesty, integrity, selfrespect, right thinking.
"In addition to the basic skills, a
democratic society is perpetuated
through developing: critical thinking;
civic responsibility; dignity of and respect for the individual; understanding
of other nations and societies.
"On the basis of the foregoing, the
functions of the junior high school are:
1. Common learnings which include
reading, arithmetic, writing, spelling,
oral communication, and listening
2. Exploration which will lead each
pupil to discover and investigate his
specialized interests, aptitudes, and
abilities and to stimulate and develop
a continually widening range of cultural, social, health, civic, avocational,
and recreational interests

•

(Continued on page 228)
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Abraham Lincoln Junior High, we have

many functional aspects. At this time the architects

said, is the result of a thoroughly considered edu-

were first called in, and from then on a committee of

cational program. In September 1951, about 40

six teachers worked with the architects. In addition ,

teachers began meeting two evenings a week, re-

the Board of Education and the city's Department

ceiving no pay for the extra time, to re -evaluate

of Parks and Recreation collaborated on some por-

their curriculum under the direction of Dr. Edgar G.
Johnston of Wayne University (incidentally, the

tions of the work.
In direct fulfillment of the clear statement of

Board of Education paid the director's salary). At

educational requirements, the school is organized

the end of the school year this group published a

in two principal parts, each organized around a

report defining goals (see facing page) in reference

landscaped courtyard: one social, serving as a stu-

to integration, exploration, guidance, differentiation,

dent forum, and one academic, with library and

socialization and articulation. The following Septem-

classrooms grouped around it. The social court (in

ber virtually the same group reassembled under their

full color on the cover of this issue and also above)

new superintendent, Peter Jenema, to write educa-

contains a tower housing the school bell which for

tional specifications. By February 1953 they had

50 years summoned students to classes in the old

published a 31-page document, " Building and Class-

Lincoln school which the new one replaces. Trees

room Design," which defined areas, equipment and

planted on preceding Arbor Days were retained.
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Wyandotte's Abraham Lincoln Junior
High, during the months of preliminary planning,
became a school for an ideal enrollment of 700
(later stretched to 800 and with an actual maximum
of 900, indicating the effects of community expansion). An area for an addition is provided to the
south, though the educational staff feels present
enrollment is as large as it should be for the most
effective teaching. Another major decision was to
develop a 7- 9 grade program instead of the 7-8

system previously used. Two unusual aspects of
the school resulted from cooperation between city
agencies. After some difficulty , the Board of Education acquired a 13-acre site adjoining a 35-acre
city park. First, it was agreed that recreational and
parking facilities would be shared.
Second, although the educational specifications
had stated that no pupil should leave junior high
without learning to swim, the building budget could
not be stretched to include a pool ; and at the same

time there was pressure from a group of citizens

Above are pictured some of the elements clustered

on the city administration for a veteran's memorial

around the social court or student forum. Reading

in the form of a city pool. In the end an excellent

clockwise from the left they are: auditorium, the

pool was built with sliding glass walls opening to

court itself; dining room seen through a multi-

the outdoors for summer use. Financed by the city,

colored glass corridor wall; gymnasium; exhibit

maintained by the school board, utilizing the school

area (used for many functions); and student lounge.

locker rooms, it is used by the school during the

In these colorful areas, where every architectural

school day and as a city-operated public pool at

element even to skylights and bulletin boards is

other times. The pool's architect, Robert L. Svo-

integrated into a whole neither coyly homey nor

boda, worked closely with the school's architects.

coldly institutional, all the social activities center.

(Continued from page 224)

3. Guidance in malting inLelligenL deci6ions regarding presenL and fuLure educational and vocational opporLuniLies,
in making saLisfacLory emoLiona l and
social adjusLmenL, and in sLim ul aLing
participation in learning acl.iviLies
4.. Recognition of individual differences
wiLh the realizaLion thaL provision for
Lhese would be considerably limi Led
5. Social undersLanding which provides
for effective participation in Lhe present
complex social order and adjusLmenL Lo
fuLure developments and changes
6. Evaluation by pupil and teacher of
the effectiveness of the program in
terms of individual and gro up growLh."
Af"Ler a summary , the group goL
down to specific recommendations:
·• 1. Provide adequate room space 25 to 30 square feeL per pupil, exclusive
of sLorage; allow for minimum room
size of 26 feet by 34 feet.
2. Design shape of rooms LhaL wi!J facilitate supervision and provide adequate lighting.
3. Lighting should be adequate and
evenly provided to every pupil' s advantage. Dark curtains and electrical
outlets are desirable for all classrooms.
4. Acoustical treatment is needed to
allow a maximwn of classroom activities yet provide a well-controll ed siLuaLion for work concentration.
5. The construction of ventila tion systems should prevent t he transmission
of sound and odors.
6. The modern classroom has need of
a much higher percentage of tackboard
space than of chalkboard.
7. Conference roo ms adjacent to classrooms are needed in nearly all instructional areas: social studies, commercial, science, library, languages.
8. Ample storage space, fil es, book
cases, cabine Ls, and display cases should
be built into wall areas of classrooms.
9. Both in room equipment and building plan, fl exibili ty is essential Lo accommodate instructiona 1 and activity
needs of the educational program.
10. Work areas such as library and
classrooms shou ld be shielded from
noisy activities such as gymnasium,
music, and shop.
11. Orderly pupil traffic flow wilh a
minimwn of congestion is essential.
12. Pupil safety shou ld be planned for
in entering and leaving the bui lding."
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Abraham Lincoln Junior High has 17 class-

ally; sometimes an entire class moves into it for a

rooms (some of them which do not appear in the

special project; sometimes by using portable carts,

plan, left, form a link to the adjoining social areas),

books, phonographs and records, the library goes

two science labs and library. This is a school with-

to the students. Audio-visual equipment in par-

out study halls or homework; each class period is

ticular is thus used. The classrooms are large, fully

used partly for study, and the ideal is to make the

equipped, colorful, and in effect bilaterally lighted

work so engrossing for students that they will

by means of continuous glass in corridor walls

pursue it voluntarily. This was an important factor

above door height. The courtyard serves as project

in designing the library which, together with the

area for science classes, and on occasion entire

adjacent court, forms the nucleus of this academic

classes move outdoors. Small conference rooms ad-

area. Sometimes students use the library individu-

join many of the classrooms.
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Abraham Lincoln Junior High has many
noteworthy features in addition to the library
(above), classrooms (below) and those shown on
preceding pages. In fulfillment of one requirement
of the educational specifications there are noonhour clubs-newspaper, dancing, drama, Red Cross,
cheerleading, singing, etc. - organized so the third
of the student body who go home by bus will not
be denied participation. Another requirement was
possible variation of classroom size to accommodate future curriculum changes. For this purpose
the school has a continuous radiant ceiling formed
of perforated, "snap-on" metal pans suspended
from heating pipes; above is thermal insulation
which is also an acoustical absorbent. The space
between is an air plenum which supplies all ventilation; partitions, non-bearing, can be relocated; ceiling wiring and piping can be easily changed.

lens· Ari Pholos
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Thomas Coeburn Elementary School,
Brookhaven, Delaware Co., Pa.; Clifford
E. Garner, Architect; A. B. White, Associate; Keast & Hood, Structural Engineers; Ewald & Miller, Mechanical Engineers. State-aided schools in Pennsylvania, it is
generally known, follow a rather strict set of regulations formulated by the state Authority. Within
those limits, the first requirement the architect had
here to meet was to produce a low-cost and lowmaintenance structure, although the two seem
hardly reconcilable. By ingenious use of a structural
module and complete discipline of the design, both
were achieved despite high site costs such as long
service lines, new access road, slow-draining hardpan soil, etc. Construction costs were kept to
$11.75 per sq ft or $.83 per cu ft; the basic costs
were $315,088, less than the state allocates for such
a building on a more favorable site.
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State Regulations and
The Individual School
SLa le school building regulations range
from the exceedingly strict to the virtually non-existent. Generally, regulator y codes and bodies are most fully
developed in t he stales which provide
t he most financial aid to individual localities and are stronges t, as might be
expected, where the principle of slate
aid has been long established. Several
types of agencies are involved, and
when all the regulatory bodies having
jurisdiction are considered, it can be
seen that t he paper work required lo
get a school built can become exceedingly complicated. F urthermore, many
slate laws governing school financing
have been modifi ed at intervals and are
by now pretty much of a garbled mess
- which is no index of their worth, for
the rationally organized school code
may be one enacted years ago and not
kept up to date, or it may be so thoroughgoing t hat t he architect and the
educator become Lhoroughly stymied.
Some people point with pride to California's school laws, which provide
varying degrees of" aid" for the varying
financial capacities of municipalities;
they set forth admirable general" standards" for orientation, sun control, plan
organization, etc. The results, excellent
during early years of reforming an
inferior general situation, have latterly
been a series of finger-plan schools with
only t he diJierences t hat one wrinkled
pea shows from the next in the pod.
Adel to this the multiple clearances
necessary from stale financial, public
safety, fire and other agencies and it is
easy to see why an advanced school
b uilding concept has li ttle chance in
such a milieu excep t when sta le aid is
not required, or when the school is
part of a Federal program (which requires only one blanket clearance), or
after exhaustive argumen t.
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The Coeburn School in Brookhaven, Pa., was,
we have said, required above all to be extremely
economical. Low construction and maintenance
costs were achieved through use of a structural
module of 12 ft , which permitted use of standardized structural elements throughout. This resulted
in economically light steel framing, economically
spaced steel joists and fibrous roofing panels and
an almost universal metal window unit: fixed and
ventilating lights in a panel 12 by 8 ft, repeated 47
times with extensions for door jambs the only
variation from standard. The building's rather severe esthetics and visual unity were a natural
result. Another: the manufacturer who supplied the
window units has now added them to his line.
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Olive Avenue School, Novato, Calif.; John
Lyon Reid & Partners, Architects. This
can be said in favor of comprehensive state school
building controls: They greatly simplify design;
they answer all questions; the busy office or the
plan factory that knows the rules finds it easy to
produce an acceptable job. Occasionally the superior architect can rise above the constriction of
law and interpretation. Olive Avenue's_ architect,
he tells us, found it hard to realize this job had
been in his office when the time came to turn the
buildings over to the school district. Everything
had gone smoothly following the decision that on
this hilly site there was only one suitable position
for the buildings. The architectural individuality,
vigor, warmth and surety of the buildings are the
result of talent applied to make strong controls
produce the best possible re.oults.
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More on Regulations and
the Individual School

Recently we asked John Lyon Reid,
F .A.I.A., for his considered opinion of
his state's school building regulations.
His reply: " California has been fortunate in having approximately $600,000,000 of state money made available for
the construction of schools to districts that do not have local funds
available. This large sum of money has
great significance as evidence of a state
assuming responsibility for assisting
local districts to finance an educational
program. When such vast sums of
money are made available, it is inevitable that controls over its expenditure
become more complex and rigid. California has been contributing state funds
to school construction since 1948.
"At that time schoolhouse design followed a pattern of finger plans and
single-loaded corridors with bilateral
lighting. The growing body of controls
was based on this concept of school
design. Since then, controls over design
and costs have grown into a vast unwieldy obstacle to an inventive and
creative approach to architectural design. It seems difficult now to do any
more than polish the old cliches. The
basic criticism is that these controls
have been imposed by non-educational
agencies - I think that is the root of
the trouble. The Tierra Linda School
in San Carlos, somewhat conventional
in building concepts (although quite unconventional in educational program)
required much discussion to persuade
the state agencies to make even a minor
departure from conventional standards.
What has been called the 'umbrella'
plan used at Hillsdale is impossible
when .financed by state funds.
"I am deeply concerned about this
situation.' '

Roger Sturtevant
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Olive Avenue School in Novato, California is
constructed of familiar wood framing, redwood
siding and built-up roofing in the familiar finger
plan; it sits in the familiar California hills that are
burned brown except for occasional patches of
green eucalyptus trees during most of every year.
The school is a product of the same phenomena of
population growth that prevails generally in the
country, accentuated here by the state's attraction
as a never-never land, which has made in-migration
a serious problem; and its design was found quite
acceptable by the many state supervisory bodies .
The architect gave his multiple client much more
than could have been expected.
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The Olive A venue School in California has
conventional California classrooms, bilateral natural
lighting carefully sun-controlled, single-loaded corridors , a finger plan. The tilted site did not take the
finger plan kindl y; the land drops from the entrance
- curiously, from Plum Street; Olive Avenue access
is prohibited by a steel fence! - some 34 ft to the
rear, so a series of building terraces and a playfield
were bulldozed into it. One wing is thus 5 ft above
the other ; the multipurpose building is 2Yz ft
higher still. The changes in level have been turned
to architectural advantage.

Hedrich-Blessing

''
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Pocantico Hills Central School, Pocantico Hills, N. Y.; Perkins & Will, Architects; Severud-Elstad-Krueger, Structural Engineers; Slocum & Fuller, Electrical Engineers. The well-to-do suburb which
this school serves has an area of some 6000 acres,
all in small residential neighborhoods and several
estates - the largest, the Rockefeller holding, contains about 2500 acres . The only sizable tract that
might be developed residentially is owned by a
large corporation which at one time planned to
erect on it a home office building. However, the
corporation changed its plans; the existing school
was extensively added to without benefit of the increased tax revenue which had been anticipated.

The Locale and the
Individual School
Under the heading, "Locale," we may
consider several factors all directing
design strongly toward individuality.
These are the factors, too, that often
have the most marked effects on cost.
What is the community's general attitude: conservative, liberal, middle-ofthe-road? Has it a generous pocketbook,
or does it pinch pennies? Is there a
strong local tradition to be respected;
should tradition be disregarded; is the
school district new and in need of getting off to a good start?
Stepping closer to the building, we
come to the site itself, and to the questions explored briefly in previous pages.
One not there considered is the value of
landscaping - which is useful for much
more than esthetics, important as esthetic quality may itself be. How many
taxpayers eag.er to cut out all frills and
nonsense - must keep within that budget! - realize that in eliminating planting they are losing foliage which is one
of the simplest means of equalizing
temperature, controlling humidity and
outdoor noise, and stopping the wind?
How many know that deciduous trees
properly located can become the best
sunshades of all, losing leaves to let the
sun through in winter, gaining them to
prevent insolation in early summer and
fall?
And always we come back to the
shape of the land. How far it should be
judiciously molded by man to contribute to the excellence of the entire
project, what lies immediately beneath
the smface, what part the contoms
play in controlling the micro-climate,
and how all these characteristics can
best be dovetailed into the complex of
requirements dictated by the demands
of the educator, the feelings and the
purse of the taxpayer and the needs of
children - these are questions rarely
satisfactorily answered.
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The Pocantico Hills School resolves a number of questions and in so doing achieves a distinct
personality. The community is intelligent and financially more capable than many. The school district is a recent consolidation of three small ones.
A survey made by several members of the staff of
Teachers College indicated a fairly rapid increase
in school population (which, to date and partly

because certain anticipated developments did not
materialize, has lagged behind estimates). Rather
than build a whole new central school it had been
decided to enlarge extensively the existing structure, ·which was designed many years ago by Carl
Clark of Syracuse, N. Y., and remained quite sound
though in need of some modernization. The lake,
a community institution dredged out of a spring-fed
bottom, and the steep site existed; excellent landscaping was in prospect and eventually materialized.
The old school had some partitions and fixtures
re-arranged, its lighting was modernized and it was
repainted. The addition became a two-story unit
so a connection to the old building could be easily
made, and the repetitive elements of half-timbering
in the old were echoed in the more rationalized new
building materials; stone masonry was used for its
solidity and warmth of color. In such fashion were
the site utilized, the new harmonized with the old
and the desire for quality and tradition respected.

The Pocantico Hills school, whose corridors
and classrooms appear above and below, was not
overly expensive though its quality is high in many
respects. The new building ccst just over $524,850.
It contains 28,944 sq ft ($18.13 per sq ft) and
329,462 cu ft ($1.59 per cu ft)-extremely reasonable figures for a very high-construction-cost area.
Mechanical and electrical costs came to $133,320
of the above total; all these figures include cost of
connecting the new to the old, improving the heating plant, etc. Modernizing the old building came
to almost $20,500 more; site work added another
$36,000. All was completed by September 1955.
Hedrich-Blessing
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Sauk Trail School, Middleton, Wisc. ;
John J. Flad & Associates, Architects;
Edward Pressly, Design Associate in
Charge; J. L. Casey, Mechanical Engineer. Virtually every ounce of material that enters

'----...,

into the structure and finish of this school was

'- . _ _,

carefully scrutinized before it was accepted for use.
On the wooded site, wood seemed a natural material. The one-story mill-type structure has prefabricated laminated wood beams 14 ft on centers and
similar columns 28 ft on centers; the beams are
cantilevered 7 ft at each end to support a continuous
sunshade on the east and a corridor roof on the
west. Two 14-ft bays form each 28-ft classroom.
The same module is satisfactory for the 3Yz-in.
wood deck of tongued-and-grooved red cedar plank.

Structural Rationale and the
Individual School

It should be apparent that the design
of each school presented in this study
is dominated by some principal factor.
The M ichigan high school grew out of a
thorough educational analysis of needs.
Economy was the watchword in the
Pennsylvania school. A state's regulations guided development of the California plant. The New York school was
designed with respect for its locale. The
Wisconsin school is a completely rationalized structure. The Kansas school
on the next page is a modern version of
the little red country schoolhouse, consolida ted. Climate strongly influenced
the two South American schools that
follow.
None of them could conceivably be
built like the others and achieve its
purpose efficienLly, complicated though
that purpose might be by interwoven
factors . In each instance, not only are
size, type, number and disposition of
spaces different; the structurnl rationale,
which also reflects the other primary
and secondary design requisites, is not
one but a diversity. Wood, metal, masonry, glass; wall-bearing construction
or skeletal framing have been used as
circumstances dictate. The results, of
course, are highly individual.

The Middleton, Wisc., school has no bearing
walls or partitions, exterior or interior, except that
for exterior walls some brick is used where privacy
or a sound barrier is required. The classroom wing
exteriors are entirely composed of standardized,
pre-assembled wood units-panels containing windows and insulated base portions as required. The
non-glazed areas are natural redwood, vertical
tongued-and-grooved, inside and out. All parts of
the structure were designed to perform as many
functions as possible; the variety of materials has
been kept to a minimum; and every detail was
developed to come within the capabilities of local
artisans. A single milled shape served for all door,
window and panel frames.
William Wollin
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Meadow Lane School, Johnson County,
Kan.; Donald R. Hollis, Architect; J.
David Miller, Associate. Consolidated School
District 108 occupied this school for the fall term
in 1953. It replaces five typical one-room schoolhouses, some dating back to the early 1900's. Its
setting, on a county road in the center of a former
Kansas wheatfield, could hardly be more typical of
our rural Central States region. In addition to the
three classrooms provided-the corridor (above) is
used as class activity space-the people of the
district needed space for local Grange, Farm Bureau, Home Extension Group, 4-H Club and Home
Economics meetings.

CLASSROOMS

ACTIVHY

TERRACE
GYMNASIUM

0

10

Meadow Lane School in Kansas has classrooms
(photo below) which can overflow into corridor activity areas that are easily supervised through partitions composed of wardrobes , closets, counters and
sinks, with glass above to the ceiling. Lunches prepared in the adjoining kitchen are eaten in the
activity areas. The entrance lounge (photo at bottom) serves both the classrooms and the multipurpose room in which adult affairs are held when school
is not in session; the school uses the multipurpose
room for music and as a playroom. Construction is
masonry throughout, both bearing walls and roof.

Wayne Wright
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Teacher-Training School, Experimental
College Paraguay-Brasil, Assuncion, Paraguay, A:ffonso Eduardo Reidy, Architect.
This school, now under construction, is a gift from
the Brazilian government to the people of Paraguay.
It will function as an experimental teacher-training
establishment, part of the new Paraguayan university
city, Yta-Pyta-Punta. It stands on an elevated part of
the university site commanding a wide view of the
distant Chaco.
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The Climate and
the I n divid u al School

There are all kinds of exLremes of
wea Lher, and in designing schools we
have gone to all kinds of extremes to
counLer them . Befo re the 1930's , many
slate school regulaLions specified classroom dimensions and fenestration starting wiLh daylight as a basis: such a dimension from window head Lo ceiling,
from jamb to blackboard ; such a ceiling
height and room width . It was all empirical, the r esul t of imperfec t reasoning,
and just as dubio us in t erms of end results as m uch of wha t we do today.
Have we progressed~
Not so many months ago New York
State school authorities, realizing Lha l
r ules devised for sunny California did no L
fi t very well the cloudy October-to-May
skies along the E rie Canal, cal led an
about-face on t he practice of building
glass school wall s and then erecting
fearsome cont rivances to cut off glare
from t he sun and t he sky. T here were
other advant ages to be obtained , Loo, hy
swit ching from dependence on natu ral
]jght and p utting all bets on ar ti£cial
l.i ghl. M uch of the t ime ]jghting fixtures
had to be turned on, anyway, in r ural
New York - so why no t forge t completely natural ]jght tllro ugh windows?
\Vith t he bugaboo of pre-1930 ceiling
height r ules finally buried, lower ceilings could be used. T ha t meant less
cubage, less wall t o construct. I t saved
money . I t produced some very fine results. And it also produced some horribly
cramped rooms.
T hat is of course an entirely unfair
example, highly exaggera ted. Ye t when
an architect in T exas has to stand up
in mee ting to justify letting a little a very lit Lle - patch of sunli gh t creep
into a small corner of a classroom, when
a Louisiana architec t has to counter
newspaper st a temenLs as to t he unsafe ly
of his schools that are raised on stilts Lo
afford a litt le blessed shade on t heir
cramped sites - well ?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.
14.
15 .

Ramps
Stud e nts ' Hall
C la s s rooms
Library
Special class roo ms
Chang i ng ro o ms
and lavato ries
Hea lth
T eac hers' lavato ries
Recepti o n hall
Secretaries
Administrati o n
Terrac e
Aiudito rium
Clo ak roo m
Stage

16. Service

17.
18.
19.
20 .
21.
22.
23 .
24.
25 .
26.
27 .
28.
29.
30.
31 .

C o ntrol
Main hall
Ramp
S wimm i ng pool
Gymnas i um
Stair to basement
C afeteria
Lo ckers
Dressing rooms
Machinery
S torage
Equ i pment
Kitchen stores
Tunnel
Showe rs

r'
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Paraguayan School (Cont'd)
The school will occupy a large rectangle which
falls slightly from east to west, with the classrooms in a long block nearly the full length of the
northern part of the site, far from the main road

30

in order to enjoy maximum quiet and pleasant view.
This is also the side of the site which receives the
full force of the sun in winter, although it is otherwise the best from the point of view of the local

21

micro-climate. Protection against the sun is provided by bringing forward the main concrete frames

10

0
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Paraguayan School (Cont'd)
which support classrooms, so that they form projecting fins. These are canted forward to carry a
horizontal sunbreaker much like a marquee. Underneath this block of classrooms is a shaded area between the pilotis, above which a large ramp provides access to the classrooms . At both levels circulation passes over and under bridges which connect the classroom block to the other main structures, the auditorium and gymnasium. These and
the swimming pool are on the side of the site nearer
the main road so they can be · reached without causing disturbance in the classroom area. This position
also permits full exploitation of the natural fall of the
site in such a way as to keep excavation and earth
fill to a minimum.
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Secondary School, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
Eneas Silva, Architect. Intense sunlight and
high temperatures determined design of certain areas
of this school. For one thing, the classroom block
(extreme right of section above) is protected by a
corridor along its sunny northern exposure - the

1

11

H

n

•s

11

r l tT

deep so specialized rooms can be accommodated
within the same depth and consequently must be
skylighted, glare from the sky vault is dissipated by
a louvered inner ceiling. The irregular ceiling here,
as well as the sloping and non-parallel walls and
ceiling of the gymnasium (extreme left of section)

city is below the equator; for another, neither direct

were developed to reduce noise by preventing re-

nor indirect sun rays can enter the classrooms (ar-

verberation. The concept is also intended to induce

rows at " A"). In addition, though the classrooms are

a maximum of natural ventilation.
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The Individual School

What stock plan can accomplish all the
ends that we have enumerated? And by
"stock plan" we mean to include not
only the standard layout s of the socalled prefabricated school, but also the
repeat plan pulled out of drawer number
15 by architect "X" for city "Y" (the
school was the same size as that job in
city "W", wasn't iO) that be first did
"Z" years ago and has successfully reused - how many times? We mean also
to include the stock plan of that school
the board of education thinks would be
just what they need over here in this
new part of town because it worked so
well in that town the other side of t he
state. We mean to include still others
(should we whisper some of them?): Lhe
conceptions of a school administrator
who shortsightedly copies what bis opposite number told him worked well in
another situation; the state official who
applies the same yardstick to every
example.
None of this works well . All of it
is expensive, usually initially, certainly
in the long run, both in dollars and in
satisfactory fulfilhnent of educational
demands. Educational programs are
alive, if they are any good, that is ;
which is another way of saying they
continually change. Perhaps t he worst
thing about the stock plan is its prohibition of the new developments educationally, structurally, technically and
esthetically, which are not merely in
the distant future but imminent, within
almost the hour.
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1 . M ain e ntra nce
2 . Reception room
3 . Vest ib ule of library

4 . Auditor iu m (theate r)
Stage
6 . Theate r a dmin istra t io n
7 . Cloak room
8 . Gym n asium
9 . Superi nte nd e n t
10 . Gym n a s i um m a te ria l
11. Doctor
12 . Dent ist
13. Ramp
14 . Cafeteria
1 5. S t ora ge

I 5.
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16.
17.
18.
19 .
20.
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26 .

Clothing~sto re

D irector
Secretary
Lib r a r y
Teachers' room
Classrooms
Spe cial c lass rooms
Laborato r y
Demonst ration room
Proje ctio n c a b i ns
Up pe r part of audito rium a nd s t a g e
27 . Upper p art of gymn as i um
28 . D ress i ng rooms
0

15

This secondary school in Rio de Janeiro
has all the areas and appurtenances essential to
American high sch ools, as the plans indicate. In general, classrooms are on the upper floor , public and
administrative areas below. Ground-level outdoor
circulation is treated as a covered patio. The rear
wall of the stage is movable, so the entire interior
of the gymnasium can become stage. The library and
auditorium may be operated independently of the
classroom wing.
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YEARS

SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL };'ILE IS 50 YEARS OLD THIS YEAR

ANYONE TAKING A LOOK at the earliest A rchileclural
File and at the latest might well conclude that buildiug
materials have not changed so much as they have
accwnulated.
In 1906, when Sweet's Indexed Calalogue of Building
Malerials was issued for the first time, 760 pages bound
in one volwne would, it was hoped, provide the catalogridden architect with most of the information he needed
for writing specifications. Fifty years later it required
10 volumes to hold the 14,216 pages of manufacturers'
catalogs in Sweet's A rchileclural File.
Distributing 5000 files may have been a fairly easy
job in 1906, when each volume weighed only 10 lb four
oz. This year, however, the Archileclural File weighs
108 lb, and had to be shipped in two cartons - freighted
because the parcel post limit is 40 lb. 17,000 Archileclural Files will be distributed this year. The printing
job is also immense, and requires the services of a
number of printers, some hired directly by Sweet's,
and others hired by clients who "'print their own" and
deliver them for filing; the7 Conkey Division of Rand
McNally, in Hammond, Indiana, does much of the

heavy priutiug and bi11di11g for the Archileclural File.
Exactly who had the original inspiration to pre-file
building manufacturers' catalogs is uncertain - the
credit is divided equally between two rne11: Clinton W.
Sweet, who published ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, aud
whose other business was the manufacture of Sweet-Orr
overalls, and Henry W. Desmond, the first editor of the
RECORD.
Prior to 1906, the architect's catalog problem, according to descriptions, was one of insurmountable
chaos. Thomas W. Nolan, a professor of a rchitecture
at the University of Pennsylvania, had tried to find a
practical method of handling this abundance of literature; for about a dozen years he had experimented witb
a number of systems. They all failed. In an introduction
to the first file, he reported his findings. "Everything
was tried," he said, "arrangements of shelves, bookcases, pasteboard boxes, filing cases, patent binders,
filing cabinets, cases of drawers, indexing schemes and
' index-reruns.' At first , all the big books were put
together in one place and all the little books in another
place; and then all the big and little books were mixed

(1) VestalSunshineHeater - The Reading Stove
Works. (2) N ickel-plated
Sponge Holder- E. C.
Smith Manufacturing
Company. (3) Reno Moving Stairway- The Reno
Inclined Elevator Co.
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up together, and indexed according to subject. Some
had four pages, and some bad four hundred pages.
Barely two were of the same shape or superficies. The
little ones would not stand up, and could not be gotten
at when laid flat. Another elaborate system was introduced, and a voluminous cross-index started, but the
big books contained too much useless matter and the
little books got lost or mislaid or could not be found
just when wanted."
It was a French catalog - actually an index of building materials manufacturers - which Sweet brought
back from a trip abroad that provided the key. That,
and a survey of three thousand architects who offered
their suggestions for a solution. The sum of their suggestions, according to a note in the first file, were:
''condense; exclude display advertisements; expunge
mere 'trade' talli:. ; adopt a single organic plan for all
catalogs; arrange all matter solely with a view to
reference ; edit strictly with respect to the requirements
of the architect; supply a scientific cross-index; employ
a legible type."
To comply with these suggestions, Sweet's insisted
that the type and format for each entry be uniform -

,-- -- ----·

so uniform, as it turned out, that it was a little difficult
to discern one catalog from another. Except for the
Trent Tile Company's catalog, which had four-color
illustrations of the product, the entire file was printed
in black and white. Most of the manufacturers filed
one-page catalogs.
In following years, however, these early standards
were found to be inadequate to the architect's needs
and unacceptable to the cataloger's desire for a larger
margin of individual expression than was afforded
under the requirements of uniformity. One of Professor
Nolan's complaints, for instance, had been that manufacturers did not confine their copy to the essential
description of the product, but would insist on revealing
the intimacies of their plant management. The attitude
was still apparent in the 1906 file, though mostly limited
to mild statements on the modernity of production
facilities. (The National Fireproof Paint Corporation ,
however, made the boast, grammatically rather ambiguous, that its factory was ·'free at all times from
strikes and unfavorable labor conditions, thus insuring
the prompt shipment and execution of all orders. Our
plant is the only one of its kind in the world.")
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(4) Standard Fireproof Doors-John W . Rapp. (5) Pilcher
Spout Pump for Domestic Water Supply - The Goulds Manufacturing Company. (6) Opalite Glass-Lined RefrigeralorWhite Enamel Refrigerator Company

After a great deal of work in its research department,
Sweet's decided that after all individuality was not so
bad, and under a new set of design standards established
in 1943, the File not only permitted, but urged, individualization in the interest of both users and clients.
At the same time, the minimum folio for catalogs was
set at four pages - front and back covers and at least
one inside visual unit; anything smaller could not
properly be called a catalog. This form, Sweet's research department had determined, would not only
make each catalog a visually distinct unit; the information within it would also be organized more effectively
for the architect's use. The format and content of most
of the catalogs are designed by the consultants, all of
them architects and engineers, on Sweet's design service
staff.
It is not only the design that has changed the appearance of Sweet's, though. Much of the change has
been wrought by a fantastic accumulation of new building materials. In 1906, the year that Professor Nolan
bewailed the insupportable technological burden placed
on the architect, 498 manufacturers filed catalogs. This
year 1291 manufacturers contributed a total of 1558

catalogs to the Architectural File. Doors and windows,
for example, had 44 pages between them in 1906: this
year an entire volume was required for each of them.
Stable equipment was one of the 62 categories listed in
the first file: it is still listed, and so are aviaries, bird
repellents and cleaning equipment for animal cages,
none of them offered to the 1906 designer. Bells were
of course listed in both the 1906 and 1956 files, but now
the category has been expanded by chimes and buzzers.
If this should be viewed with alarm as sign of a noisier
generation, one can also consider the sizable portion of
the latest file devoted to sound control; such comfort
was not offered at all in 1906.
The uses of electricity have of course had an incalculable impact on the number and kinds of building
equipment. Iceboxes would have been a more appropriate name for the items included in the 1906 refrigerator catalogs, and air conditioning was almost (but
not entirely) unknown. A whole range of communications equipment - microphones, public address systems, telephone systems, television systems, signaling
systems - was either unheard of in 1906 or not regarded
as part of the architect's purview.

8

(7) Trade Mark - National Fireproof Paint Corporation.
(8) Ideal Wa ll Register, open - Ideal Register ef Metallic
Furniture Company. (9) Cheese-ca ke - G. Bickelhaupt S kylight Works
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Electric lighting was in use, of course, and information about it was considered germane to the desig ner's
problems, but only Edison's incandescent bulb was
around (still with a pointed end), and the uses of light
except for illumination simply didn't exist.
Gas lighting, and for that matter, candle light, was
still important enough to rate several inclusio ns. The
Enos Company offered both the Bunsen Socket-Burner
- "A small detachable burner closely resembling an
electric socket ... gives a Gas fixture the appearance
of an Bleclric fixture" - and the Bunsen CandleBurner - "By means of these candle-burners many
new, a rtistic effects may be obtained hitherto confined
to the real rn of electric light."
As for the design of equipment, manufacturers barely
out of the Victorian years had just begun to face the
implications of mass production. Evidence of the craft
instinct (c.f., the Vestal Sunshine heater) was still
visible. The Enos Company, despite its efforts to make
gas fixtures look like electric sockets, nevertheless
designed its electric fixtures to look like Louis Qui nze
candelabra.
Following the example set in the field of builrl ing

II

16

21

26

( 10 ) No . C. 249, Chandelier - T he Borough
B ronze Compa ny. ('11) Merchant's Goth ic
S hinr;les - Merchant and EJJan s Com pany.
('12) Complete S hower - Un ion Brass Works
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design, Sweet's has instituted catalog services in five
other fields fertile for the prefiling of manufacturers'
catalogs so as to keep them instantly accessible for
use when needed in the thousands of offices and plants
as follows : Product Designers - 16,000; Plant Engineers - 30,000; Machine Tool Buyers - 12,000; Industrial Construction - 12,000; Light Building Co nstruction - 25,000.
The total number of pages of market-specialized
manufacturers' catalogs in the fields including t he
architectural is currently 25,676, an increase over the
23,700 included the year before.
Since this file is provided without charge to qualifying architects' offices, architects are often interested
in the economics of the service. Sweet's services of designing, printing, filing and distributing catalogs arc
paid for by the manufacturers who employ these services. The charges for the services are relatively low
because of the economies possible in the handling of
the catalogs of so many hundreds of manufacturers for example, the average cost to a client manufacturer
for the average size catalog of 11 pages is less than
15 cents a year per office.

11
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ARCHITECTURE HELPS SELL TRACTORS
GREGORY-POOLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Raleigh, N. C.
G. Milton Small and George Matsumoto, Architects Associated
BULLDOZERS AND TRACTORS are usually considered for what they
can do to the environment. This display, sales and service building
shows what environment can do for them. Though no undue expense has been undertaken, architectural talent has been employed
not only in organjzing the required spaces (shop, part11 11torage
warehouse, private offices and lounge, sales and general office and
the glass-walled display cage shown below) but also in making use
of natural grades, in landscaping and interior decoration.

Repair shop

Parts vVarehouse

Sales offices
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DISPLAY AREA

0

Private office

10

Patio outside private offices

THE GREGORY-POOLE BUILDING, logically designed and
soundly-constructed, is characterized by an equally logical, quite
satisfactory use of landscaping and color. Green foliage is set
against buff brick; steel columns and warehouse roof girders are
dark steel blue; shop crane rails are caterpillar-tractor-yellow;
movable office partitions are warm wood and glass

Through the transparent showroom can be seen, across the intervening freight tracks, Raleigh's famous Arena. Showroom, shop
and parts warehouse are all laid out in bays 20 by 40 ft except for
the center circulation aisle in the warehouse where 20 by 20 bays
are used; office space is also laid out in 20 by 20 bays. Site
slope was utilized lo obtain the height needed in the shop while
maintaining the clerestory height established for the showroom
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GREGORY POOLE BUILDING

Beneath the entire office section is basement storage area which, because of site
levels, required little excavation. The first-floor p rivate offices have a toilet and
a small bar accessible from the lounge between them; this entire suite has sliding
glass walls to the patio with its pool and planting. In effect the exterior wall of
the suite is the farther brick wall of the patio

Lounge between
private offices

General offices

Shop al right,
parts warehouse left
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about architecture have
been heard during the last decades and
they continue today. But even if debates
led to final conclusions, acceptable to
the most severe critics, their practical
results would be meager unless the
client's judgment, the techniques and
economics of building, and the academic
preparation of the designer were adequate to the solution of the new architectural, structural and economic problems.
Similarly, the present dynamic development of theoretical research on reinforced concrete will not yield practical
results unless we obtain a better knowledge of the actual behavior of this material and learn to relate more strictly
the elements of structural intuition,
mathematical calculation and construction procedure. Only a perfect synthesis
of these factors can realize the unlimited
technological and architectural potentialities of reinforced concrete structures.
Construction gathers in a unique synthesis the elements of manual labor, industrial organization, scientific theory,
esthetic sensibility, and great economic
interests. Construction creates our physical environment, and thus exercises
a silent but deep educational influence.
On the other hand, we all help to deMANY DEBATES

A PHILOSOPHY
FOR BUILDING
"CORRECTLY"

NERVI

Exterpts from Costruire Correttamente
by Pier Luigi Nervi. This book, translated by Giuseppina Salvadori and prefaced by Mario Salvadori, is to be published in July by F. W . Dodge Corporation .

termine its characteristics and the direction of its development by passing
judgments, by expressing preferences or
dislikes, or by intervening directly in
the construction process.
of the client is as important
as it is difficult. In my long life as
a designer and builder, I have seldom
found clients capable of stating their
problem clearly, of choosing the designer
and his design wisely, or of accepting
the responsibility for a daring structural
or esthetic solution.
The designer, after a thorough study
of the problem and under the impulse of
his creativity, is naturally and understandably daring. The courageous decision of the client is to be admired
much more, since it must be unemotional
and must weigh, on one hand, his desire
to build a structure in which he believes,
but which will not necessarily be identified with him, and, on the other, his
personal loss if it should fail. The client
influences the architectural solution directly. Consciously or unconsciously, by
defining the general outline of the structure, by choosing the designer, and by
accepting or rejecting the designer's
project, he becomes a decisive element of
the architectural solution.
THE ROLE
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The whole structural concept and visual ej]'ect of the fam ed shell for the
Turin Expos ii ion Building were made possible through the utilization
of a construction material developed by Nervi called Ferro-cemenlo. It
consists of layers of fine wire mesh, and sometimes small bars, embedded
in cement mortar lo form prefabricated elements. For this shell they are
only 1}2-in . thick , and thus comparatively lightweight. They are connected al the top and bottom of the undulations by concrete arches

The average quali ly of Urn arch iLecturn of a nation i more influenced by
Lhe tendencies and the cultural level of
the clients t han by the knowledge and
esthetic sensibil ity of its architects. Any
hope that the modern architect, even
if exceptionally capable, may win ovel'
the unsympathetic client is completely
vain: in a coal'se society the refined architect will be permanently unemployed.

THE ACADEMIC TRAINING of designers
and builders presents a complex and
difficult problem. Our universities lack
tradition in the scientific approach to
building because the theoretical study
of structural and construction problems
is on ly about a hundred years old. As far
as an artistic approach is concerned, the
revolutionary changes in the basic concepts of archi Lectural es the tics, initiated
al the beginni ng of our century and sti ll

in progress, have not given us clearly
defined directives, even if they have
succeeded in separating our problem
from those of the Beaux-Arts academies.
All fields of knowledge play a role in
the field of architecture and must find
in it a balance capable of expressing
values of an artistic, moral and social
character which are neither easily definable nor commensurable. Moreover
these values are, in a sense, absolute
values that truly represent the essential
char·acteristics of all construction - durability in time.
It is my belief that to express an
esthetic feeling through the states of
static equilibrium, the satisfaction of
functional needs and technical and economic requirements - that is, by such
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a v..1.rieLy of know ledge - is much mol'e
difficult than Lo express any olhel' kind
of feeling by other intellectual means.
The loftiest and most difficulL prnblems arise in architecture from the
necessiLy of realizing a syn thesis between opposing sets of faclol's: th e
harmony of form and the l'eq uil'emen l,,;
of technology, t he heat of in spirn Lion
and the coolness of scientifi c reason, Lhe
freedom of imagina tion and the iron
laws of economy.

Do

BUILDING PROBLEMS, even in t heir
most technical aspects (for instance,
stability) allow unique and impersonal
solutions obtainable by the application
of mathema tical formulasP Or, on the
contrary, can they be solved correctl y
only through a superior and purely
intuitive re-elaboration of t he mathematical results, because of the complexity of the inherent deficiency of oul'
theoretical knowledge and, finally, the
wide discrepancies between theoretical
premises and physical realityP
In this re-elaboration lies the most
promising means of penetrating the
mysteries of the structural world.
Probably because I have failed to
make myself clear, I have often been
interpreted as trying to undervalue the
results achieved by the mathematical
theory of structures. I have thus been
both championed and contradicted by
people who did not understand my
thoughts.
It would be absurd to deny the usefullness of that body of theorems, mathematical developments, and formulas
known by the rather inaccurate name of
"Theory of Structures." But we must
also recognize that these theoretical results are a vague and approximate image
of physical reality. We come nearer to
this reality only by adding to the mathematical results the results of experiments, by observing the actual phenomena, by establishing a conceptual basis
of these phenomena, and above all by
understanding intuitively the static
behavior of our works.
The fundamental assumption of the
theory of structures is that structural
materials are isotropic and perfectly
elastic. But the most commonly used
building materials, like masonry and
concrete, are far from being isotropic
and elastic.
Theory of structures considers our
buildings being out of time, in a kind
of eternal stability and invariability.
The simple and commonplace fact that
all structures decay and, after shorter
or longer periods of time, become un-

stable, 01' aL least show excessive di splacements and arno unts of damage,
proves that this ·econd assumption is
also unrealistic.
No soil is perfec tl y stable nor settles
w1iforml y as time goes by. All building
materials, but particularly masonry and
concrete, flow viscously. The daily and
t;easona l temperature variations are irregularly distribu led in the structure
because of pl'evented displacements, and
create stl'esses of unforeseeable magnitude and direction.
In other words, theory of structmes
may be compared to a physiology of perfect organi sms which are permanently
yo uthful and untouched by disease or
functional deficiencies. The programs
of our schools of engineering, from
which the structural training of our
architectmal schools are derived, were
set up during the second half of the
past cen lury. This was a per iod of
grea t and jusLifl ed enthusiasm for the
developmen Ls of mathematical theory
of elasticity which clarified the behavior
of materials und er load and allowed
the analysis of statically ind elerminale
structures. As u ·ual this enthusiasm impaired the objectivity of the engineer,
who was led by his mental make-up lo
believe in the theory even when it was
con tradicted by facts.
The pre-eminence given to mathematics in our schools of engineering, the
purely analytical basis of the theory of
elasticity, and its intrinsic difficulties,
persuade the young student that there
is limit less potency in theoretical calculations, and give him blind faith in
t heir results. Under these conditions
neither students nor teachers try to
understand and to feel intuitively the
physical reality of a structure, how it
moves under load, and how the various
elements of a statically indeterminate
system react among themselves.
We cannot deny that the potentialities of mathematical methods are soon
exhausted, even when their application
is difficult and complex. Skin-resistant
and highly indeterminate structures cannot be analyzed by mathematical theories, although these structures are extremely efficient from a technical, economical and architectural viewpoint.
The formative stage of a design, during which its main characteristics are
defined and its qualities and faults are
determined once and for all, cannot
make use of structural theory and must
resort to intuition and schematic simplifications . The essential part of the design of a building consists in conceiving
and proportioning its structural system,
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Model analysis in design and prefabricated components in construction are lwo
basic elements in the building philosophy
of Nervi. His hangars exemplify both.
(There were six, all destroyed by war. )
The first hangar, (lop) built in 1935, was
casi in place, and its design was based
primarily on model analysis. A major
improvement in later hangars was the
use of prefabricated trusses lo lighten the
structure. Trusses were joined by welding
of reinforcing bars and filling space with
high-strength concrete

in evaluaLing intuitively the dangerous
Lhermal conditions and support seLLl ements, in choosing materials and construction methods best adapted to the
final purpose of the work and to its
environment; and, finally, in seeking
economy. When all these essential problems have been solved and the structw·e
is thus completely defined, then and
only then can we and should we apply
the formulas of the ma Lhema ti ca 1 theory
of elasticity lo specify wiLh grea Ler
accuracy iLs load resisting elemenLs.
The sLudent lacking a thorough know ledge of structures considers an actual
building essentially as a form. This
aLLitude fosters solutions which are
statically illogical and at times unrealizable, and starts an inner conflict beLween a desire for structural audacity
and the incapacity of its realization,
which is common to the great majoriLy
of designers today.
Unfortunately, although Lhe present
methods of stress analysis are extremely
ingenious and one may hope that they
will be refined in the near future, their
efficiency in solving complicated statically indeLerminate systems (particularly
three-dimensional systems) is limited
in comparison with the creative poLentialities of the imaginative designer
and the available construction methods.
Some of the newer systems cannot be
analyzed theoretically, and, therefore,
their realization would be impossible
without the practically limitless assistance offered by experimental stress
analysis.
The only drawback to the experimental procedure is that the preparation
of the model, its loading, and the reading
of gauges are lengthy and costly operations. Whenever possible, it is therefore
more convenient to use a theoretical
approach and to limit the use of model
analysis to structures of special technical
and archiLecLural importance.
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HAT SIGNIFICANCE can we give, and
what limits can we assign, to the word
arl in the field of constructionil Can we
consider as an artistic fact a structure
or a building which is strictly defined
by the laws of statics and dynamics, independent as they are of the human will
and of our esthetic feelingsil Are the
parabolic profile of a great bridge, the
catenary of a suspension bridge, the
aerodynamic shape of an airplane to be
considered artistic? Doesn't art require
a freedom of form and of expression
denied to all human products governed
by physical lawsil And how are we to
establish how much freedom is necessary
and sufficient to artil
I believe that art gives more than
simple esthetic satisfaction. I think art
is to be found in that indefinable quality
of work to evoke in our minds the
feelings and emotions experienced by the
artist in the impetus of creation. If
this emotional communication be the
test of art, to define its characteristics
is obviously impossible and to try to
teach art would be negative and fruitless.
I believe, therefore, that the most
effective artistic training should not go
beyond those limits which in the field
of Literature are represented by grammar
and syntax; that is, beyond the mastering of the means of expression . These
means all ow one to say what is to
be said in correct, understandable, and
formal ly satisfying sentences, or at least
sentences which are not unpleasant.
The field of architecture presents
the same situations. The real danger to
architecture, today a· always, is not
represented by a simple, humble, and
correct approach to its problems, but
by an emphasis on rheLoric or by a
decorative vacuum. These dangers are of
a more fundamental characLer in archiLecLure than in literature, since one
cannot ignore an archiLectural failure,
and one cannot forgeL the economical
losses due Lo archiLectural rhetoric.
I believe, therefore, that the schools
of architecture should above all teaclt
sLrucLural correctness, which is identical wilh fun cLional, technical. and
economic truthfulness and is a necessary
and sufficient condi Lion of satisfactory
esLheLic results. The esLhetic results
achieved by Lhese means usually suffice
even if they do not reach superi or
heigh Ls of art.
I believe that even phi losophers interested in esLheLics fmd it difficult
Lo explain the origin of ow· feelings
toward forms which are dictated by the
laws of staLics or dynamics, since these

laws are not intuitively understood, nor
are they explainable by the experience
of our ancestors. But there is no doubt
that any product of high efficiency is
always esthetically satisfying.
REINFORCED CONCRETE is truly the
most interesting and fertile structural
material available to mankind today because of its high compressive strength,
its exceptional weather resistance, its
constructional simplicity, and its relatively low cost.
As against these and many other
positive qualities, reinforced concrete
presents some hidden deficiencies and
specific characteristics which make its
structural behavior difficult, if not altogether impossible, to foresee exactly.
Its high thermal sensitivity, its shrinlcage, and above all its plasticity, shatter
our hopes of investigating or knowing
either before or after construction the
real conditions of equilibrium of any
statically indeterminate structure.
A few days after being poured, a
concrete structure, particularly if it
is complicated, is strained by internal
forces that are independent of the
external loads. These forces grow with
the shrinkage of concrete and under the
influence of thermal variations until the
plastic flow of overstressed sections or
the development of fine cracks brings
about a sufficiently stable condition of
equilibrium.
We must frankly confess that neither
the designer nor the build er can be
entirely satisfied with this final result.
Even if the cracks, the excessive stresses,
and the plastic flow are not consid ered
dangerous, the solution is obtained at
the cost of the structural continuity
of the building - that same continuity
which was the object of such complicated calculations.
Another factor of great importance
to the success of a reinforced concrete
structure is good formwork. The lowering of the forms of a concrete structure
may well be compared to the critical
moment of delivery. Whenever I have
witnessed Lhe lowering of the forms of
a large structure constituting a single
sLatic system, I have noticed the impossibili Ly of lowering all Lhe forms
simulLaneously and have asked myself
wi Lh deep anxiety wheLher the strains
and Lhe irregular conditions of loading
to which the structure was subjected at
Lhe time would not induce stresses far
above the allowable limiLs, or even
above the breaking point. The adaptability of concre te structmes to unforseen
conditions and their capacity to over-
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"The pallern of steel should always have an eslhelic qualify and give the
impression of being a nervous system capable of bringing life to Lhe dead
mass of concrete." Amazingly, such a design condition may arise oul of
the structural requirements, as in the Galli wool plant in Rome. Slab ribs
are sel along the isostatic lines of principal stress. These lines depend exclusively on the loading of the floor. Movable forms of Ferro-cemenlo , casl
previously in plaster molds, allow complete freedom of form in the ribs

come temporary critical strains alway8
fill me with wonder and admiration.
Although it is difficult to achieve
an economical and permanent concrete
structure which will remain youthful
throughout the years, I shall make a
few suggestions on how best to approach
the goal.
My first and perhaps most fundamental suggestion is to create structures
which are harmonious both in form and
in the distribution of steel reinforcement. Thi quality, which may seem
totally abstract and only esthetically
important, has a deep correspondence
with the physical reality of the structure.
As I pointed out above, because of its
inherent and unavoidable continuity, a
concrete structure is an organism in
which stresses spread from one element
to another so that all together they withstand the internal or external forces
menacing its stability. Almost always
these forces are not only those considered as loads in the computations,
but also those deriving from shrinkage,
thermal variations, and yielding of the
supports.
This complicated state of stress in
the structure creates singular regions
where stress concentrations are bound
to arise as soon as the various elements
are not well proportioned . Stress concentrations in turn are responsible for
both capillary and large cracks. Hence,
we must avoid all dimensional discontinuities between adjacent elements and
substantial differences in the steel content of the sections of a member or
adjacent members.
The steel reinforcement of a com-
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plicated structw·e should be so designed
as to form in itself a stable structure
capable qualitatively of sustaining the
load. The added concrete should then
be capable of implementing the equilibrium quantitatively, by connecting
the steel bars and by absorbing compressive stresses. The pattern of steel
should always have an esthetic quality
and give the impression of being a
nervous system capable of bringing life
to the dead mass of concrete.

THE

MOST SPECIFIC characteristic of
concrete which usually detennines its
structural behavior and makes it so
difficult to analyze, is the remarkable
variability of its stress-strain ratio that is, its imperfect elastic behavior.
In the first place the elastic modulus
of concrete varies due to the problems
inherent in mixing, placing and curing.
Secondly, the elastic modulus changes
due to plastic stresses and the strains
or yielding under constant load (viscosity) . The structural consequences of
these two sets of causes are substantially
different.
The first type of variability only
gives trouble when it causes the elastic
modulus of concrete to differ in two
collaborating members of the same
structure.
The changes in the elastic modulus
due to the second set of causes, including
the decrease of the modulus with stress,
its increase under repeated loading, and
its plastic flow under load, is of greater
structural importance.
Due mainly to plastic flow, a concrete
structure tries to adapt itself with
admirable docility to our calculation
schemes, which do not always represent
the most logical and spontaneous answer
to the requests of the forces at play, and
it even tries to correct our deficiencies
and errors. Sections and regions too
highly stressed yield and channel some
of their loads to other sections or regions which accept this additional task
with a commendable spirit of coll aboration within the limits of their own
strength.
\Vhat are our present chances of understanding and of mastering such complicated phenomena? At present their
qualitative and quantitative detennination is out of our grasp. A designer bold
enough purposely to increase or decrease
the plasticity of certain concrete elements, contributing with others to the
strength of the same structure, does not
have quantitative data that can lead
him to even roughly approximate results. In practice, the importance of this

data would be fundamental. For example, by increasing the plasticity of certain parts of fixed arches the pressure
resultant due to the dead load could be
cen Lered at alJ sections, th us resulting ·in
great economy for these structures, in
which live load is of minor importance.
FUNDAME:-ITAL IDEA behind the
new reinforced concrete material Ferrocemento which I have developed is the
well known fact that concrete sustains
large strains in the neighborhood of the
reinforcement, and that the magnitude
of the strains depends on the distribution and subdivision of the reinforcement throughout the mass of concrete.
With this principle as a starting point, I
asked myself whut wouJd he the behavior of thin slab· in which the proportion and subdivision of the reinforcement
were increased to a maximum by surrounding layers of fine steel mesh, one
on top of the other. with cement. mortar.
The square mesh was made out of
ductile steel wires 0.02 to 0.06 in. diameter, set 0.4 in. apart. The mortar was
made of 0.6 to 0.75 Lb of cement to the
cubic foot of good qua.lity sand. The
slabs were very thin but extremely
flexible, elastic. and trong.
Later on, iJl order to increase the
th ickness and the strength of the slabs
without using more than 10 to 12 layers
of mesh, I tried inserting one or more
layers of steel bars 0.25 to 0.4 in . in
diameter between the middle layers of
mesh , thu attainjng th icknesses of 2.5
to 4 in.
The material thus obtained did not
behave like reguJar concrete, but presented all the mechanical characteristics
of a homogenous material.
Experiments with the new material
demonstrated immedjately its most important and fru itful properties: absence
of cracks in the cement mortar even with
a large amount of strain because of the
subdivision of the reinforcement; and
elimination of forms since the mesh
acted as a lath to retain mortar.
During the last few years I have constructed buildings in which Ferrocemento was not only conveniently
and interestingly applied, but also was a
decisive design factor both technically
and architecturally.
The most important of these applications is the large undulated shelJ of the
central hall of the Turin Exposition
Building, which spans 300 ft. The shell
is built with prefabricated elements of
Ferro-cemento, connected by reinforced
concrete arches at the top and the
bottom of the undulations.
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A highly expl'essive geome/ric pa/Lem
was farmed in the ceiling of this restaurant designed by A. La Padula
through a refinement in Nel'vi's prefabrication techniques. Precas/, coffered
sec/ions, about 1-in . lhick were assembled
on a plalform with spaces left between
fol' reinforcing of the sli(fening ribs
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RE11woRCED CONCRETE is the most
revolutionary material of our entire
building history. The essence of the
revolution consists in the possibility of
realizing structw·es in perfect conformance to statical needs and visually expressive of the play of forces within
them.
The mo t elementary structural elements acquire new and expressive interest. Beams lose the prismatic rigidity
of wooden struts and of standard metal
sections, and may plastically follow the
variations of stress. Columns free themselves from the constant cross-section of
stone and masomy pillars. Three-dimensional structmes, like domes and
barrels, acquire a freedom of form unknown to masomy.
The full development of reinforced
concrete depends partly on the mental
development of the designer, who must
consider the concrete structure as the
materialization of the most efficient
structmal system, but also on the refinement of construction procedures.
Through study of these construction
methods the rigidity of wooden forms
can be eliminated, allowing the economic
realization of curved surfaces and
elements of variable cross-section, as required by the flow of stress.
Architecturally and structurall y, concrete is promising in the field of skinresistant structmes, that is, those structw·es whose strength is a direct con equence of the curvatures and corrugations of their surfaces.
We cannot deny that the practical
realization of large form-resistant structures presents great design difficulties.
These theoretical difficulties are, in my
opinion, neither unsw·mountahle nor
great. Not only is the theory of struc-
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tures being continuously developed, but
even today we can solve satisfactorily
the most complicated structural problem
by experimental stress analysis. The
real difficulty to be overcome i8 the
general lack of intuitive understanding
about the structural behavior of these
resistant systems, and the dilliculty
of commwucating such intuitive knowledge to others.
The many examples of form-resistant
structmes such as flowers, leaves, sea
shells, etc., are either too small in scale
to involve the weight of our body or the
strength of our muscles, or, being decorative, do not suggest a direct structural experience. Other examples of
form-resistant structw·es, like automobile bodies, airplane wings, and ship
hulls, polarize our attention exclusively
towards mechanical systems and, hence
cannot be translated easily into civil
engineering structmes. Thus resistance
clue to form, although the most efficient
and the most common type of resistance
to be found in natme, has not bui lt yet
in our minds those subconscious structural intuitions which are the basis of
om structmal schemes and realizations.
In other words, we are not yet used lo
thinking structmaliy in terms of form.
How CAN WE DEFINE and limit the
technical potentialities of a material
which in fifty short years has conquered
the most varied fields of construction?
Its structmal limitations are hard to
foresee. Although om knowledge of
concrete is anything but complete, we
are already capable of building concrete
bridges spanning over 1000 ft (a few
years ago F•·eyssinet designed a bridge
spanning over 3000 ft), thin shell barrels
and domes spanning over 1000 ft, framed
structmes for very tali buildings and
clams capable of withstanding the pressure of many hundreds of feet of waler.
'Vhen the actual behavior of concrele
under load and in Lime is better known ,
when laboratory practices capable of
producing 14,000-psi concrele are commonly applied in the field, and when
plastic redistribution of tress in complicated structmes is foreseeable , Lhe
amazing results achieved so far wi ll be
easily smpassecl.
The shape of thing to come is clearly
illustrated by the construction of airplane wings of preslressed concrete designed by Freyssin et and built by the
Brequet Co. (See Technique el Science ,
Aeronaulique, October, 1953) . An actual
flying stone has been realized. What
else are we to expect from such a wonderful structma l material?
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Planks of expanded polystyrene enclose this 8-room house. Laid in
parallel caurses, they were joined by wooden pegs, inserted by hand

INSULATION BECOMES LOAD-BEARING
INSULATION JS DOING DOUBLE DUTY in a
3200-sq ft ranch-style house just outside
of Houston, Texas. Planlcs of expanded
polystyrene are providing not only insulation and a vapor barrier but also
almost complete enclosure of the fourbedroom house: wall s, roof and even
some floors.
The major component of the plastic
house is a Styrofoam board 9 ft by 12
in. by 3 in. The boards are laid in parallel courses within the wood formwork,
with all joints staggered and tightly
butted, to form the walls of the house .
Treated wooden pegs, which can be inserted by hand, are pushed into the
bubble-filled planks to "nail" them together. Vertical seams are filled with a
black waterproofing compound, which
can be seen in the photograph at right.
This installation procedure alone does
not provide a structural wall, however.
Although the strength of the expanded
polystyrene planks is such that it can
support dead loads like concrete floors,
it will not in all likelihood be able to
take the loads usually inflicted on a
bearing wall . This one inadequacy was
corrected by coating the plastic walls
on both sides with cement. First the
walls were prestressed by stringing wires
from ceiling to floor, as can be seen in
the photograph at the right, and pulling
them taut. Then the walls were sprayed
with a 1-in. coat of stucco cement on the
outside and a 1-in. coat of cement plaster
on the inside, making a 5-in.-thick wall.
The 4-ply, built-up roof is covered
with Styrofoam planks which are 18 in.
high instead of 12 in. They are overlapped , and coated with >i in. of Port-
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land cement. Even part of the fl ooring
is plastic plank! In two rooms, %-in.thick marble slices bonded to Styrofoam
blocks provide a marble floor which has
two major advantages: it costs about
one-third of what regular marble flooring
costs, and the marble itself remains at
room temperature because of the insulating effect of the plastic base.
The house is designed to withstand a
uniform wind load of about 70 psf or,
according to owner-builder Dean Emerson, a 200-mph gale. In addition, it has a
high built-in insulation factor, will not
burn easily, will not absorb moisture
and is inert, so is resistant to rot and
vermin. One of the most attractive advantages of the plastic house, according
to Mr. Emerson, is its cost. He estimates
that construction costs are 10 to 15 per
cent less than they would have been for
a house with the same advantages built
with conventional material . Part of the
cost savings results from the ease of
handling of the lightweight planJts. Each
weighs only 472 lb and can be cut easily
with either a saw or a knife. Operational
costs are lower too. Because of the
insulating values of the house, it can be
heated with an 80,000-Btu unit instead
of the 150,000-Btu size which would be
necessary in a normal house of this size,
and cooled with a 3-ton unit instead of a
5-ton unit.
Architect of the Emerson house was
Wilson, Morris & Crain, Houston.
Francis J. Niven was the consulting
engineer. Styrofoam is produced by Dow
Chemical Co., which is conducting its
own research program on the use of the
plastic as a loadbearing member.

Styrofoam walls were pres tressed by
wires strung from ceiling to floor, then
were strengthened with 1 in. of sprayed
cement on both sides. On some floors
marble slices were bonded to Styrofoam
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AIR: IT'S THE LATEST THING IN "DOORS"

AIR CURTAIN

Swiss department store entrance is air
curtain by day (a bove), by night a
showcase (below) raised from basement

INDOOR-OUTDOOR LIVING has received
another boost-an Air Curtain door,
especially useful for stores, which acts
as an insulating wall t hat can be penetrated only by solid bodies.
The diagram at the left shows how
t he Air Curtain operates. Air from a
plenum chamber is discharged downward in vertical curtains or layers by a
number of nozzl es. It is returned through
a noor grill e into a pit, where most of the
dust and foreign matter is removed, and
Lhen blown back into the plenum chamber. The pit is sprayed with water periodically to eliminate an possible fire
hazards and flush out the li ght dirt.
T he multiple curtains of air provide a
hermeLicaUy sealed opening which cannot be penetrated by insects, dust, wind
or rain . Air delivery from the di scharge
nozzles is variable, to counteract changing pressures and winds, and can be controlled automaticalJy or manually. The
air nozzles are also directional, so that
they can spill air either outward, to keep
the entrance clean and dry, or inward
for ventilation. This last advantage is
pa rticul arly desirable in stores wh ich
have been closed over a week encl , in
Lhal iL provid es a speedy method of
freshening of the air. The air can be
either heated or cooled before delivery,

depending on t he effect desired. It is
said that it gives the sensation of a
"gentle breeze" at head level. Even
when used at maximum velocity during
high winds, it is not objectionable, as it
is approximately half that of the wind.
The cost of the Air Curtain, according
to the manufacturer, is slightly higher
than conventional closures, averaging
about $1000 per foot width of opening
completely installed. It is contingent on
various design facto rs, the most important of which is exposure. Costs drop
somewhat as width increases, since the
blower and motor sizes remain Lhe same.
Advantages claimed for the system are
that cleanliness is improved , valuable
floor space is saved by the elimination of
vestibules, and personnel and customer
comfort is improved.
The first installation in this country
of the Air Curtain was in a Kroger
supermarket in Dillonvale, Ohio. Three
blowers, operated by a 5-hp vuriablespeed motor, furnish 12,000 cfm air
delivery. Heat is furnished by a gasfued unit heater. The entrance, protected
by a pylon and canopy, faces south and
is subject only to mild winds. Night
closure consists of three swinging doors.
Architect of the store was Betz and
Bankemper.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PLANS A SOLAR-HEATED HOUSE

CONCRETE
MAXIMUM TANK
CAPACITY - 38,800 GAL.
. :;:". ·.· ..
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CANADA may have a ·olar-heated house
soon.
The University of Toronto Mechanica l Engineering Dep t., under the direction of P rof. E. A. Allcut, has been experimen Ling with solar energy appli cations f'or several years, collec ting data
on effi ciency of glass coll ectors and on
performance under va rying weather and
Lemperalu re conditions. The next step
- and it may happen soon - is t he
construction of a tesl house whi ch , it is
expected, will be operated through several full seasons.
The house which is be ing planned is
a two-story, fi ve-room house - well
insul ated, of cow· e - in which the
en tirn basement would be used as a
38,800-gal water reservoir. As shown in
Lhe sec tion at left, the heat coUector (it
will probably be one or more sheets of

APRIL 19.56

glass and a blackened metallic pla te
separated by air spaces) covers the south
wall of the house, which will be inclined
at an angle of 60 deg to catch the maximum amount of sun . A pump will circulate wat er from the bottom of the torage
tanl(, where it is coolest, through the
coll ector, where it will be heated . The
heated waler will then circul ate
clown thro ugh conventional recirculating blending valves to radiant coils in
the floors, ceilings and some walls, which
will provide a maximum heating surface
for the house. The water will finally
filter back to the reservoir. It is estimated that such an ex tensive heating
swface will require a minimun1 water
temperature in the radiant coils as low
as 80 F when outdoor temperatures are
-10 F .
(More Roundup on page 280)

PRODUCT
Materials

•

Equipment

REPORTS
•

Furnishings

•

SOME NEW EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE FOR SCHOOLS

Desks for Bleachers. Tablet Arms
which attach directly to bleacher seats
by means of steel wing bolts make possible the utilization of gymnasiums as
extra classrooms to relieve crowded
classroom conditions. The portable arms,
of hardwood and steel construction, can
be set up and removed by students and
sLored in portable steel racks. They are
produced for either right-hand or lefLhand use. A Gymnasium Sealing Capacity
Calculator, a handy, pocket-size plastic
slide rule, is also available from the
manufacturer, Universal Bleacher Co.,
Champaign, Ill.

Lightweight Movable W ai·drohc for
additional clothing sLorage in crowded
classrooms is also funcLional as a room
divider or as a bulleLin board . T he
wardrobe provides sLorage for 24 coals
by means of 12 fixed bangers and 12
hooks mounted on a bar-and-rack arrangement which adjusls for height
within an 8-in. limit. In addi lion, a fullJenglh wire rack above the overshoe
storage space provides for lunch slorage.
Slructurnl members are melal on honeycomb core. The back panel , which doubles as a bulletin board when it is turned
loward the class, is of corkboard. Color
is sage gray. Dimensions are 21Ys in .
deep by 47Yz in. wide by 54Yz in . high.
The unit moves easi ly on fuJl-swivel
casters, but it is also available wilh fulllength metal or island-type b<1se. Where
hardware is required , melal meels
metal. The Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co., 623 So . Wabash, Chicago 5, Ill.

Multi-Purpose Classroom. Cabinets,
e<1sily movable for u.-e in un lirni Led
cornbinalions and gro upings, fcalurc
laminated surfaces on both the ex terior
and lhe interior. Especiall y designed for
kindergarlen and elernenlary grade
classrooms, the cabinels provide a
smooth, firm surface for all classroom
activities and resisl lhe dcslructive impulses of lower-grade pupils. Prod uced
in 24- and 36-in . heigh ls, they a re styl ed
with p las tic nub linen patlerns in red ,
green, blue and yellow. Each unit bas an
offset base for foot room. National
School Fumilure Co., Odenlon, Md.
N urscry Bowl is a v ilreous ch ina , fl ushometer bowl designed specifically for
kindergarten and nursery school installations. The rim of the bowl is only 10
in. high. Available colors, beside while,
ure yellow, blue, pin.k, green, gray, tan.
Universal-Rundle Corp., New Castle, Pa.

Plastic and Chrome-Steel Desks
have cha ir seals and backs and desk
lops of homogeneous solid plas tic on
legs of chrorne-plaled lubufor steel.
A vailahle in a variety of models and in
graded sizes ranging from kindergarlen
lhrough coll ege requirements, the TrimLine units are sa id lo withstand hard
use and abuse, even powerful acids, wiLh
a minimum of mainlenance. The HeyWoodile plastic, wh ich needs no refinishing, comes in five colors, with book
boxes available in five harmonizing
shades. The illu ·tra tion al righl s how ~
a hinge-top desk. Open-front desks are
also produced. Heyu;ood-Wakefield Co.,
School Furniture Div., Gardner, Mass.
(More Products on page 298)
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Services

LITERATURE
Catalogs • Brochures • Booklets

GLAZING SPECIFICATIONS

TEMPERED
GLA SS

Wall Tile. Applications and design da ta
on porcelain on aluminum , enamel on
aluminum or steel, clear enamel on polished copper, polished stainless steel and
plastic tile are pre ented in a 4-page
brochure (AIA File 23-F) from lfikon
Tile Corp ., Washinalon, N. J .
Single Handle Mixing Faucets and
Valves are covered in a 4-page brochure
which gives information on roughing-in
dimensions, mechanical construction
and special uses. (AIA Fi le 29-H-5)
M oen Va lve Co., 6518 Ravenna Ave.,
Seatlle15, Wash.*
Nurses' CaU Equipment. A combination two-way intercom system and light
signal for use in hospitals is presented
in a 4-page brochure from Dul\ ane
Corp ., Sl. Charles, Ill.*
Office Furniture. Desks, tables, cases
and cabinets are cataloged, with dimensions, in a folder from The Bentson Mfq.
Co., A urora, Ill.
Ar chiLectural Aluminum Doors,
Frames and Entrances is Lhe titl e of a
12-page bookl et which presen ts inst allation photographs and deta ils and also
information on special pushes and pulls,
power operators, power devices and
standard hardware. (AIA File 16-E)
Variety Mfq. ~Engineering Co., 8/0 W.
Pullon Sl., Chicago 7, Ill .
Sliding Glass Doo1·wall Frames.
Charts, which contain diagrams of 18
models, will guide selection and specification . Cross section details are also
included in a 4-page brochure (AIA File
16-E) from Steelbill, Inc. , '/8001 So .
Fiaueroa S L., Gardena , Calif.*
Glazed Facing Tile. A 24-page booklet
contains product and application information, a color chart and tables of
shapes and rumensions. Slark Ceramics,
Inc., Canton 1, Ohio.*
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School Glazing Spec ifications is a work sheet which contains suggested specifications for LOF and Blue Ridge
patterned glass products freq uently used in school buildings. In addition, it includes a cutaway drawing of a
typical school building, with space provided for filling
in glass specifications for each area, and illustrates
specialty uses, as shown at left. The 6-page, 8_Y2- by
11-in. folder was designed to fit into and become a part
of a school project job file. Copies of Form M-28 (AIA
File 26-A) may be obtained from Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Co., Toledo 3, Ohio,* or from its district offi ces.

Floor-Laying ~ Systen1 by means of

wh ich wood floors can be la id on concret e slabs without the use of wood
sleepers, wood subfloor, adhesives or
nails is discussed in an 8-page brochure
from Lor it Systems, Inc., 1217 VV. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill. *
Porcelained Enamel Panel s in school
construction are presented in Data File
300 (AIA File 15H-2) , which includ es
photographs, technical dat a and arcliitectw·a l drawings on four basic types uf'
installa Lions: double-faced , single-fa ced ,
Vision -Ve nl type and corrugat ed porcelain enameled aluminum panels. IngramRichardson Mfq. Co., Bem·er Falls Pa.*
Mouldings and Trim, an 8-page brochure (AIA File 19-E-3) which presents
scaled design details and specifications,
is the eighth in a series of brochures released by A rchitectural Woodwork Inslilule, 332 S o. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4,
Ill.
Iron bound Continuous Strip Maple
Floors, consisting of special tongue and
groove sections embedded in mastic with
sec tions interlocked by sawtoothed st eel
spl ines, are discussed in a 4-page folder
(AIA F il e 19-E-9) from Robbins Flooring
Co., Reed Cily, Mich.*
Better Daylighting for Schools wilh
Translucent, Light Diffusing Glass by
M iss issippi is the t itle of an 8-page
brochure (AIA File 26-A-3,5,6) which
includes research data, installa tion photographs and transmission data. Mississippi Glass Co., 88 Angelica S l., S t.
Louis 7, Mo .*
Chalkboards. Korok porcelain-on-steel
chalkboards for classrooms are ruscussed
in a 4-page folder which contains details, specifications and installation instructions. (AIA File 35-B-l) The Enamel
Products Co., Korok Div., 341 E ddy Rd.,
Cleveland 8, Ohio.*
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Bituminized Fibre Pipe products, including sewer pipe, perforated pipe and
couplings, are listed in a new CEFCO
catalog which also includes fittings and
adaptors made of cast iron especially for
use with fibre products. The Cenlral
Foundry Co., Foot of Pacific St., Newa rk
5, N.J.
Rust P1·even tion is the subject of a
1956 ca talog which includes 102 color
chips showing t he many Rust-Oleum
colors available in primers, short and
Jong oil type coatings, oil field finishes,
color gro up fi nishes, machinery and implement colors, Galvinoleum coatings,
heat- and chemical-resistant coatings,
and floor and deck coatings. Form No.
255 can be obtained from Rusl-Oleum
Corp., 2799 Oaklon S t., Evanston, Ill.*
Speed walk Passenger Conveyor is discussed in an 8-page bulletin which includes photographs of existing installations and design and application data.
A Carveyor, which proposes to handle
passengers in small cars, is also covered.
Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co., Aurora , Ill .
Malarkey Plywoods, Doors and Redwood Lumber are presented in a 32pa ge booklet which includes fuJJ-page
ill ustrations showing grain and color
with each discussion. (ATA File 23-L)
M and M WoodWorkina Co., 2301 No.
Co lumbia Blvd., Portland 17, Ore.*
Adhesives, Coatings and Seale1·s are
tab ulated in a ca talog which shows characteristics, methods of application , color,
base, sulven t, solids content, net weight
and company formula identification.
Another table lists typical applications
in major industries, incluiling .the building products industry. Minnesota Mining g Mfg. Co., Adhesives and Coatings
Div., 411 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.*

* Othe1· product information in Sweet's Ar
chitectural File, 1956.
(Continued on page 354)
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FINE HARDWOODS FOR ARCHITECTURAL USES-4
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By Burdett Green, Executive Vice President, Fine Hardwo ods Association
and Jam es Arkin, A.I.A., Consultant, Architectural Wo odwork Institute
WALNUT, AMERICAN (Juglans nigra)
Bette r than 95 per cent of a ll walnut used in ihe United States comes
lrom one genus, Juglans nigra, forme rl y referred to as American
Black Wa lnut. Th e wood itself is not black bu t a light to c hocolate
brown, sometimes sli g htly purp lish brown . In specifying plywood or
veneers, it is not enough simply to indi cate

11

Wo lnut, 11 or even

" A me ri can Wa lnu t," because this one species is avai lable in more

diffe rent fi g ure or grain types than any other wood.
Sourc e : Grows throughout the United States and Southern Canada,
but its commercial range is confined la rgely to some fifteen
Central States
Color: light gray-brown to dark purplish brown
Pattern: Plain ta highly figured . Produces a g reater variety of
figure types than any other ha rdwood (approached only by
mahogany): long wood (flat-cut; half-round; quarters, both plain

Walnut, American, plain flat cut ( l piece)

and figured), crotches, swirls, stumpwood and occasionally burls.
Four of the most readily a vailable types are described below:
Plain Flat Cut-Comes in reasonably good widths, from 8 to 18
in., and occasionally in "half- round " to even wider stocks.
Flitches (or individual stock) usually contain from 1200 to 1800
sq ft. In lengths, 9 to l 0 ft predo minate; however, fine a rchitectural logs may be had up to 12 or 14 ft and occasionally to 16
ft long
Figured Flat Cut-Leafy grain character caused by annual
11

0

growth rings is the some as in plain flat cut," but, in add ition ,
one or more types of "cross figures," "roll figure" or " mottle"
appear, usually distributed mo re o r less evenly over the face .
Uniformity over large a reas should not be expected, because
the figure varies even w ithin one log

Quartered Plain-The growth rings on the sides of flat cut wa l-

Walnut, American, figured flat cut (1 piece)

nut produce a quartered effect. By cutting out the lea fy heart
(flat) grain, pure qua rters result. Certain large logs are often
quarte r- cut to give the entire sheet a stripe . Quarters, which
come from only one-qua rter o f the log, are therefore much
narrower in width , ranging from 5 to 1 0 in., mostly 5 to 8 in.
However, panels of any width may be obtained by matching in
either of two ways: book matching or slip matching
Quartered Figured-As explained above, a small percentage
of the logs that ma y be quartered have "cross figure." When
book-matched, they produce a "fiddle-back" effect. Other
types of cross fi gure may be had by specifyin g "slig htly fi gured
quarters" o r "highly figured quarters"
Characteristics: Moderately heavy; very strong for its weig ht,
exceptionally stable. Even "plain" types are often characterized
by dapples (pin knots, which are really not knots) and slight variations in color. When chosen for this informal character, the wood
is described as "Enchanted Walnut"

Walnut, American, quartered sliced (2 pieces, book-matched)

Uses: Architectural woodwork; furniture
Availability: Veneer abundant. Lumber plentiful
Price Range: Medium to costly for highly figured types
WALNUT, CLARO (Jug/ans hindsii)-Colifornio Walnut
There is considerable confusion as to the exact species of Jug/ans
that produces fast-growing Claro Walnut. Some authorities claim

0

it comes from Jug/ans regio. !Photograph on Sheet 5.l
Source: California and southern Oregon, east of Coast Range
Color: Tannish brown with dark brown
Pattern: Wavy grain; prominent light stripes
Characteristics: Moderately heavy; hard; rather open-grained
Uses: Highly decorative areas of fine furniture and paneled interiors
Availability: Quartered veneers rare. Lumber not available
Price Range: Medium to costly
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Walnut, American, quartered figured (2 pieces, book-matched)
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saved:6Z~ per square loot

$560 on each of 13 more
HAWARDEN school rooms
THE

sloped roof design of the new sixteen-room Hawarden, Iowa
elementqry school building would have required a false ceiling if standard suspended-type luminaires were installed on an accoustical ceiling_
However, by installing the Curtis Light & Sound Conditioning System
on various length hangers, architects Harold Spitznagel & Associates
of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, not only provided the school with excellent
low-brightness lighting and efficient accoustical treatment without extra
construction work and expense, but they gave each room a level-ceiling
look, and _saved 62c per square foot too! For complete details on the
Curtis Light and Sound Conditioning Systems in new or existing classrobms, write Department D3-LS.
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FINE HARDWOODS FOR ARCHITECTURAL USES-5
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By Burdett Green, Executive Vice President, Fine Hardwoods Association
and James Arkin, A.I.A., Consultant, Architectural Woodwork Institute
WALNUT, EUROPEAN (Juglans regia)
Alth o ugh walnut g rows rath e r wid e ly (thou gh sparsel y) over mos t
o f the wo rld, o nl y a sma ll am o unt is im porte d, and it is mai nly fr om
Euro pe. Th e Eu ro pea n waln uts a re all fr o m th e som e g enus, Jug/ans
regia, o r Royal W alnut. Each type no rmall y to ke s the na me o f the
country o f o rigin . Th e most im po rta nt o re,
WALNUT, CIRCASSIAN
Source: Europe
Color: Tawny
Pattern: Variegated streaks of black or dark brown (these pigment streaks passing across the growth rings are typical of Circassian Walnut) . Occasionally crotches and swirls
Characteristics: Not so strong or hard as American Walnut, but
otherwise about the same properties
Uses: Woodwork; highly decorative furniture
Availability: Veneer rare. lumber scarce
Price Range: Expensive

Walnut, Claro, flat cut (2 pieces, book-matched)

WALNUT, ENGLISH OR FRENCH

0

Source: England and France
Color: Soft and quite gray-brown; lighter in color than American
Walnut
Pattern: Fine, smooth grain; less prominent growth lines than
Circassian Walnut
Characteristics: Very much like Circassian
Uses: Some as Circassian
Availability: Scarce
Price Range: Expensive
WALNUT, PERSIAN

Walnut, Circassian (one piece)

Persian Wa lnut is the wood of European-Asiatic trees . It is grown in
many countries and marketed as English, Italian, Turkish, Bulgarian,
Spanish, Austrian and Russian Walnut, according to locale or source
BUTTERNUT (Ju glans cinereo)- White Walnut
A true walnut.
Source: North Central States and Southern Canada
Color: Pale brown
Pattern: Satiny wood with leafy gra in
Characteristics: Soft to medium textured, with occasional dark
spots or streaks
Uses: Interior finish of houses; furniture
Availability: Veneer (sliced) and lumber somewhat more than
"rare"
Price Range: Medium

Butternut, plain flat cut ( 1 piece)

ORIENTALWOOD (Endiandra Palmersfoni)-Australian Laurel,
Australian Walnut, Oriental Walnut; formerly "Queensland Walnut"
Although this wo od wa s intr oduc ed into Ame rica in th e late 1920's
c s "Oriental Walnut," it is not re lated to th e walnut famil y (see
botanical nomesl.

0

Source: Australia
Color: Pinkish-gray to brown
Pattern: Somewhat like plain quartered Claro Walnut but with
dark stripes and even broader ones
Characteristics: Medium weight; turns and polishes well; firm
to hard
Uses: Furniture; cabinetry
Availability: Veneer (quartered) scarce
Price Range: Costly
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Orientalwood (2 pieces, book-matched)
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When the special requirements of the huge, $14 million Army Finance
Center emerged from planning, reinforced concrete was selected by
the Corps of,. Engineers, U. S. Army, as the best method of structura]
framing.
Reinforced concrete was found to be more economical than other
structural materials ... erection progress more rapid . ·.. maintenance
costs were estimated to be less ... and it proved to he the most adapt·
able medium for such a low, spread-out structure.
Reinforced concrete is the ideal material for structures of prac·
tically all types and shapes. It provides rugged strength that is highly
resistant to wind, shock, and quakes, and is firesafe without extra treat·
ment. Furthermore, it permits great flexibility of design, and materials and labor are readily available from local areas. On yom· next
job, it may well pay you to design for reinforced concrete.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Sherry-Richards Canstructlon Co.,
Chicago•
Corbetta Construction Co., Inc.,
New York City
James McHugh Conllruction Ca.,
Chicago
Wilcox Construclian Co.,
New York City
!

~1-

*Construction and supervision by Sherry-Richards, sponsor of joint venture.

~···

-w

YOU'LL SAVE WITH REINFORCED CONCRETE
38 South Dearborn Street • Chicago 3, Illinois

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE
274
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(To be continued in a later issue}

By Burdett Green, Executive Vice President, Fine Hardwoods Association
and James Arkin, A.I.A., Consultant, Architectural Woodwork Institute
ASH, AMERICAN
There ore many American species of ash , but the thre e major com mercial ones ore, in order of importanc e:

ASH, BLACK (Fraxinus nigra)-Brawn Ash, Hoop Ash, Swamp Ash
Source: Principally the Lakes States
Color: Warm brown heartwood with a thin white or light brown
sa pwood
Pattern: Clusters of eyes occasionally scattered over plain wood
Characteristics: Ext remely stable; heavy; rather soft; tough
Uses: Veneer for feces of decorative plywood; lumber fo r solid
plank wall panels and for chairs, especially bent frames
Availability: Veneers (largely rotary, rarely burls) ra re to plentiful
Price Range: Medium

Ash, Brown (2 pieces, book-matched)

ASH, GREEN (Fraxinus pennsylvanica /onceo/sfo)-Swamp Ash,
Water Ash; lumber sold as White Ash

0

Source: Principally South Atlanti c States and Mississippi Valley
Color: Crea m ta very light b rawn heartwood with thick, lighter
colored so pwaad
Pattern: Bath flat-cut and quartered; moderately open g rain
Characteristics: Heavy; hard; strong; medium-grained; tough
Uses: Interiors; f urniture
Availability: Largely for commercia l veneers
Price Range: Medium

ASH, WHITE (froxinus americana)
Source: Principally Lakes Stales, also New England a nd Centra l
States
Color: Cream ta very light brown hecrtwood with thick, lighter
colored so pwood
Pattern: Bo.th flat-cut and quartered; moderately open grain
Characteristics: Heavy; ha rd; strong ; medium-grained ; tough
Uses: Interiors; furniture
Availability: Veneer (quartered, sliced, half-round, rotary) plentiful, (butts and figured sliced), rare. Lumber plentiful
Price Range: Medium

Ash, White (2 pieces, book-matched)

ASH, JAPANESE (F1 axinus sieboldiana)-Damo, Tama
Source: Japan
Color: Brow nish-tan through gray to almost white
Pattern: Plain to highly varied with swirls, fid dle -back mottle and
a "peanul shell" figure . Extreme groin character
Characteristics: Bends easily; lighter weight than American and
European Ash ; glues well ; finishes well ; strong fo r its weight
Uses: Decorative interiors and furniture ; inlays and overla y s
Availability: Veneer (half- round) scarce
Price Range: Costly

Ash, Japanese (1 piece) ·

AVODIRE (Turraean fh us ofricano)-Apaya

0

Source: African Gold Coast, Ivory Coa st (Liberia, Cameroons)
Color: White to creamy gold
Pattern: Largely figured with a mottle ; crotches and swirls
Characteristics: Med ium texture; firm , clean grain; usually wavy
or irregularly interlocked; lustrous ; moderctely hard ; weighs
about the sa me as African Mahogany
Uses: Architectural panels; furniture; fixtures
Availability: Veneer (quartered, sliced, half-round) plentiful, also
crotches and swirls. Lumber a vailable
Price Range: Moderate
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for rapid construction plus eye appeal • • •
specify

NEW

STRAN-STEEL CURTAIN WALL
Now your buildings can have structural
soundness as well as a fresh, attractive
appearance with Stran-Steel curtain walls.
Exclusive Stran-Satin finish gives you a satinsmooth, highly decorative surface and the
added protection of a non-corrosive zinc
coating. And, of course, the eye appeal of
these Stran-Satin panels is combined with
the low cost and extra strength that only
steel can offer. For wall or fascia construction
in all types of public buildings, specify
Stran-Steel curtain wall.

Stran-Steel curtain wall panels offer these advantages •••

• Light framework
• Fast, easy to assemble
EXTERIOR SHEET

--~'"'

,..,'-__. . .n

INTERIOR SHEET

• Less heat loss
• Complete wall insulation
• Attractive appearance

COMPLETE CURTAIN WALL
56-SS-148

r------------------------------Stran-Steel Corporation
Ecorse, Detroit 29, Michigan

Ecorse, Detroit 29, Michigan •

0

Please send me the new Stran-Sreel Module Buildings catalog

0

Please have your representative contact me

'~"' i,,, :,,, (ii~~

Street_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zone _ _ State

0

-------------------------------~
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Here's where to obtain Engineering Service:

Company

City

STRAN-STEEL CORPORATION

Atlanta 3, Ga ., 206 Volunteer Bldg .
Clevel and l 5, Ohio, 209 50 Center Ridge Rd.
Detroit 29, Mich., Tecumseh Rd., Ecorse
Houston 5, Tex., 2444 Times Blvd.
Minneapolis 4, Minn., 708 S. l 0th St.
N. Kansas City 16, Mo., l 322 Burlington
San Francisco 5, Calif., 215 Market St.
Washington 6, D.C., 1200 18th St., N.W.
Dealers in more than 40 principal cities

Fluorescent lighting equipment manufacturers
know the performance of their product is judged
by the dependability of its silent partner ••. the
fluorescent lamp ballast. That's why ADVANCE
is preferred by leading manufacturers like Lighting Products, Inc. of Highland Park, Illinois, who
chose ADVANCE ballasts for their new "ThinLite" luminaire, shown in the above installation.
The performance and dependability which_ ADVANCE fluorescent lamp ballasts provide have
made ADVANCE the world's largest exclusive
ballast manufacturer.

First National Bank of Arlington , Virginia (Branch).
lighting installation supervised by Earl C. Douglass,
Chief Electrician, Pentagon Bldg., Washington, D. C .

Whether you manufacture, specify, install, use o r
maintain fluorescent lighting, your job will be
easier if you make ADVANCE fluo rescent lamp
ballasts you r silent partner.
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ST. LOUIS AIR TERM IN AL
(Continued from page 202)

SER ICE AND OPERATIONS. On the bottom
floor level are numerous services with no visitor or passenger access. A large catering kitchen, completely
separated from that for the dining room and restaurant
above, prepares meals for outgoing planes. There are
two drives, one on the parking side of the building for
service, mail and express trucks, the other on the apron
side for tractors carrying loads to planes. Between
these drives are the air mail, air freight, and cargo
rooms. In this location these sorting rooms separate
apron traffic from that on the outside and permit a
smooth flow of mail and freight through them. This
floor also contains the fan room for the air conditioning
and heating systems; the boiler and cooling equipment
are housed in a separate building. Along the field side of
the lower floor are the operations offices 0°f the airlines.
UNDERGROUND SERVICES TO PLANES. Gas
trucks are eliminated from the apron area by a system
for refueling planes from underground facilities. Standing planes will be cooled and heated through under- ·
ground pipes; this also will help to reduce truck congestion on the airport apron.
STRUCTURE. From inside, the ceiling appears as a
412-ft-long barrel vault intersected by three cross
vaults of equal height. However, from above, one sees
three identical domes each forming an eight-sided
figure, and they are joined (or separated) by a skylight
kept flush inside and out. The reinforced concrete shells
are 4>-i in. thick; the edges have peripheral and the
groins diagonal rib stiffeners (18 x 20 in. and 18 x 45 in.
at the crown respectively). 2
Hedrich-Blessing

One of lhe hinges, four per dome, which carry lhe shells;
under conslruclion and wilh finish completed

These ribs were kept above the shell and are not
visible from the inside. Hinged steel bearings receive
the rib thrust; and structmal steel ties (two 18 x 1 in.
plates) were inserted in the upper floor spandrel beams
around each 120-ft square. At the center of each arch
is a 13-ft triangular roof overhang which is the natural
geometrical form of the domical unit and lends the
Some thin-shell er1gir1 eers have question ed the exact role played by the large groin. ribs.
The intended purpose of the ribs is set forth in a paper by rPilliom C. E. Becker, Con ..
sulting Engineer, in the July 1955 issue of Civil Engineering, Vol. 25, No. 7, pp
430-433, nlnlersecting Ribs Carry Concrete Roof Shell."
2
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structure a unique esthetic effect. Reinforced concrete
is used for the floors and framing of the rest of the
structure. A 7-ft-wide concrete deck is cantilevered out
from the upper floor level, serving as a window washer's
access, and giving a strong horizontal to set apart the
shells from the lower story.
MATERIALS. The vaults have glass fiber insulation
on the outside smface covered with plywood to receive
the copper-skin roof. A metal lath and acoustical plaster
ceiling is hung from the shell on monel metal ties cast
in the concrete. The floor at the passenger level is
terrazzo, except in the restaurant area where the raised
dining platform is carpeted. Asbestos vinyl tile is used
for floors in the concessions and offices. Acoustical
plaster to reduce the noise level of the Great Room,
covers the entire underside of the large vaults. Heat
absorbing glass is used in the vertical "walls" and in
the skylights. The latter have a flush-fitting, translucent
plastic interior covering to diffuse the light.
LIGHTING. The underside of the shell is lighted
indirectly by color-corrected mercury vapor flood
lights mounted on the metal-and-glass ticketing and
concession kiosks or islands. The ceiling height in these
islands is approximately 7 ft clear, to contrast with
the 32-ft height of the dome. All construction on this
top floor area was arranged to emphasize the shape of
the vaults from below in order that the structure above
would completely dominate the whole room. Skylights
at the intersections of the vaults are lighted at night by
fluores cent tubes concealed behind the light-diffusing
plastic. This lighting will aid in dramatizing the overhead vaulting. The only direct lighting from above is a
battery of spots over the stairs and escalators.
HEATING AND VENTILATING. The main public areas of the building are air conditioned with design
for future expansion. Heating of the building is primarily by hot air with some convectors used in the offices and areas on the first two levels. Air is supplied
to the Great Room from below the windows and from
the roofs of the concession and kitchen areas, thus
freeing the shell of all ductwork. The terminal building
contains only fan rooms for the distribution of the
heated or cooled air; boilers and air-conditioning equipment are located in a separate building. Supply is
through pipes in a connecting tunnel.
SITE PLAN. The terminal building is 550 ft from
Natural Bridge Highway, and the area between the
terminal and the road contains a landscaped park
strip and parking space for 1,395 cars. Trees are dispersed over the lot, and covered parking for 55 automobiles is provided. A future helicopter field and cargo
building are east of the parking area. To the west are
the boiler and shops building and airlines service building.
The expanded plan provides a traffic circle and cloverleaf intersection on the proposed Mark Twain expressway. Additional parking for 2,000 cars will be provided
across Natural Bridge Highway on city-owned land.
COST. The terminal building and utilities cost approximately $5.9 million dollars.
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GOOD LIFE"
Twenty Architect-Designed Houses for Typical American Families. A ninety-page,

2.

highly visual presentation of America's best new houses. Text covers the client's
requirements, the architect's reasons for designing as he did, and an appraisal of the
architect's work by the owner. Each house will be presented for easy comparison with
all others in terms of design solutions to similar problems.
Criteria for the selection of featured houses include: (1) economical design in the
$20-$50,000 price range, (2) three or four bedrooms, (3) facilities for growing children,
(4) widespread geographical distribution, (5) functional excellence, (6) beauty of form,
texture and color, (7) average sites, (8) design by 20 different architects - with full
recognition of great new design talent along with the best known including . . .
Anshen & Allen ; Bolton & Barnstone; Marcel Breuer; Curtis & Davis; Ulrich J . Franzen ; Charles
M . Goodman; John MacL. Johansen; A. Quincy Jones and Frederick E. Emmons; Allen
& Edwin Kramer ; Richard Neutra; Nims & Brown; John Pekruhn; Paul Rudolph; Schweikher
& Elting; Smith & Williams ; James Speyer; Paul Thiry; William Wiener; E . H . and M . K.
Hunter ; Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons.
Nine Adventuresome Houses. Examples of brilliant experimentation in design and the use

of materials and equipment - pointing the direction to tomorrow.

3.

In all, twenty-nine houses that will be a valuable tool for you to use with your clients to
open their eyes (and minds) to good architectural design and to win their acceptance for
house plans in which you can both take pride.

Products and Literature. A comprehensive round-up of new residential building products

plus a listing of latest manufacturers' literature.

4.
Shortly after publication "Record Houses of 1956" will be available to the house building
public in bookstores across the nation. For the first time it will give this public a truly
embracive picture of the best in house design. "Record Houses of 1956" will make
a significant contribution to the growing public awareness of the advantages of good
house architecture - and the determination of the typical American family to enjoy them.
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MODERN PASSENGER STATION
REPLACES VICTORIAN DEPOT
The Missouri Pacific Lines, which
now have under construction a new passenger station at Palestine, Texas, are
making t hereby the first move in t heir
plan to replace "the rambling, multiples Lory type of structure replete with
ornate scroll-work decorations" with

Masonic Temple Chose the
Enduring Protection of

New station (above) will replace
Missouri Pacific's present station
(below) , which was erected in 1891

Kamal< Alvmlnflm-A~phalt ~oallng

Masonic Temple, Dallas, Texas- The roof was coated with Karnak
Aluminum-Asphalt Coating by Wright Waterproofing Co., Dallas
After checking into the various
aluminum-asphalt coatings for the
roof, this Masonic Temple said :

and form an opaque reflective shield
that reduces under-roof temperature
as much as 15°.

"We found we could not purchase a
better aluminum-asphalt paint than
Karnak. Our metal roof was beginning to rust. There were holes which
needed to be repaired ... so we had
Wright Waterproofing apply Karnak
Aluminum-Asphalt paint and today
it looks as good as it did after application eighteen months ago."

Perhaps you too can use this low
cost enduring protection . ..

Thank you, we say to the Masonic
Temple for their kind words. They
probably have noted one other result
of the application - Karnak cools as
it protects. The aluminum flakes flow
to the surface of the asphalt, flatten
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Lewis Asphalt Engineering Corp.,
30 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.
Dept.112.
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Use Other Fine Karnak Products
Membrane Waterproofing Fabric
Asphalt Roo f Coatings and Cements
Colldng compounds• Asphalt Emul-

sions• Til e Cement •Asphalt Paint
Wood Block Mastic Joint Fil ler.

"functional, modern buildings." To permit continued use of the station during
construction, the old building will be
razed in sections, and will be replaced
gradually by the new building.
The interior of Lhe new station, which
will be completely air conditioned, will
provide, in addition to the waiting
rooms, facilities for t icket sellers, clerical
s Lafis of the passenger and freight offices,
quarters for the trainmaster, division
trainmaster, train dispatchers, telegraph
and radio offices, and a room for a
switchboard and lockers for trainmen,
as well as space for baggage handling,
mail storage and the Railway Express
Agency.
The exterior of Lhe building will be of
Colorado red sandstone, extruded aluminum panels and glass. The interior
will be finished with tile and brick, with
glass partitions in the waiting rooms;
movable metal partitions will divide the
offices. The roof will be concrete covered
with white marble chips.
The total cost of the building is estimated at $200,000. F ull operation of the
new station is scheduled for early this
year.
The architect is 0. L. Hazelwood of
Palestine.
(More news on page 390)

Air conditioning existing buildings
may be easier than you think ...

Modine Airditioners
are individuall y controlled by room occupants to provide
healchful comfort all
year long.

It's as simple as this, with 7lbnliJu

. . .ll--,ilP.

1•

Individual unHs replace radiators in each room to

be air conditioned . Hot water from your present
boiler is piped to each unit for heating. Cold water from
a central chiller is supplied through the same piping for
summer cooling. A small motor (1/ 30 to 1/ 12 hp) operates two quiet fans in each AIRditioner to provide refreshingly cooled or heated air circulation. There are
no expensive ducts to install. Here is low-cost, yearround comfort for new or existing office and apartment
buildings, hotels or motels, hospitals or homes .

2•

Operating flexibility cuts costs. With Modine AIR-

ditioners, room occupants control their own temperatures. Units are operated only when and where they
are needed. No need to air condition an entire building
to provide comfort only in occupied rooms.

3•

motors (1050 rpm top speed) having built-in thermal
overload protection as a standard safety feature.

Want to know more?
Consult the classified section of the phone book for your
Modine representative. Contact him or mail the handy
coupon for illustrated booklet.

,-----------------------.I
I
I

f

I

*Trademark

J

II

Gentlemen : Please send me a free copy of Bulletin
745 -D , describing Modine AIRditioners.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Name

Types and sizes for every application. AIRdition-

ers are offered in console (illustrated), concealed, builtin overhead and exposed ceiling models ... in sizes to
meet your remodeling or new construction requirements. All units are furnished with quiet , slow-speed

I

MODINE MFG. co.
1510 DeKoven Avenue, Rocine, Wisconsin

Address ..
(

I

Ci ty

........... ......... Zone

.... Seate .. .

........

)

A-1283

I
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QUEENS COLLEGE TO BUILD
SPEECH AND MUSIC CENTER
Planned for the use of speech and
music students at Queens College and
of the New York borough's citizens, the
Music and Arts Building will have separate but related facilities for both departments.
The music auditorium, which will seat
about 2200, will have a simple concert

Unretouched photo .show.s how just one

coat of Pratt & Lambert PRIMA.FIL on
cinderblock ha.s filled voids and produced
a smooth. hard foundation for finishing.

CAN BE BRUSHED, ROLLED OR SPRAYED. Pratt & Lambert
PRIMAFIL is the most successful, most versatile product yet
offered for simuhaneous priming and filling cinder and other
coarse aggregate interior block walls. It goes on with exceptional
ease by brush, roller or spray. It fills voids to any desired degree,
coats sharp edges, hides well, dries rapidly and seals perfectly.
It uniformly holds out the finish; either Pratt
& Lambert New Lyt-All Flowing Flat, Lyt-All
Stippling Eggshell or Cellu-Tone Satin.

PRIMAFIL

':.:::-..::::....-::;:~7.::::·!.':.::='°_:.:::
WHITE

platform backed by a fixed cyclorama,
with facilities, in a small way, for
opera and ballet presentations.
The theater, which will seat abo ut 500
spectators, will have a more elaborate
stage. A cantilevered balcony around the
audience room, connected by short stairs
to the stage, can also be used in performances. T he forestages in both cases
will be demountable to accommodate
orchestra pits. The backstage areas of
the auditorium and the theater will be
mutually accessible.
In addition to these indoor facilities,
the building will contain an outdoor
theater. This stage can be reached from
both the auditorium and the theater.
Each of the deparlments will have its
own classroom wing; the stages and
backstages will also serve as classrooms,
and some of the classrooms will be usable
as dressing rooms.
A speech correction unit will be located between the two classroom wings.
The exterior of the building will be
finished with light gray brick, in agreement with existing buildings on the
campus. Bright colors will accent t he
concrete soffits and the doors and windows.
The architects for the building are
the New York firm of Fellheirner and
Wagner, with Henry W. Vikung t he
designer in charge.

For additional interesting facts about Pratt &
Lambert PRIMAFIL, write to Pratt & LambertInc., 75 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo 7, New York.
In Canada: 254 Courtwright Street, Fort Erie,
Ontario.

PRATT~ LAMBERT-INC.
A Dependable Name in Paint since 1849
NEW YORK • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • FORT ERIE, ONT.

(More news on page 398)
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